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Conversation with Mick Williams, President Friends of Ida Bay, 16/04/2018
Modifications have been made to the cabins, altering the integrity of the exterior.
Cabins no.2 and 3 have extended porch/verandah.
Shower block has had a deck added, it is a boardwalk sitting on blocks of wood.
A fence has been pulled down.
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Conservation management plans
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There are three conservation management plans which
deal with parts of the registered area of the Ida Bay
Railway. None of them deals with all of it, and their
relevance is further limited by a lack of knowledge of the
railway's historic cultural heritage. Parks and
Wildlife's Southport Lagoon Conservation Area
Management Plan 2006 includes the Ida Bay State
Reserve, and therefore the operational section of the Ida
Bay Railway. The CMP lists the rolling stock and buildings
associated with the historic carbide railway as railway
assets within the Ida Bay State Reserve, and refers also
to 'a wealth of surviving, but largely unsurveyed, historic
fabric including an old town site, ceme ery and mining era
remains' (p.25). One of the management issues raised
within this report is 'the fundamental lack of knowledge of
historic heritage sites and of the impact of current
management and user activities upon any surviving sites'
within the Ida Bay Reserve (p.28). The old town site and
cemetery have no association with the Ida Bay Railway
other than as interpretation sites for the tourist railway,
but the 'mining era remains' would include the rail track
and formation and jetty sites at Brick Point and Deep Hole
Bay. The CMP recommends individual cultural heritage
assessmen prior to route changes, rehabilitation work or
othe developments within the reserve; facilitating the
continuation of the Ida Bay Railway as a working railway;
the preparation of a strategic asset management plan for
the Ida Bay Railway; and adherence to the Burra Charter,
'its associated guidelines and the commentary on the
charter in Kerr (2000) in all conservation and
management works' (p.29).

Margaret Smith's unpublished 'Ida Bay Railway State
Reserve Management Plan' (2012) is partly derived from
the 2006 CMP. The author identifies the problem of
vandalism and theft of relics on the abandoned railway
formation and abandoned quarries (which are not within
the Ida Bay State Reserve), and repeats the earlier
recommendation that an asset management plan be
prepared for the railway (p.17). No historic or
archaeological survey work has yet been conducted on the
abandoned sections of railway formation and at the two
major quarries associated with the Ida Bay Railway.
The management of historic heritage is covered in Section
8.4 of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area
Management Plan 2016. Parks and Wildlife manages such
heritage under the National Parks and Reserves
Management Act 2002 (NPRMA), which in Schedule
1 includes the management objective 'to conserve sites or
areas of cultural significance'. Mining enterprises are
recognised as an historic theme within the TWWHA. The
Management Plan recognises the application of the
Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 to the seventeen listed
sites within the TWWHA, one of which is the Ida Bay
Railway (pp.177-78).

Feature Type:
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Histmy: In the early 1900s James Gillies devised the electrolytic
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process of separating zinc from its associated ores. This was a great
boon to the west coast mining industry. Zinc from mines like the
Hercules at Mount Read, which had previously ended up on waste
dumps, could now be saved and marketed. This
development prompted the formation of the Hydro Electric Power and
Metallurgical Company (HEPMC), from which evolved the Electrolytic
Zinc (now Nyrstar) plant at Risdon and the Australian Commonwealth
Carbide (Electrona Carbide) plant. Both can be se n as milestones in
the development of Tasmania's twentieth century hydro
industrialisation, which later involved many other manufacturers such
as Cadbury Fry Pascall at Claremont, Australian Pulp and Paper Mills
at Burnie and Coats, Patons and Baldwin in Launceston. A site near
Snug was chosen for the manufacture of carbide, and the Ida Bay
karst was selected to provide the limestone needed in both this
process and in electrolysis.
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In 1917 the government established a 40-acre caves reserve which
exempted the main entrance of Mystery Creek Cave at Ida Bay from
the provisions of the Mining Act 1905. This recognised the cave's
natural values, scientific significance and former popularity as a tourist
destination as well as its vulnerability to limestone mining. During
the 1890s Mystery Creek Cave had been the subject of high-end
overnigh cruises from Hobart, and its glow-worms had been written
up in he journal Scientific American (Haygarth 2007). Previous
Tasmanian cave reserves had been gazetted under Crown Lands Acts.
One created by exemption under the Mining Act 1905 was unusual,
but this followed on from the Earle Government's decision to refuse
Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd (BHP) a mining lease on the lower Gordon
River's limestone 'Marble Cliffs' in 1915. These actions demonstrated
the awareness of ecological conservation in Tasmania which had
prompted the passage of the ground-breaking Scenery Preservation
Act 1915, the most far sighted legislation of its kind in Australia at
that time (Powell undated).
However, the government's pro conservation stance was no deterrent
to the HEPMC, which took up a 100 acre quarry lease around the
caves reserve in 1920. By then Mystery Creek Cave had been
forgotten by the public and by tourism operators, allowing the miners
to blast and hack away limestone both outside and inside the cave
reserve at what became known as Blaneys Quarry. In 1922 the
HEPMC established a 2 ft-gauge (610 mm) railway from its Brick Point
Jetty to what later became known as Benders Quarry, but it continued
to use an old logging tramway to access the more distant Blaneys
Quarry by horse drawn carriages. At least six workers' huts were built
along this final section of tramway/railway, and other buildings,
possibly including lime kilns and stables, existed at Blaneys Quarry
('Electrona proposals'). In its early days the company planned to
install an aerial tramway purchased from the Anchor tin mine in north
eastern Tasmania to carry the ore to Brick Point Jetty, but whether
this ever operated at Ida Bay is unclear ('Hydro-Electric and M Co').
In 1927 the plant and business of the carbide company were bought
by Australian Commonwealth Carbide ('the Carbide Company'). In
1930 this company extended the railway to Blaneys Quarry ('Tenders';
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file NS283/1/3 [TAHO]), where it introduced the Frenchman Paul
Decauville's system of modular, prefabricated track sections. This was
a patented system of narrow gauge (610 mm) steel rails riveted to
steel sleepers to give extra stability and reduce the need for ballast
(Puffert 2009, p.186). Easily transported and quickly assembled, it
was used widely in the Queensland sugar industry, but no other
examples of its use are known in Tasmania. Australian Commonwealth
Carbide also appears to have introduced the distinctive v-shaped
Decauville patent tipper railway skips. Ore would have been loaded
with limestone at the quarry, driven down the Ida Bay Railway by
locomotive and emptied into bins for shipping to Electrona.
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In both the steam and diesel locomotive eras, Australian
Commonwealth Carbide employed another significant technical
innovation: instead of the standard compressed air or vacuum
braking, it used a highly unusual over-ride braking system for the
rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons. The
system is believed to be unique to the Ida Bay Railway. The drawbars
at each end of the wagons on which limestone bin were mounted
were coupled to an eccentric crank amidships. This crank in turn by
linkages activated wooden levers resting on the running surface of
both flanged wheelsets. The driver would apply the brakes on the
locomotives momentarily and the inertia of the laden wagon would
cause the wagon brakes to be applied In turn the response would be
transferred to the next wagon via the drawbar and so on along the
whole rake. This worked effectively in both directions though not as
reliable on lighter empty bin trains, but as these were predominantly
heading uphill back to he quarry this was less of an issue (Friends of
Ida Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the
bulk limestone and enable intermodal transfer at Deep Hole Jetty and
at the carbide factory at Electrona is also demonstrated by remaining
relics. Bins of this kind were usually confined to the movement of
treated ore or concentrate, but in this case were apparently found to
be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida
Bay 2018)

For many years Australian Commonwealth Carbide satisfied Australia's
need for calcium carbide and acetylene gas, the surplus (usually about
40 percent) being exported. Competition was not a problem, since the
company had the advantage of producing carbide more cheaply than
anyone else across the world. However, for a time during World War
Two Australian Commonwealth Carbide struggled to keep up with
increasing demand from the armed forces (tungsten carbide was
indispensable in making munitions) and Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd,
which used calcium carbide in magnesium production. Towards the
end of the war it also started to supply acetylene as a raw material for
the production of chlorinated solvents and polyvinyl chloride, used in
the electrical and radio industries (Australian War Memorial, pp.103
and 142).
After World War Two considerable changes were made to the mining
operation. Australian Commonwealth Carbide established a new
workshop, quarry manager's and workmen's quarters at Lune River
Road. Work continued at Benders Quarry, but Blaneys Quarry, the
line serving it and the Decauville rail system were abandoned.
Limestone quality in Blaneys Quarry had declined, one of the problems
being that a series of caves carrying residual clay had been
revealed in the quarry face (Dickenson 1945, p.48). The rails on the
Blaneys Quarry section were taken up, leaving many relics of the
Decauville system in place at the disused quarry and along the
abandoned formation. Loading of ore at the quarry was mechanised,
with small, wooden chassis wagons replacing most of the flatbed
bogey wagons. Ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore locomotives
replaced steam locomotives in the period 1948- 51. In addition the
company used a rail motor for haulage and to move staff along the
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line. Because of problems with siltation and the Southport Bar, Brick
Point Jetty was abandoned and approximately six kilometres of new
line were constructed around the Lune River estuary to deep water at
Elliott Beach (Deep Hole Bay). In 1950, 44 people worked in the
quarry and on the railway ('Big asset in Ida Bay limestone works').

R
E

Facing a labour shortage in the immediate post war period, and with
an upsurge in demand for acetylene, Australian Commonwealth
Carbide applied for 30 Polish or Baltic immigrants, 20 to work in the
factory at Electrona and 10 for road construction and quarry work at
Ida Bay, were they would be accommodated in two man huts (PM
Gillies to Director of Immigration, 5 April 1948, AA59 1 878, TAHO).
Priority was given to this request because an increase in carbide
production was needed urgently (notes dated 6 March 1948, AA59 1
878, TAHO). Ten Lithuanians in the age group 18 to 26 joined the
workforce at Ida Bay. They were among 200 Baltic m grants employed
in Tasmania by September 1948 ('Education of migrant ').
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There were other changes after World War wo. E ological awareness
increased, partly due to the influence of post war immigrants. The
establishment of the Tasmanian Caverneering Club by Sam Carey, the
inaugural professor of geology at the University of Tasmania, in 1946
prompted exploration of Tasmanian caves and study of associated
ecosystems. Public unrest over development proposals at Mount Field
National Park in 1950 (by Australian Newsprint Mills), Lake Pedder
from 1967 (by the Hydro Electric Commission) and at Precipitous Bluff
in the early 1970s (by Mineral Holdings Australia), flagged a growing
interest in conservation (Haygarth 2015, pp.72 75, 123-25, 135, 157
and 196).
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In the 1970s cavers and other conservationists campaigned to stop
quarrying and logging operations on the Ida Bay karst, which was
now known to contain perhaps the longest cave system in southern
Australia, at more than 30 kilometres. During this decade the Ida Bay
Railway was abandoned altogether, the carbide plant closed, and
Benders Spreading Services began to operate Benders Quarry by road
access. In 1988 the so called Helsham Commission (chaired by
Michael Helsham) into the values of Tasmanian forests recommended
that the Ida Bay karst be included in the Tasmanian Wilderness World
Heritage Area (TWWHA). This recommendation was adopted,
but quarrying was allowed to continue at Benders Quarry, which was
placed in an exclusion zone within the TWWHA. This concession to the
mining industry mirrored a similar action in 1938, when the Mount
Oakleigh tungsten mine was allowed to reopen within the Cradle
Mountain Scenic Reserve by the creation of an exclusion zone, and
demonstrated that not even World Heritage nominated sites were safe
from development. Work continued at Benders Quarry, amid much
complaint by scientists and conservationists, until 1992, by which time
a vertical cave christened ASF Pot had been blasted open in the quarry
face (Haygarth 2015, pp.199 204). This cave entrance is plainly
visible today.
The centenary of Tasmanian railways in 1971 marked a renewed
enthusiasm for steam trains and by-gone railway systems generally,
as epitomised by the development of the Don River Railway tourist
attraction, the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, steam
locomotive excursions on the Emu Bay Railway and the Derwent
Valley line, the Redwater Creek Steam and Heritage Society at
Sheffield and reconstruction of the Mount Lyell Mining and Railway
Company's Abt Railway (as the West Coast Wilderness Railway). Since
1977 the intact section of the Ida Bay Railway has been leased from
the government as a tourist railway. A 441 hectare Ida Bay State
Reserve gazetted in 1979 included the railway line and accommodated
the tourism operation. The Ida Bay Railway is unusual in having its
own operational 2 feet gauge line and rolljng stock from its industrial
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days. Hundreds of thousands of public and private dollars have been
spent on maintenance, conservation work and upgrading of facilities.
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The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it
demonstrates Tasmania's twentieth century hydro-industrialisat on, the conflict between ecology and
economy which has long been an important part of Tasmania's social and political debate, and the
development of rail tourism. It is a rare surviving example of a narrow gauge railway in Tasmania, and its
non operational section incorporates a rare example of the Decauville system of easily transportable,
modular, prefabricated rail which was riveted to steel s eepers for stability. The two operational Australian
built Malcolm Moore locomotives from the World War Two period are also rare survivors of their kind. The in
situ Decauville track at Blaneys Quarry and the pre World War-Two workers' hut sites and other building sites
along the railway formation near Blaneys Quarry have the potential to provide information which would lead
to an understanding of early twentieth-century working conditions and quarrying technology. The 1940s
Australian Commonwealth Carbide village at Lune River Road is a relatively intact industrial village of the kind
· that was once common in Tasmania, serving timber mills, mines and power stations, but which are now rare.
The Decauville track, an intact bin wagon and ore bins used to transport bulk limestone demonstrate technical
innovations. The Ida Bay Railway also has a strong association with rail buffs, for whom it represents a link to
the past and the preservation of Tasmania's railway heritage. It retains community meaning as a well known
tourist attraction which is featu ed in railway magazines.

"It is important in demonstrating the evolution 01·pattern of Tasmania's hist01J1" The Ida Bay Railway is of historic
cultu al heritage significance because it demonstrates Tasmania's twentieth-century hydro
industrialisation and the conflict between ecology and economy which has long been an important part of
Tasmania's social and political debate. It was part of a mining operation in an area of highly
significant karst which was the subject of two landmark events in Tasmania's conservation history-the
reservation of the entrance to Mystery Creek Cave in 1917 and government intervention to close a quarry
within the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area in 1992. As an example of the sort of light railway
that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites and on the West Coast mining fields,
it also demonstrates the development of transport and communications. Such railway lines came into
vogue in the 1890s because the narrow gauge was more suited to hilly country with sharp bends and
relatively steep grades, a notable example being the North-East Dundas Tramway between Williamsford
and Zeehan, bogey flat wagons from which were still used on the Ida Bay Tourist Railway in 2017. The
Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the type of small industrial village characteristic of bush timber mills,
power stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The
evidence of horse drawn, steam, petrol and diesel locomotion with associated infrastructure
demonstrates the evolution of the railway system. Like the rebuilt West Coast Wilderness Railway (the
former Abt Railway), the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Redwater Creek Steam Heritage Society at
Sheffield and the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the
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The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Herhage Register ifit meets one or more of the following criteria from the
Historic Cul ural Heritage Act 1995:
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development of rail tourism in Tasmania.

"It demonstrates rare, uncommon or endangered aspects of Tasmania's heritage" The Ida Bay Railway is of historical
cultural heritage significance because it is one of the last surviving narrow gauge industrial railways in
Australia, and one of only two in Tasmania. Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section of
railway formation, contains sections of the Decauville system of modular, prefabricated track sections
and skips. The Decauville system was used across the world for temporary mining operations, quarrying,
in harvesting and for portable military supply railways (Puffert 2009, p.186), but this is probably the only
surviving Tasmanian example. The two operational 1943 Malcolm Moore locomotives were designed and
built in Port Melbourne during World War Two as part of the war effort and acquired by Australian
Commonwealth Carbide in the period 1948-51. Neither has its original engine, but these locomotives are
also believed to be rare. Certainly they are the only ones operating in Tasmania. The Ida Bay Railway
system includes a rare example of a fairly intact 1940s industrial village, including houses fo
management, one with a pay office, two man workers 1 huts, a recreation room, carpent rs wo kshop,
ablutions blocks, railway workshops, engine shed, pump shed and sand shed/toilet. The e are few
comparable examples on the Tasmanian Heritage Register, including the worker villages at Waddamana
(THR#ll,943) and Lake Margaret (THR#l0,863).

c)

"It has potential to yield infonnation that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania's histm)'" Over a period of about
60 years, the Ida Bay Railway quarry operation embraced numerous forms of transport technology,
including a horse drawn, wooden-railed timber tramway, a narrow gauge railway, Decauville modular,
prefabricated rail, steam power, petrol and diesel power and possibly an aerial tramway. All but the last
of these are demonstrated by surviving fabric. There are numerous archaeological sites along the final
section of railway near Blaneys Quarry, including at least six workers' hut sites and several other building
sites with engine mounts at the quarry itself. Lime kilns may also have existed at Blaneys Quarry. These
sites and associated archival records and historical material have the ability to provide information
leading to an understanding of early twentieth-century rail and quarrying technology, and the living and
working conditions of bush labourers, fettle s, eng ne drivers and blacksmiths during this period.

d)

"It is impol'taut as a representative in demo strating the cltamcteristics of a brorule1· class ofcu/tum/ places" The Ida Bay
Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it is a particularly intact example of the type
of light rail operation that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites and on the West
Coast mining fields, as they were thought to be better adapted to hilly country with sharp curves. While
sections of several narrow gauge railway formations survive in Tasmania, such as that of the North-East
Dundas Tramway, the operational section of the Ida Bay Railway and the 1.8 km section of the North
Mount Farrell Tramway used by the Wee George Wood locomotive at Tullah are the only examples of an
intact historic narrow gauge railway. It also demonstrates the type of small industrial village
characteristic of bush timber mills, power stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the late nineteenth
and twe tieth centuries.
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"It is imporlant in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement"
Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section of railway formation, contains sections of the
innovative Decauville system of modular, prefabricated track sections which were easy to transport and
assemble as well as being very stable. The Decauville system was used across the world for temporary
mining operations, in quarrying, in harvesting and for portable military supply railways (Puffert 2009,
p.186). Relics of Decauville tipper and later bin wagons are also scattered along the railway formation.
Using Decauville rails and skips and containerised bins for transhipment of limestone by rail and boat to
Electrona increased efficiency.
Local innovations by Australian Commonwealth Carbide are still demonstrated by the Ida Bay Railway
system. In both the steam and diesel locomotive eras, the company employed a highly unusual over ride
braking system for the rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons instead of the
standard compressed air or vacuum braking. Apparently developed to meet the specific needs of the Ida
Bay Railway, the system is demonstrated by an intact bin wagon (Friends of Ida Bay 2018). The highly
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unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the bulk limestone and enable intermodal transfer at Deep Hole Jetty
and at the carbide factory at Electrona is also demonstrated by remaining relics. Bins of this kind were
usually confined to the movement of treated ore or concentrate, but in this case were apparently found
to be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).

"It has strong or special 111ea11i11g for any group or co1111111111ity because of social, c11lt11ml or spiritual associa ions Like the
Don River Railway {THR#1347), the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Redwater Creek
Steam Heritage Society at Sheffield and the West Coast Wilderness Railway between Queenstown and
Regatta Point, Strahan, the Ida Bay Railway is important to many people as a link to the past,
representing the preservation of Tasmania's railway heritage. It retains community meaning as a well
known tourist attraction and is popular with railway buffs, being featured in railway magazines.

g)

"It has a special association with the life or work of a person, a group or an organisatio that was important in Tas111m1ia's
histo1J>"
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PLEASE NOTE

This datasheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the place on the Heritage Register. It
is not intended to be a comprehensive historical record o inventory of the heritage values of the place.
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Creek Cave. The railway formation, cuttings,
embankments and all associated mechanical relics and
building sites are included in the registration.
The registration does not Include:
1. Sites along the operating line which are connected with
the original Ida Bay village (such as the cemetery) but
have no direct historical association with the railway.
2. The cafe built within and the verandah attached to the
eastern end of the principal railway workshop.

R
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3. The privately-owned former Australian Commonwealth
Carbide houses at Lune River Road.
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4. The section of railway formation near South Lune Road
which was destroyed by forestry operations.
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! Conservation management plans

There are three conservation management plans which
deal with parts of the registered area of the Ida Bay
Railway. None of them deals with all of It, and their
relevance is further limited by a lack of knowledge of the
railway's historic cultural heritage. Parks and
WIidiife's Southport Lagoon Conse,vatlon Area
Management Plan 2006 Includes the Ida Bay State
Reserve, and therefore the operational section of the Ida
Bay Railway. The CMP lists the rolling stock and buildings
i associated with the historic carbide railway as railway
assets within the Ida Bay State Reserve, and refers also
to 'a wealth of su,viving, but largely unsurveyed, historic
fabric including an old town site, cemetery and mining era
remains' (p.25). One of the management issues raised
within this report Is 'the fundamental lack of knowledge of
historic heritage sites and of the Impact of current
management and user activities upon any surviving sites'
within the Ida Bay Reserve (p.28). The old town site and
cemetery have no association with the Ida Bay Railway
other than as interpretation sites for the tourist railway,
but the 'mining era remains' would include the rail track
and formation and Jetty sites at Brick Point and Deep Hole
Bay. The CMP recommends individual cultural heritage
assessment prior to route changes, rehabllitation work or
other developments within the reserve; facilitating the
continuation of the Ida Bay Railway as a working railway;
. the preparation of a strategic asset management plan for
' the Ida Bay Railway; and adherence to the Burra Charter,
'its associated guidelines and the commentary on the
charter in Kerr (2000) In all conservation and
, management works' (p.29).
Margaret Smith's unpublished 'Ida Bay Railway State
Reserve Management Plan• (2012) is partly derived from
' the 2006 CMP. The author identifies the problem of
I vandalism and theft of relics on fhe abandoned railway
I formation and abandoned quarries (which are not within
4 of 11
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the Ida Bay State Reserve), and repeats the earlier
recommendation that an asset management plan be
prepared for the railway (p.17). No historic or
I archaeological survey work has yet been conducted on the
, abandoned sections of railway formation and at the two
major quarries associated with the Ida Bay Railway.
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, The m;magement of historic heritage is covered In Section
8.4 of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area
Management Plan 2016. Parks and WIidiife manages such
heritage under the National Parks and Reserves
Management Act 2002 (NPRMA), which In Schedule
1 Includes the management objective 'to conserve sites or
areas of cultural significance'. Mining enterprises are
recognised as an historic theme within the TWWHA. The
Management Plan recognises the application of the
Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 to the seventeen listed
, sites within the TWWHA, one of which Is the Ida Bay
1 Railway (pp.177-78),
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Feature Type:
Architectural Style:
l_nf£grity:
Condition:

Use

Original r Significant
Use(s):

Current Use(s):

In the early 1900s James GIiiies devised the electrolytic
pro ess of separating zinc from Its associated ores. This was a great
boon to the west coast mining Industry. Zinc from mines like the
Hercules at Mount Read, which had previously ended up on waste
· dumps, could now be saved and marketed. This
development prompted the formation of the Hydro-Electric Power and
Metallurgical Company (HEPMC), from which evolved the El.ectrolytlc
Zinc (now Nyrstar) plant at Risdon and the Australian Commonwealth
Carbide (Electrona Carbide) plant. Both can be seen as milestones In
the development of Tasmania's twentieth-century hydro
lndustrlallsatlon, which later involved many other manufacturers such
as Cadbury-Fry-Pascall at Claremont, Australian Pulp and Paper Mills
at Burnie and Coats, Patons and Baldwin in Launceston. A site near
Snug was chosen for the manufacture of carbide, and the Ida Bay
karst was selected to provide the limestone needed In both this
process and in electrolysis.
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History

In 1917 the government established a 40-acre caves reserve which
exempted the main entrance of Mystery Creek Cave at Ida Bay from
the provisions of the Mining Act 1905. This recognised the cave's
natural values, scientific significance and former popularity as a tourist
destination-as well as its vulnerability to limestone mining. During
the 1890s Mystery Creek Cave had been the subject of high-end
overnight cruises from Hobart, and its glow-worms had been written
up In the Journal Scientific American (Haygarth 2007). Previous
Tasmanian cave reserves had been gazetted under Crown Lands Acts.
One created by exemption under the Mining Act 1905 was unusual,
but this followed on from the Earle Government's decision to refuse
Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd (BHP) a mining lease on the lower Gordon
River's limestone 'Marble Cliffs' in 1915. These actions demonstrated
the awareness of ecological conservation in Tasmania which had
5of 11
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prompted the passage of the ground-breaking Scenery Preservation
Act 1915, the most far-sighted legislation of Its kind In Australia at
that time (Powell undated).
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I However, the government's pro-conservation stance was no deterrent
, to the HEPMC, which took up a 100-acre quarry lease around the
caves reserve In 1920. By then Mystery Creek Cave had been
forgotten by the public and by tourism operators, allowing the miners
to blast and hack away limestone both outside and Inside the cave
reserve at what became known as Blaneys Quarry. In 1922 the
HEPMC established a 2-ft-gauge (610 mm) railway from Its Brick Point
Jetty to what later became known as Benders Quarry, but It continued
to use an old logging tramway to access the more distant Blaneys
Quarry by horse-drawn carriages. At least six workers huts were built
along this final section of tramway/railway, and other buildings,
possibly Including lime kilns and stables, existed at Blaneys Quarry
('Electrona proposals'). In Its early days the company planned to
Install an aerial tramway purchased from the Anchor tin mine in north
eastern Tasmania to carry the ore to Brick Point Jetty, but whether
this ever operated at Ida Bay is unclear ('Hydro-Electric and M Co').
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In 1927 the plant and business of the carbide company were bought
by Australian Commonwealth Carbide ('the Carbide Company'). In
1930 this company extended the railway to Blaneys Quarry ('Tenders';
file NS283/1/3 [TAHO]), where It Introduced the Frenchman Paul
Decauvllle's system of modular, prefabricated track sections. This was
a patented system of narrow gauge (610 mm) steel rails riveted to
steel sleepers to give ext a stability and reduce the need for ballast
(Puffert 2009, p 186). Easily transported and quickly assembled, It
was used widely In the Queensland sugar Industry, but no other
examples of Its use a e known In Tasmania. Australian Commonwealth
Carbide also appears to have Introduced the distinctive v-shaped
Decauvllle patent tipper railway skips. Ore would have been loaded
with limestone at the quarry, driven down the Ida Bay Railway by
locomotive and emptied Into bins for shipping to Electrons.

1
;
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In both the steam and diesel locomotive eras, Australian
Commonwealth Carbide employed another significant technical
Innovation: Instead of the standard compressed air or vacuum
braking, It used a highly unusual over-ride braking system for the
rakes (coupled sets) of Its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons. The
system Is believed to be unique to the Ida Bay Railway. The drawbars
at each end of the wagons on which limestone bins were mounted
were coupled to an eccentric crank amidships. This crank In turn by
linkages activated wooden levers resting on the running surface of
both flanged wheelsets. The driver would apply the brakes on the
locomotives momentarily and the Inertia of the laden wagon would
cause the wagon brakes to be applied. In turn the response would be
transferred to the next wagon via the drawbar and so on along the
whole rake. This worked effectively In both directions though not as
reliable on lighter empty bin trains, but as these were predominantly
heading uphill back to the quarry this was less of an Issue (Friends of
Ida Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the
bulk limestone and enable lntermodal transfer at Deep Hole Jetty and
at the carbide factory at Electrona Is also demonstrated by remaining
relics. Bins of this kind were usually confined to the moveme·nt of
treated ore or concentrate, but In this case were apparently found to
be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida
Bay 2018).

For many years Australian Commonwealth Carbide satisfied Australia's
need
for calcium carbide and acetylene gas, the surplus (usually about
1
40 percent) being exported. Competition was not a problem, since the I
company had the advantage of producing carbide more cheaply t�an

1
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anyone else across the world. However, for a time during World War
Two Australian Commonwealth .Carbide struggled to keep up with
Increasing demand from the armed forces (tungsten carbide was
Indispensable In making munitions) and Broken HIii Proprietary Ltd,
which used calcium carbide In magnesium production. Towards the
end of the war It also started to supply acetylene as a raw material for
the production of chlorinated solvents and polyvinyl chloride; used in
the electrical and radio industries (Australian War Memorial, pp.103
and 142}.
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' After World War Two considerable changes were made to the mining
operation. Australian Commonwealth Carbide established a new
workshop, quarry manager's and workmen's quarters at Lune River
Road. Work continued at Benders Quarry, but Blaneys Quarry, the
• line serving It and the Decauvllle rail system were abandoned
Limestone quality In Blaneys Quarry had declined, one of the problems
being that a series of caves carrying residual clay had been
revealed In the quarry face (Dickenson 1945, p 48}. The rails on the
Blaneys Quarry section were taken up, leaving many relics of the
Decauvllle system In place at the disused quarry and along the
abandoned formation. Loading of ore at the quarry was mechanised,
with small, wooden chassis wagons replacing most of the flatbed
bogey wagons. Ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore locomotives
replaced steam locomotives In the period 1948- 51. In addition the
company used a rall motor for haulage and to move staff along the
line. Because of problems with siltation and the Southport Bar, Brick
Point Jetty was abandoned and approximately six kilometres of new
fine were constructed around the Lune River estuary to deep water at
Elllott Beach (Deep Hole Bay}. In 1950, 44 people worked In the
quarry and on the railway ('Big asset in Ida Bay limestone works'}.
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Facing a labour shortage in the Immediate post-war period, and with
an upsu ge In demand for acetylene, Australian Commonwealth
Carbide applied for 30 Polish or Baltic immigrants, 20 to work in the
factory at Electrona and 10 for road construction and quarry work at
Ida Bay, were they would be accommodated in two-man huts (PM
Gillies to Director of Immigration, 5 April 1948, AA59-l-878, TAHO),
Priority was given to this request because an increase In carbide
production was needed urgently (notes dated 6 March 1948, AA59-1878, TAHO). Ten Lithuanians in the age group 18 to 26 Joined the
workforce at Ida Bay. They were among 200 Baltic migrants employed
In Tasmania by September 1948 ('Education of migrants').

There were other changes after World War Two. Ecological awareness
Increased, partly due to the Influence of post-war Immigrants. The
establishment of the Tasmanian Caverneerlng Club by Sam Carey, the
Inaugural professor of geology at the University of Tasmania, In 1946
prompted exploration of Tasmanian caves and study of associated
ecosystems. Public unrest over development proposals at Mount Field
National Park In 1950 (by Australian Newsprint Mills), Lake Pedder
from 1967 (by the Hydro-Electric Commission) and at Precipitous Bluff
In the early 1970s (by Mineral Holdings Australia), flagged a growing
interest In conservation (Haygarth 2015, pp.72·75, 123-25, 135, 157
and 196).
In the 1970s cavers and other conservationists campaigned to stop
quarrying and fogging operations on the Ida Bay karst, which was
now known to contain perhaps the longest cave system in southern
Australia, at more than 30 kilometres, During this decade the Ida Bay
Railway was abandoned altogether, the carbide plant closed, and
Benders Spreading Services began to operate Benders Quarry by road
access. In 1988 the so-called Helsham Commission (chaired by
Michael Helsham} Into the values of Tasmanian forests recommended
that the Ida Bay karst be included In the Tasmanian Wilderness World
Heritage Area (TWWHA). This recommendation was adopted,
7of11
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but quarrying was allowed to continue at Benders Quarry, which was
placed in an exclusion zone within the TWWHA. This concession to the
mining Industry mirrored a similar action In 1938, when the Mount
I Oaklelgh tungsten mine was allowed to reopen within the Cradle
Mountain Scenic Reserve by the creation of an exclusion zone, and
demonstrated that not even World Heritage-nominated sites were safe
from development. Work continued at Benders Quarry, amid much
I complaint by scientists and conservationists, until 1992, by which time
a vertical cave christened ASF Pot had been blasted open In the quarry
face (Haygarth 2015, pp.199-204). This cave entrance Is plainly
vlslble today .
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. The centenary of Tasmanian railways In 1971 marked a renewed
: enthusiasm for steam trains and by-gone railway systems generally,
as epitomised by the development of the Don River Railway tourist
attraction, the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, steam
I locomotive excursions on the Emu Bay Railway and the Derwent
Valley line, the Redwater Creek Steam and Heritage Society at
I Sheffield and reconstruction of the Mount Lyell Mining and Railway
Company's Abt Railway (as the West Coast WIiderness Railway). Since
1977 the Intact section of the Ida Bay Railway has been leased from
the government as a tourist railway. A 441-hectare Ida Bay State
Reserve gazetted In 1979 Included the railway llne and accommodated
the tourism operation. The Ida Bay Railway Is unusual In having Its
own operational 2-feet-gauge line and rolling stock from Its Industrial
· days. Hundreds of thousands of public and private dollars have been
spent on maintenance, conservation work and upgrading of facllltles.
I

I
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I ASSESSED IDSTORIC CULTURAL HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
Stateme11t ofSignificance: The Ida Bay. Railway Is of historic cultural heritage significance because It
demonstrates Tasmania's twentleth-cent1,1ry hydro-lndustrlallsatlon, the conflict between ecology and
economy which has long been an Important part of Tasmania's social and political debate, and the
development of rail tourism. It Is a rare surviving example of a narrow gauge railway In Tasmania, and its
non-operational section Incorporates a rare example of the Decauvllle system of easily transportable,
modular, prefabricated rail which was riveted to steel sleepers for stablllty. The two operational Australlan
bullt Malcolm Moore locomotives from the World War Two period are also rare survivors of their kind. The In
situ Decauvllle track at Blaney:; Quarry and the pre-World-War-Two workers' hut sites and other building sites
along the railway formation near Blaneys Quarry have the potential to provide information which would lead
to an understanding of early-twentieth-century working conditions and quarrying technology. The 1940s
Australian Commonwealth Carbide village at Lune River Road Is a relatively Intact Industrial village of the kind
that was once common in Tasmania, serving timber mills, mines and power stations, but which are now rare.
The Decauvllle track 2_n Intact bin wagon and ore bins used to transport bulk limestone demonstrate technical
9 of 11
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Innovations. The Ida Bay Railway also has a strong association with rail buffs, for whom It represents a 1nk to
the past and the preservation of Tasmania's railway heritage. It retains community meaning as a well-known
tourist attraction which Is featured In railway magazines.
The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register ifit meets one or more of the following criteria from the
Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:
"It Is important In demonstrating the evolution or pattern of Tasmania's history" The Ida Bay Railway Is of historic
cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates Tasmania's twentieth-century hydro
Industrialisation and the conflict between ecology and economy which has long been an important part of
Tasmania's social and political debate. It was part of a mining operation In an area of highly
' significant karst which was the subject of two landmark events in Tasmania's conservation history-the
reservation of the entrance to Mystery Creek Cave In 1917 and government Intervention to close a quarry
within the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area In 1992. As an example of the sort of light railway
i that was once common In Tasmania, particularly on Industrial sites and on the West Coast mining fields,
, It also demonstrates the development of transport and communications. Such railway lines came Into
vogue In the 1890s because the narrow gauge was more suited to hilly country with sharp bends and
relatively steep grades, a notable example being the North-East Dundas Tramway between Willlamsford
and zeehan, bogey flat wagons from which were still used on the Ida Bay Tourist Railway In 2017. The
Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the type of small Industrial village characteristic of bush timber mills,
power stations and mine sites In Tasmania during the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The
evidence of horse-drawn, steam, petrol and diesel locomotion with associated Infrastructure
demonstrates the evolution of the railway system. Like the rebuilt West Coast WIiderness Railway (the
former Abt Railway), the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Redwater Creek Steam Heritage Society at
Sheffield and the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah the Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the
development of rail tourism In Tasmania.
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"Itdemo�stmtes rare, uncommon orendangered aq;cci;-;I Ta mania' heritage'' The. Ida-Bay Railway-is of historical
b) cultural heritage significance because it Is one of the last suviving narrow gauge Industrial railways In
Australia, and one of only two In Tasmania Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section of
, railway formation, contains sections of the Decauvllle system of modular, prefabricated track sections
i and skips. The Decauville system was used across the world for temporary mining operations, quarrying,
in harvesting and for portable military supply ailways (Puffert 2009, p,186), but this Is probably the only
surviving Tasmanian example. The two operational 1943 Malcolm Moore locomotives were designed and
built In Port Melbourne during World War Two as part of the war effort and acquired by Australian
Commonwealth Carbide In the period 194B-51. Neither has its original engine, but these locomotives are
also believed to be rare. Certainly they are the only ones operating In Tasmania. The Ida Bay Railway
system Includes a rare example of a fairly Intact 1940s Industrial village, Including houses for
management, one with pay office, two-man workers' huts, a recreation room, carpenters' workshop,
ablutions blocks, railway workshops, engine shed, pump shed and sand shed/toilet. There are few
comparable examples on the Tasmanian Heritage Register, Including the worker villages at Waddamana
(THR#11,943) and Lake Margaret (THR#l0,863),

"It has pote11tial to yield information that wlll contribute to an understanding o/Tasmania Js history" Over a period of about

c)

60 years, the Ida Bay Railway quarry operation embraced numerous forms of transport technology,
Including a horse-drawn, wooden-railed timber tramway, a narrow-gauge railway, Decauvllle modular,
prefabricated rail, steam power, petrol and diesel power and possibly an aerial tramway. All but the last
of these are demonstrated by surviving fabric. There are numerous archaeological sites along the final
section of railway near Blaneys Quarry, Including at least six workers' hut sites and several other building
sites with engine mounts at the quarry Itself. Lime kilns may also have existed at Blaneys Quarry. These
sites and associated archival records and historical material have the ability to provide Information
leading to an understanding of early-twentieth-century rail and quarrying technology, and the living and
working conditions of bush labourers, fettlers, engine drivers and blacksmiths during this period.

d)

"It is important as a representative In demonsi;.,,tlng the characteristics of;; broader class ofculturalplaces ;;The Ida· Bay
Railway Is of historic cultural heritage significance because it Is a particularly Intact example of the type
i of light rail operation that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on Industrial sites and on the West
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Coast mlningfteids, as they were thought to be better adapted to hilly country with sharp curves. Whte
I sections of several narrow gauge railway fprmat lons survive In Tasmani a, such as .that of the North-East
Dundas Tramway, the operational section of the Ida Bay Railway and the 1.8-km section of the North
Mount Farrell Tramway used by the Wee George Wood locomotive at Tullah are the only examples of an
intact historic narrow gauge railway. It also demonstrates the type of small Industrial villa ge
characteristic of bush timber mills, power stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the late-nineteenth
and twentieth centuries.
!

or

Loca l Innovations by Australian Commonwealth Carbide are still demonstrated by the Ida Bay Railway
system. In both the steam and diesel locomotive eras, the company employed a highly unusual over-ride
braking system for the rakes (coupled sets) of Its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons Instead of the
standard compressed air or vacuum braking. Apparently developed to meet the specific needs of the Ida
Bay Railway, the system Is demonstrated by an Intact bin wagon (Friends of Ida Bay 2018). The highly
unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the bulk limestone and enable lntermodal transfer at Deep Hole Jetty
and at the carbide factory at Electrona Is also demonst rated by remaining relics. Bins of this kind were
usually confined to the movement of treated ore or concent a te, but In this case were apparently found
to be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).

"It has strong or special meanl,Jg for any group or community because ofsocial, cultural or spiritual associations" Like the
Don River Railway (THR#l347), the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Redwater Creek
Steam Herit age Society at Sheffield and the West Coast Wilderness Railway between Queenstown and
Regatta Point, Strahan, the Ida Bay Railway is Important to m any people as a link to the past,
representing the preservation of Tasmania's railway heritage. It retains community meaning as a well
known tourist attraction and Is popular with ra ilway buffs, being featured In railway magazines.

It has a special associat/011 with the life or work ofa person, a group or an organisation that was Important in Tasmania's
history
�
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e) . ''It is important in demonstratiniJa high degree of creative technical achievement''
Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the aba ndoned section of railway formation, contains sections of the
' innovative Decauvllle system of modular, prefabrica ted tr ack sections which were easy to transpo t and
assemble as well as being very stable. The Deca uville system was used across the world for temporary
mining operations, In quarrying, In h arvesting and for portable military supply railways (Puffert 2009,
p.186). Relles of Decauville tipper and later bin wagons are also scattered along the railway formation.
Using Decauvllle ra ils and skips and containerised bins for transhipment of limestone by rail a nd boat to
Electrona Increased efficiency.

--·--

PLEASE NOTE
Assessed by:
Cleared by:

This datasheet Is Intended to provide sufficient lnfonnal/on andJusliflcation for llsl/ng tho place on the Heritage Register. It
Is not Intended to be s comprehensive hfstorlcaf record or Inventory of ths heritage values of the place.
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vertical board structures: three two-man workers' huts reconfigured to form a railway station; four separate
two-man workers' huts, two of which are used for accommodation, with the third serving as a history-keeping
room and the fourth a showpiece restored to original condition; the sand shed/toilet; the recreation room (a
former two-room hut with two fireplaces); the fo rmer carpenters' workshop now used as a community room;
two ablutions blocks; the engine shed; a pump house. (In the sand shed, sand is dried over a fire bef ore
being loaded onto the locomotive. Sand is dropped from the sandbox ahead of the train to improve traction in
slippery conditions.) There are also three corrugated iron workshop buildings now joined together, and seven
weatherboard houses along Lune River Road built for quarry/railway management. The house closest to the
station was the quarry manager's house (Lot 9), and differs in form from the others by incorporating a pay
office. It also contained a laboratory. The community room features a verandah added at a time when this
building served as the station for the Ida Bay Railway tourist attraction; similarly, a verandah connects the
three reconfigured workers' huts in their new role as the present railway station. A cafe and verandah have
been installed in the eastern end of the principal workshop as part of the Ida Bay Railway tourism operation.
Other structures on site include a dam from which water was pumped up to the railway, and a water filler
and signal relocated from elsewhere in Tasmania. All registered features of the Lune River Road complex
except the dam are included in the Ida Bay State Reserve.

The registered area includes:
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The non-operational section of the railway consists of about 500 metres of formation without rails lea ing to
the site of the former Brick Point Jetty (Lot 12); as well as a 6-kilometre formation without rails between the
Ida Bay Railway Station on Lune River Road (Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6) and Blaneys (Lot 1) and Benders (Lot 2)
Quarries. Forestry operations have destroyed about half a kilometre of formation near South Lun Road.
Karst depressions can be seen in many places along the non-operational sections of the railway, and a
vertical cave, ASF Pot, is visible in the face of Benders Quarry. Blaneys Quarry is close to the main
entrance of Mystery Creek Cave, a large stream cave containing massive formations, and well known for its
glow-worm display. This quarry also contains relics of an ore loader and many rusted examples of the
demountable, modular, prefabricated track sections devised in 1875 by Paul Decauville ( Puffer! 2009, p.186).
Rusted Decauville patent tipping skips and frames are also scattered along the edge of Blaneys Quarry and
the abandoned rail formation between the two quarries, which now serves as a walking track. The pigsty
method of stacking logs to support a tramway viaduct and bridge ls demonstrated along this section of
formation. There are also at least six workers' hut sites, marked b chimney butts, bricks and other relics,
along the formation near Blaneys Quarry, and several building ites, including machinery footings, at the
quarry itself. Both quarries and the section of railway ormation between them are within the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area, while the section of railway formation between Limestone Quarry Road and
lda Bay Station is in State Forest and conservation area.

L
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1. Approximately 6.5 kilometres of operation l railway track and associated formations from the Ida
Bay Station to the wharf site at Deep H le Bay (Lot 10). The jetty sites at Brick Point and Deep Hole Bay
(Lots 11 and 12) are included, as are any relics of earlier railway operations such as telelgraph line, bogies,
carriage frames, limestone bins and wheelsets. However, the jetties are ruins, and it is not intended that
they be actively managed.
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2. Buildings ass ciated with the Australian Commonwealth Carbide's former operation of the railway (the
engine shed, locomotive workshops, ablutions blocks, recreation room, carpenters' workshop, sand
shed/toilet, seven vertical board two-man workers' huts (three of which now form the railway station), the
pump house (all part of Lot 8), and the manager's house and garage Lot 9) which now form part of the Ida
Bay Tourist Railway complex. Only the external form of the two ablutions blocks is registered, The water
f ll r, the dam from which water was pumped (Lot 7) and the signal are included in the registration, as are all
mechanical relics of the Australian Commonwealth Carbide railway operation .

R

3. The rolling stock from the limestone mining era and that built specifically for the Ida Bay tourist railway.
This includes five ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore locomotives bought for the line by Australian
Commonwealth Carbide in the period 1948-51, two of which are still operational and used by the tourist
railway operator; the 1950s Australian Commonwealth Carbide rail motor (privately owned by J Donnelly, C
Donnelly and M Williams); the running gear of works wagons and the three passenger carriages (based on
flatbed bogey wagons originally from the North-East Dundas narrow-gauge line on the West Coast). One
intact bin wagon demonstrates the possibly unique Australian Commonwealth Carbide over-ride braking
system. Relics along the line demonstrate the innovative use of ore bins to move bulk limestone (Friends of
Ida Bay 2018). A rail motor built specifcally for the Ida Bay tourist railway using running gear possibly from
the Lake Margaret hydro-electric scheme is also included, Apart from the 1950s rail motor, the registered
rolling stock used by the tourist operation are assets held by the lessee. All items of rolling stock noted
above were on site at the Ida Bay Railway at the time of registration (12 June 2018).
4. Approximately six kilometres of abandoned railway formation (Lots 3,4, 5 and 6) from the station on Lune
River Road to two former Australian Commonwealth Carbide quarries (Lots 1 and 2); the quarries
themselves; and about 500 metres of abandoned railway formation leading to the Brick Point Jetty site. One
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quarry, Benders (Lot 2), is at the end of Limestone Quarry Road (GDA94 488896E, 51 87401N), the other,
known as Blaneys Quarry or the Marble Reward Quarry (GDA94 487589E, 5187810N [Lot 1]), is at the end
of the railway formation, and west of the main entrance to Mystery Creek Cave. The railway formation,
cuttings, embankments and all associated mechanical relics and building sites are included in the
registration.
The registration does not include:
1. Sites along the operating line which are connected with the original Ida Bay village (such as the
cemetery) but have no historical association with the railway.
2. The cafe built within and the verandah attached to the eastern end of the principal railway workshop.
3. The privately-owned former Australian Commonwealth Carbide houses at Lune River Road.
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4. The section of railway formation near South Lune Road which was destroyed by forestry operations.
Conservation management plans
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There are three consetvation management plans which deal with parts of the registered area of the Ida Bay
Railway. None of them deals with all of it, and their relevance is further limited by a lack of knowledge of the
railway's historic cultural heritage. Parks and Wildlife's Southport Lagoon Conservation Area Management
Plan 2006 includes the Ida Bay State Reserve, and therefore the operational section of the Ida Bay Railway.
The CMP lists the rolling stock and buildings associated with the historic carbide railway as railway assets
within the Ida Bay State Reserve, and refers also to 'a wealth of surviving, but largely unsurveyed, historic
fabric including an old town site, cemetery and mining era remains' (p.25) One of the management issues
raised within this report is 'the fundamental lack of knowledge of histori heritage sites and of the impact of
current management and user activities upon any surviving sites' within the Ida Bay Reserve (p. 28 ). The old
town site and cemetery have no association with the Ida Bay Railway but the 'mining era remains' would
include the rail track and formation and jetty sites at Brick Point and Deep Hole Bay. The CMP
recommends individual cultural heritage assessment prior to oute changes, rehabilitation work or other
developments within the reserve; facilitating the continuation o the Ida Bay Railway as a working railway;
the preparation of a strategic asset management plan for the Ida Bay Railway; and adherence to the Surra
Charter, 'its associated guidelines and the commentary on the charter in Kerr (2000) in all conservation and
management works' (p.29).
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Margaret Smith's unpublished 'Ida Bay Railway State Reserve Management Plan' (2012) is mostly derived
from the 2006 CMP. The author identifies the problem of vandalism and theft of relics on the abandoned
railway formation and abandoned quarries (which are not within the Ida Bay State Reserve), and repeats the
earlier recommendation that an asset management plan be prepared for the railway (p.17). No historic or
archaeological survey work has yet been conducted on the abandoned sections of railway formation and at
the two major quarries associated with the Ida Bay Railway.

In the early 1900s James Gillies devised the electrolytic process of separating zinc from its associated ores.
This was a great boon to the West Coast mining industry. Zinc from mines like the Hercules at Mount Read,
which had previously ended up on waste dumps, could now be saved and marketed. This
development prompted the formation of the Hydro-Electric Power and Metallurgical Company (HEPMC), from
which devolved the Electrolytic Zinc (now Nyrstar) plant at Risdon and the Australian Commonwealth
Carbide (Electrona Carbide) plant. Both can be seen as milestones in the development of Tasmania's
twentieth-century hydro-industrialisation, which later involved many other manufacturers such as
Cadbury-Fry-Pascall at Claremont, Australian Pulp and Paper Mills at Burnie and Coats, Patons and
Baldwin in Launceston. A site near Snug was chosen for the manufacture of carbide, and the Ida Bay karst
was selected to provide the limestone needed in both this process and in electrolysis.
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The management of historic heritage is covered in Section 8.4 of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage
Area Management Plan 2016. Parks and Wildlife manages such heritage under the National Parks and
Reserves Management Act (2002) (NPRMA), which in Schedule 1 includes the management objective 'to
conserve sites or areas of cultural significance'. Mining enterprises are recognised as an historic theme
within the TWWHA. The Management Plan recognises the application of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act
(1995) o the seventeen listed sites within the TWWHA, one of which is the Ida Bay Railway (pp.177-78 ).

In 1917 the government established a 40-acre caves reserve which exempted the main entrance of Mystery
Creek Cave at lda Bay from the provisions of the Mining Act 1905. This recognised the cave's natural values,
scientific significance and former popularity as a tourist destination. During the 1890s Mystery Creek Cave
had been the subject of high-end overnight cruises from Hobart, and its glow-worms had been written up in
the journal Scientific American (Haygarth 2007). Previous Tasmanian cave reserves had been gazetted
under Crown Lands Acts. One created by exemption under the Mining Act 1905 was unusual, but this
followed on from the Earle Government's decision to refuse Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd (BHP) a mining lease
Monday, June 25, 2018
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on the lower Gordon River's limestone 'Marble Cliffs' in 1915. These actions demonstrated the awareness of
ecological conservation in Tasmania which had prompted the passage of the ground-breaking Scenery
Presetvation Act 1915, the most far-sighted legislation of its kind in Australia at that time (Powell undated).
However, the government's pro-conservation stance was no deterrent to the HEPMC, which took up a
1 DO-acre quarry lease around the caves reserve in 1920. By then Mystery Creek Cave had been forgotten by
the public and by tourism operators, allowing the miners to blast and hack away limestone both outside and
inside the cave reserve at what became known as Blaneys Quarry. In 1922 the HEPMC established a
2-ft-gauge (610 mm) railway from its Brick Point Jetty to what later became known as Benders Quarry, but it
continued to use an old logging tramway to access the more distant Blaneys Quarry. At least six workers'
huts were built along this final section of tramway/railway, and other buildings, possibly including lime kilns,
existed at Blaneys Quarry ('Electrona proposals'). In its early days the company planned to install an aerial
tramway purchased from the Anchor tin mine in north -eastern Tasmania to carry the ore to Brick Point Jetty,
but whether this ever operated at Ida Bay is unclear ('Hydro-Electric and M Co').
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In 1927 the plant and business of the carbide company were bought by Australian Commonwealth Carbide
('the Carbide Company'). In 1930 this company extended the railway to Blaneys Quarry (' Tenders'; file
NS283/1/3 [TAHO]), where it introduced the Frenchman Paul Decauville's system of modular, prefabricated
track sections. This was a patented system of narrow gauge (610 mm) steel rails riveted to steel sl epe s to
give extra stability and reduce the need for ballast ( Puffer! 2009, p.186). Easily transported and quickly
assembled, it was used widely in the Queensland sugar industry, but no other examples of its us are
known in Tasmania. Australian Commonwealth Carbide also appears to have introduced the di tinctive
V-shaped Decauville patent tipper railway skips. Bins would have been loaded with limest ne at the quarry
face, driven down the Ida Bay Railway by locomotive and emptied into bins for shipping to Electrona.
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In both the steam and diesel locomotive eras, Australian Commonwealth Carbide employed another
significant technical innovation: instead of the standard compressed air or vacuum braking, it used a highly
unusual over-ride braking system for the rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons. The
system is believed to be unique to the Ida Bay Railway. The drawbars at each end of the wagons on which
limestone bins were mounted were coupled to an eccentric crank amidships. This crank in turn by linkages
activated wooden levers resting on the running surface of both flanged wheelsets. The driver would apply the
brakes on the locomotives momentarily and the inertia of th laden wagons would cause the wagon brakes
to be applied. In turn the response would be transferred t the next wagaon via the drawbar and so on along
the whole rake. This worked effectively in both directions th ugh not as reliable on lighter empty bin trains ,
but as these were predominantly heading uphill back to the quarry this was less of an issue (Friends of Ida
Bay 2018). T he highly unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the bulk limestone and enable intermodal transfer
at Deep Hole Jetty and at the carbide factory at Electrona is also demonstrated by remaining relics. Bins of
this kind were usually confined to the mov ment of treated ore or concentrate, but in this case were
apareently found to be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).
For many years Australian Commonwealth Carbide satisfied Australia's need for calcium carbide and
acetylene gas, the surplus (usually about 40 percent) being exported. Competition was not a problem, since
the company had the advantage of producing carbide more cheaply than anyone else across the world.
However, for a time during World War Two Australian Commonwealth Carbide struggled to keep up with
increasing deman from the a med forces (tungsten carbide was indispensable in making munitions) and
Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd, which used calcium carbide in magnesium production. Towards the end of the
war it also started to supply acetylene as raw material for the production of chlorinated solvents and
polyvinyl chloride, used in the electrical and radio industries (Australian War Memorial, pp.103 and 142).
After World War Two considerable changes were made to the mining operation. Australian Commonwealth
Ca bide established a new workshop, quarry manager's and workmen's quarters at Lune River Road. Work
continued at Benders Quarry, but Blaneys Quarry, the line serving it and the Decauville rail system were
abandoned. Limestone quality in Blaneys Quarry had declined, one of the problems being that a series of
caves carrying residual clay had been revealed in the quarry face (Dickenson 1945, p.48). The rails on the
Blaneys Quarry section were taken up, leaving many relics of the Decauvllle system in place at the disused
quarry and along the abandoned formation. Loading of ore at the quarry was mechanised, with small,
wooden chassis wagons replacing most of the flatbed bogey wagons. Ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore
locomotives replaced steam locomotives in the period 1948-51. In addition the company used a rail motor for
haulage and to move staff along the line . Because of problems with siltation and the Southport Bar, Brick
Point Jetty was abandoned and approximately six kilometres of new line were constructed around the Lune
River estuary to deep water at Elliott Beach (Deep Hole Bay). In 1950, 44 people worked in the quarry and
on the railway ('Big asset in Ida Bay limestone works').
Facing a labour shortage in the immediate post-war period, Australian Commonwealth Carbide applied for 30
Polish or Baltic immigrants, 20 to work in the factory at Electrona and 10 for road construction and quarry
work at Ida Bay, where they would be accommodated in two-man huts (PM Gillies to Director of
Immigration, 5 April 1948, AA59-1-878, TAHO). Priority was given to this request because an increase in
carbide production was needed urgently (notes dated 6 March 1948, AA59-1-878, TAHO). Ten Lithuanians in
the age group 18 to 26 joined the workforce at Ida Bay. They were among 200 Baltic migrants employed in
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Tasmania by September 1948 ('Education of migrants').
T here were other changes after World War Two, Ecological awareness increased, partly due to the
influence of post-war immigrants. T he establishment of the Tasmanian Caverneering Club by Sam Carey, the
inaugural professor of geology at the University of Tasmania, in 1946 prompted exploration of Tasmanian
caves and study of associated ecosystems. Public unrest over development proposals at Mount Field
National Park in 1950 (by Australian Newsprint Mills), Lake Pedder from 1967 (by the Hydro-Electric
Commission) and at Precipitous Bluff in the early 1970s (by Mineral Holdings Australia), the last of these
involving a karst system, flagged a growing interest in conservation (Haygarth 2015, pp.72-75, 123-25, 135,
157 and 196).
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In the 1970s cavers and other conservationists campaigned to stop quarrying and logging operations on the
Ida Bay karst, which was now known to contain perhaps the longest cave system in southern Australia, at
more than 30 kilometres. By then the Ida Bay Railway had been abandoned altogether, the carbide plant
had closed, and Benders Spreading Services operated Benders Quarry by road access. In 1988 the
so-called Helsham Commission (chaired by Michael Helsham) into the values of Tasmanian forests
recommended that the Ida Bay karst be included in the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area
(TWWHA). T his recommendation was adopted, but quarrying was allowed to continue at Benders Quarry,
which was placed in an exclusion zone within the TWWHA. This concession to the mining industry mirrored
a similar action in 1938, when the Mount Oakleigh tungsten mine was allowed to reopen within the Cradle
Mountain Scenic Reserve by the creation of an exclusion zone, and demonstrated that not even World
Heritage-nominated sites were safe from development. Work continued at Benders Quarry, amid much
complaint by scientists and conservationists, until 1992, by which time a vertical cave christened ASF Pot
had been blasted open in the quarry face (Haygarth 2015, pp.199-204 ). This cave entrance is plainly visible
today.
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T he centenary of Tasmanian railways in 1971 marked a renewed enthusiasm for steam trains and by-gone
railway systems generally, as epitomised by the development of t e Don River Railway tourist attraction, the
Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, steam locomotive excursions on the Emu Bay Railway and
Deiwent Valley line, the Redwater Creek Steam and Heritage Society at Sheffield and reconstruction of the
Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Company's Abt Railway (as th West Coast Wilderness Railway). Since
1977 the inact section of the Ida Bay Railway has been leased f om the government as a tourist railway. A
441-hectare Ida Bay State Reserve gazetted in 1979 inc uded the railway line and accommodated the
tourism operation. The l da Bay Railway is unusu l in having its own operational 2-feet-gauge line and rolling
stock from its industrial days. Hundreds of thousands of public and private dollars have been spent on
maintenance and upgrading of facilities.
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The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the conflict
between ecology and economy which has long been an important pa t of Tasmania's social and political
debate, and the development of rail tourism. It is a rare surviving example of a narrow gauge railway in
Tasmania, and its non-operational section incorporates a rare example f the Decauville system of
easily transportable, modular, prefabricated rail which was riveted to s eel sleepers for stability. The two
operational Australian-built Malcolm Moore locomotives f om the World War Two period are also rare
survivors of their kind. The in situ Decauville track at Blaneys Quarry and the pre World-War-Two
workers' hut sites and other building sites along the railway formation near Blaneys Quarry have the
potential to provide information which would lead to an understanding of early-twentieth-century working
conditions and limestone quarry technology The 1940 s Australian Commonwealth Carbide village at
Lune River Road is a relatively intact small ind strial village of the kind that was once common in
Tasmania, serving bush timber mills, m nes and power stations, but which are now rare. TheDecauville
track, an intact bin wagon and ore bins used to transport bulk limestone demonstrate technical
innovations. The Ida Bay Railway also has a strong association with rail buffs, for whom it represents a
link to the past and the preservation of Tasmania's railway heritage. It retains community meaning as a
well-known tourist attraction which is featured in railway magazines.

Statement of
Significance:
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Significance:
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summary)

The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from the
Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:
The place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania's history.
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The lda Bay Rai way is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the conflict between ecology
and economy which has long been an important part of Tasmania's social and political debate. It was part of a mining
opera ion in an area of highly significant karst which was the subject of two landmark events in Tasmania's
conservation history the reservation of the entrance to Mystery Creek Cave in 1917 and government intervention to
close a quarry within the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area in 1992. As an example of the sort of light
railway that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites and on the West Coast mining fields, it
also demonstrates the development of transport and communications. Such railway lines came into vogue in the
1890s because the narrow gauge was more suited to hilly country with sharp bends and relatively steep grades, a
notable example being the North-East Dundas Tramway between Williamsford and Zeehan, carriages from which were
still used on the Ida Bay Tourist Railway in 2017. T he Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the type of small industrial
village characteristic of bush timber mills, power stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the [ate-nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. The evidence of horse-drawn, steam, petrol and diesel locomotion with associated infrastructure
demonstrates the evolution of the railway system. Like the rebuilt West Coast Wilderness Railway (the former Abt
Railway), the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Redwater Creek Steam Heritage Society at Sheffield and the Wee
Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the development of rail tourism in
Tasmania.
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b)

The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania's history.

The Ida Bay Railway is of historical cultural heritage significance because it is one of the last surviving narrow gauge
industrial railways in Australia, and one of only two in Tasmania. Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section
of railway formation, contains sections of the Decauville system of modular, prefabricated track sections which were
easy to transport and assemble as well as being very stable. The Decauville system was used across the world for
temporary mining operations, quarrying, in harvesting and for portable military supply railways ( Puffert 2009, p.186),
but this is probably the only surviving Tasmanian example. The two operational 1943 Malcolm Moore locomotives
were designed and built in Port Melbourne during World War Two as part of the war effort and acquired by Australian
Commonwealth Carbide in the period 1948 51. Neither has its original engine, but these locomotives are also believed
to be rare. Certainly they are the only ones operating in Tasmania . T he Ida Bay Railway system includes a rare
example of a fairly intact 1940s industrial village, including houses for management, one with a pay office, two-man
workers' huts, a recreation room, carpenters' workshop, ablutions blocks, railway workshops, engine shed, pump
shed and sand shed/toilet. There are few comparable examples on the Tasmanian Heritage Register, including the
worker villages at Waddamana (THR#11,943) and Lake Margaret (THR#10,863).
The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania's
history.
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Over a period of about 60 years, the Ida Bay Railway quarry operation embraced numerous forms of transpo t
technology, including a horse-drawn, wooden-railed timber tramway, a narrow-gauge railway, Decauville modular,
prefabricated rail, steam power, diesel power and and possibly an aerial tramway. All but the last of these are
demonstrated by surviving fabric. There are numerous archaeological sites along the final section of railw y near
Blaneys Quarry, including at least six workers' hut sites and several other building sites with engine mounts at the
quarry itself. Lime kilns may also have existed at Blaneys Quarry. These sites have the ability to provide information
leading to an understanding of early-twentieth-century rail and quarrying technology, and the living and working
conditions of bush labourers, fettlers, engine drivers and blacksmiths during this period
The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of place in Tasmania's
history.
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The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because t is particularly intact example of the type
of light rail operation that was once common in Tasmania, particula ly on industrial sites and on the West Coast
mining fields, as they were thought to be better adapted to hillY ountry with sharp curves, While sections of several
narrow gauge railway formations survive in Tasmania, such as that of th North-East Dundas Tramway, the
operational section of the Ida Bay Railway and the 1.8-km s ction of the North Mount Farrell Tramway used by
the Wee George Wood locomotive at Tullah are the only examples of an intact historic narrow gauge railway. It also
demonstrates the type of small industrial village character stic of bush timber mills, power stations and mine sites in
Tasmania during the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries
The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.
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Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section of railway formation, contains sections of the Decauville system
of modular, prefabricated track sections which were easy to transport and assemble as well as being very stable. The
Decauville system was used across the world for temporary mining operations, in quarrying, in harvesting and for
portable military supply railways (Puffert 2009, p.186). Relics of Decauville tipper and later bin wagons are also
scattered along the railway ormation. Using Decauville rails and skips and containerised bins for transhipment of
limestone by rail and boat to Electrona increased efficiency.
Local innovations by Australian Commonwealth Carbide are still demonstrated by the Ida Bay Railway system . ln
both the steam and diesel locomtoive eras, the company employed a highly unusual over-riode braking system for the
rakes (coupled se s) of its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons instead of the standard compressed air or vacuum
braking. App rently developed to meet the specific needs of the Ida Bay Railway, the system is demonstrated by an
intact bin wagon (Friends of Ida Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the bulk limestone and
enable intermodal transfer at Deep Hole Jetty and at the carbide factory at Electrona is also demonstrated by
remaining relics. Bins of this kind were usually confined to the movement of treated ore or concentrate, but in this
case wer apparently found to be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).

f}

The place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social or
spiritual reasons.

Like the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Redwater Creek Steam
Heritage Society at Sheffield and the West Coast Wilderness Railway between Queenstown and Regatta Point,
Strahan, the Ida Bay Railway is important to many people as a link to the past, representing the preservation of
Tasmania's railway heritage. It retains community meaning as a well�known tourist attraction and is popular with
railway buffs, being featured in railway magazines.
g)

The place has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in
Tasmania's history.

No Data Recorded
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h)

The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.
No Data Recorded
This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the place on the
Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be met. The data sheet is not
intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the heritage values of the place, there may be other heritage
values of interest to the Heritage Council not currently acknowledged.
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For the replacement entry to be permanently entered on the Heritage Register, the
Heritage Council must be satisfied, either by information or evidence, or a submission
about the conclusions which may properly be drawn from the information or evidence
presently available to the Heritage Council, that the place meets at least one of the
registration criteria for entry contained in section 16 of the Act.
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If you would like to discuss this matter, please contact Heritage Tasmania by calling 1300
850 332.
Yours sincerely

\,r:�'rr/
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Ms Brett Torossi
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Chair
Tasmanian Heritage Council
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Chair
Tasmanian Heritage Council
18 July 2018
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You are directed to a disclaimer and copyright notice and a Personal Information
Protection statement governing the information provided.
The page has been produced by The Department of Premier and Cabinet.
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Haygarth, Nie (Heritage)
Haygarth, Nie (Heritage)
Monday, 10 September 2018 2:51 PM
stakeholder@sttas.com.au; 'chris.bond@sttas.com.au'
Registered area for the Ida Bay Railway on the Tasmanian Heritage Register
ldaBayRailway_ClearedSection_LiDARJpg; Google earth image of 'missing link'
section of formation near South Lune Road.pdf; CPR_ldaBay_Page3.pdf;
CPR_lda8ay_Page4.pdf; CPR ldaBay.pdf

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:
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Dear David and Chris
I have contacted both of you recently about revision of the Tasmanian Heritage Register entry for the Ida Bay
Railway. The proposed revised entry as it presently stands includes the unused railway formation between the Ida
Bay Railway Station and Benders and Blaineys Quarries. Much of this formation follows South Lune Road, passing
through land managed by Sustainable Timbers Tasmania (FR137972/1}. We had omitted one section of the
formation because it appeared to have been obliterated by forestry harvesting: a search on the ground at either end
of this section suggested that no formation survived. This 'missing link' section can be seen on the attached maps
CPR_ldaBay.pdf, CPR_lda Bay_Page3.pdf and CPR_lda Bay_Page4.pdf.
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Since the revised entry was Provisionally Registered, we have received a submission requesting that we include the
'missing link' section of railway formation in the registration, that is, the few hundred metres of formation roughly
parallel to South Lune Road that we thought had been obliterated by forestry harvesting. The formation can be seen
through this section on Google Earth, and LIDAR also shows it to be traceable through the area harvested by
Sustainable Timbers Tasmania (please see images attached ldaBayRailway_Cleared Section_LIDAR.jpg and Google
earth image of 'missing link' section of formation near South Lune Road.pdf}.
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Would you have any objection to the inclusion of this 'missing link' section in the registered area? Given that the
railway formation would need to be protected, would that be a management problem? Sustainable Timbers
Tasmania already has a road across the line of t e formation at approx. (GDA94 MGASS) 490834E, 5189328N, which
could be excluded from the registration.
Regards
Nie Haygarth
Heritage Assessment Officer
Heritage Tasmania
Level 1, Public Buildlings,
53 St John St, Launceston 7250
6777 2070
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History: In the early 1900s James Gillies devised the electrolytic
process of separating zinc from its associated ores. This was a great
boon to the west coast mining industry. Zinc from mines like the
Hercules at Mount Read, which had previously ended up on waste
dumps, could now be saved and marketed. This
development prompted the formation of the Hydro-Electric Power and
Metallurgical Company (HEPMC), from which evol ed the Electrolytic
Zinc (now Nyrstar) plant at Risdon and the Australian Commonwealth
Carbide (Electrona Carbide) plant. Both can be seen as milestones in
the development of Tasmania's twentieth century hydro
industrialisation, which later involved many other manufacturers such
as Cadbury-Fry Pascall at Claremont, Australian Pulp and Paper Mills
at Burnie and Coats, Patons and Baldwin in Launceston. A site near
Snug was chosen for the manufa ture of carbide, and the Ida Bay
karst was selected to provide the limestone needed in both this
process and in electrolysis.
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In 1917 the government established a 40 acre caves reserve which
exempted the main entrance of Mystery Creek Cave at Ida Bay from
the provisions of the Mining Act 1905. This recognised the cave's
natural values, scientific significance and former popularity as a tourist
destination as well as its vulnerability to limestone mining. During
the 1890s Mystery Creek Cave had been the subject of high end
overnigh cruises from Hobart, and its glow-worms had been written
up in the journal Scientific American (Haygarth 2007). Previous
Tasmanian cave reserves had been gazetted under Crown Lands Acts.
One created by exemption under the Mining Act 1905 was unusual,
but this followed on from the Earle Government's decision to refuse
Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd (BHP) a mining lease on the lower Gordon
River's limestone 'Marble Cliffs' in 1915. These actions demonstrated
the awareness of ecological conservation in Tasmania which had
prompted the passage of the ground breaking Scenery Preservation
Act 1915, the most far sighted legislation of its kind in Australia at
that time (Powell undated).
However, the government's pro conservation stance was no deterrent
to the HEPMC, which took up a 100-acre quarry lease around the
caves reserve in 1920. By then Mystery Creek Cave had been
forgotten by the public and by tourism operators, allowing the miners
to blast and hack away limestone both outside and inside the cave
reserve at what became known as Blaneys Quarry. In 1922 the
HEPMC established a 2 ft gauge (610 mm) railway from its Brick Point
Jetty to what later became known as Benders Quarry, but it continued
to use an old logging tramway to access the more distant Blaneys
Quarry by horse drawn carriages. At least six workers' huts were built
along this final section of tramway/railway, and other buildings,
possibly including lime kilns and stables, existed at Blaneys Quarry
('Electrona proposals'). In its early days the company planned to
install an aerial tramway purchased from the Anchor tin mine in north
eastern Tasmania to carry the ore to Brick Point Jetty, but whether
this ever operated at Ida Bay is unclear ('Hydro-Electric and M Co').
In 1927 the plant and business of the carbide company were bought
by Australian Commonwealth Carbide ('the Carbide Company'). In
1930 this company extended the railway to Blaneys Quarry ('Tenders';
5 of 11
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file NS283/1/3 [TAHO]), where it introduced the Frenchman Paul
Decauville's system of modular, prefabricated track sections. This was
a patented system of narrow gauge (610 mm) steel rails riveted to
steel sleepers to give extra stability and reduce the need for ballast
(Puffert 2009, p.186). Easily transported and quickly assembled, it
was used widely in the Queensland sugar industry, but no other
examples of its use are known in Tasmania. Australian Commonwealth
Carbide also appears to have introduced the distinctive v shaped
Decauville patent tipper railway skips. Ore would have been loaded
with limestone at the quarry, driven down the Ida Bay Railway by
locomotive and emptied into bins for shipping to Electrona.
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In both the steam and diesel locomotive eras, Australian
Commonwealth Carbide employed another significant technical
innovation: instead of the standard compressed air or vacuum
braking, it used a highly unusual over-ride braking system for the
rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden chassis bin wagons. The
system is believed to be unique to the Ida Bay Railway. The drawbars
at each end of the wagons on which limestone bin were mounted
were coupled to an eccentric crank amidships This crank in turn by
linkages activated wooden levers resting on the running surface of
both flanged wheelsets. The driver would apply the brakes on the
locomotives momentarily and the inertia of the laden wagon would
cause the wagon brakes to be applied In turn the response would be
transferred to the next wagon via the drawbar and so on along the
whole rake. This worked effectively in both directions though not as
reliable on lighter empty bin trains, but as these were predominantly
heading uphill back to he quarry this was less of an issue (Friends of
Ida Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the
bulk limestone and enable intermodal transfer at Deep Hole Jetty and
at the carbide factory at Electrona is also demonstrated by remaining
relics. Bins of this kind were usually confined to the movement of
treated ore or concentrate, but in this case were apparently found to
be the best so ution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida
Bay 2018)

For many years Australian Commonwealth Carbide satisfied Australia's
need for calcium carbide and acetylene gas, the surplus (usually about
40 percent) being exported. Competition was not a problem, since the
company had the advantage of producing carbide more cheaply than
anyone else across the world. However, for a time during World War
Two Australian Commonwealth Carbide struggled to keep up with
increasing demand from the armed forces (tungsten carbide was
indispensable in making munitions) and Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd,
which used calcium carbide in magnesium production. Towards the
end of the war it also started to supply acetylene as a raw material for
the production of chlorinated solvents and polyvinyl chloride, used in
the electrical and radio industries (Australian War Memorial, pp.103
and 142).
After World War Two considerable changes were made to the mining
operation. Australian Commonwealth Carbide established a new
workshop, quarry manager's and workmen's quarters at Lune River
Road. Work continued at Benders Quarry, but Blaneys Quarry, the
line serving it and the Decauville rail system were abandoned.
Limestone quality in Blaneys Quarry had declined, one of the problems
being that a series of caves carrying residual clay had been
revealed in the quarry face (Dickenson 1945, p.48). The rails on the
Blaneys Quarry section were taken up, leaving many relics of the
Decauville system in place at the disused quarry and along the
abandoned formation. Loading of ore at the quarry was mechanised,
with small, wooden chassis wagons replacing most of the flatbed
bogey wagons. Ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore locomotives
replaced steam locomotives in the period 1948- 51. In addition the
company used a rail motor for haulage and to move staff along the
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Service, Hobart.

Powell, JM undated, Environmental management in Australia 1788
1914: guardians, improvers and profit: an introductory survey, Oxford
University Press, Melbourne.
Puffert, Douglas J 2009, Tracks across continents, paths through
history: the economic dynamics of standardization in railway gauge,
University of Chicago Press.
PWD243/1/10, 'Ida Bay-Hydro-Carbide Works tram' (TAHO).
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Smith, Margaret 2012, 'Ida Bay Railway State Reserve Management
Plan: protecting heritage places', unpublished report.
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'Tenders', Mercury, 24 January 1930, p.2.

I ASSESSED HISTORIC CULTURAL HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
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Statement of Significance: The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it
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demonstrates Tasmania's twentieth century hydro industrialisation, the conflict between ecology and
economy which has long been an important part of Tasmania's social and political debate, and the
development of rail tourism. It is a rare surviving example of a narrow gauge railway in Tasmania, and its
non-operational section incorporates a rare example of the Decauville system of easily transportable,
modular, prefabricated rail which was riveted to steel sleepers for stability. The two operational Australian
built Malcolm Moore locomotives from the World War Two period are also rare survivors of their kind. The in
situ Decauville track at Blaneys Quarry and the pre World War-Two workers' hut sites and other building sites
along the railway formation near Blaneys Quarry have the potential to provide information which would lead
to an understanding of early twentieth-century working conditions and quarrying technology. The 1940s
Australian Commonwealth Carbide village at Lune River Road is a relatively intact industrial village of the kind
that was once common in Tasmania, serving timber mills, mines and power stations, but which are now rare.
The Decauville track, an intact bin wagon and ore bins used to transport bulk limestone demonstrate technical
innovations. The Ida Bay Railway also has a strong association with rail buffs, for whom it represents a link to
the past and the preservation of Tasmania's railway heritage. It retains community meaning as a well-known
tourist attraction which is featu ed in railway magazines.

"It is important in demonstrating the evolution orpattem of Tasmania's history" The Ida Bay Railway is of historic
cultu al heritage significance because it demonstrates Tasmania's twentieth century hydro
industrialisation and the conflict between ecology and economy which has long been an important part of
Tasmania's social and political debate. It was part of a mining operation in an area of highly
significant karst which was the subject of two landmark events in Tasmania's conservation history-the
reservation of the entrance to Mystery Creek Cave in 1917 and government intervention to close a quarry
within the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area in 1992. As an example of the sort of light railway
that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites and on the West Coast mining fields,
it also demonstrates the development of transport and communications. Such railway lines came into
vogue in the 1890s because the narrow gauge was more suited to hilly country with sharp bends and
relatively steep grades, a notable example being the North East Dundas Tramway between Williamsford
and Zeehan, bogey flat wagons from which were still used on the Ida Bay Tourist Railway in 2017. The
Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the type of small industrial village characteristic of bush timber mills,
power stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The
evidence of horse-drawn, steam, petrol and diesel locomotion with associated infrastructure
demonstrates the evolution of the railway system. Like the rebuilt West Coast Wilderness Railway (the
former Abt Railway), the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Redwater Creek Steam Heritage Society at
Sheffield and the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the
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The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the JOI/owing criteria from the
Historic Cul ural Heritage Act 1995:
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development of rail tourism in Tasmania.

"It denwnstmtes mre, m1comnw11 or endangered a:-.pects of Tasmania's heritage" The Ida Bay Railway is of historical
cultural heritage significance because it is one of the last surviving narrow gauge industrial railways in
Australia, and one of only two in Tasmania. Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section of
railway formation, contains sections of the Decauville system of modular, prefabricated track sections
and skips. The Decauville system was used across the world for temporary mining operations, quarrying,
in harvesting and for portable military supply railways (Puffert 2009, p.186), but this is probably the only
surviving Tasmanian example. The two operational 1943 Malcolm Moore locomotives were designed and
built in Port Melbourne during World War Two as part of the war effort and acquired by Australian
Commonwealth Carbide in the period 1948-51. Neither has its original engine, but these locomotives are
also believed to be rare. Certainly they are the only ones operating in Tasmania. The Ida Bay Railway
system includes a rare example of a fairly intact 1940s industrial village, including houses for
management, one with a pay office, two man workers' huts, a recreation room, carpenters' workshop,
ablutions blocks, railway workshops, engine shed, pump shed and sand shed/toilet. There are few
comparable examples on the Tasmanian Heritage Register, including the worker villages at Waddamana
(THR#11,943) and Lake Margaret (THR#l0,863).

c)

"It has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding ofTa numia's hist01J1" Over a period of about
60 years, the Ida Bay Railway quarry operation embraced numerous f rms of transport technology,
including a horse-drawn, wooden railed timber tramway, a narrow-gauge railway, Decauville modular,
prefabricated rail, steam power, petrol and diesel power and possibly an aerial tramway. All but the last
of these are demonstrated by surviving fabric. There are numerous archaeological sites along the final
section of railway near Blaneys Quarry, including at least s x workers' hut sites and several other building
sites with engine mounts at the quarry itself. Lime kilns may also have existed at Blaneys Quarry. These
sites and associated archival records and historical material have the ability to provide information
leading to an understanding of early-twentieth centu y rail and quarrying technology, and the living and
working conditions of bush labourers, fett ers engine drivers and blacksmiths during this period.

d)

"It is important as a representative in demonstmting the cltaracteristics ofa broader class of cu/tum/ places" The Ida Bay
Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it is a particularly intact example of the type
of light rail operation that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites and on the West
Coast mining fields, as they were thought to be better adapted to hilly country with sharp curves. While
sections of several narrow gauge railway formations survive in Tasmania, such as that of the North-East
Dundas Tramway, the operational section of the Ida Bay Railway and the 1.8 km section of the North
Mount Farrell Tramway used by the Wee George Wood locomotive at Tullah are the only examples of an
intact historic narrow gauge railway. It also demonstrates the type of small industrial village
characte istic of bush timber mills, power stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the late-nineteenth
and twentieth centuries.
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b)

e)

"It is imporlant in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement"
Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section of railway formation, contains sections of the
innovative Decauville system of modular, prefabricated track sections which were easy to transport and
assemble as well as being very stable. The Decauville system was used across the world for temporary
mining operations, in quarrying, in harvesting and for portable military supply railways (Puffert 2009,
p.186). Relics of Decauville tipper and later bin wagons are also scattered along the railway formation.
Using Decauville rails and skips and containerised bins for transhipment of limestone by rail and boat to
Electrona increased efficiency.
Local innovations by Australian Commonwealth Carbide are still demonstrated by the Ida Bay Railway
system. In both the steam and diesel locomotive eras, the company employed a highly unusual over-ride
braking system for the rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden chassis bin wagons instead of the
standard compressed air or vacuum braking. Apparently developed to meet the specific needs of the Ida
Bay Railway, the system is demonstrated by an intact bin wagon (Friends of Ida Bay 2018). The highly
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CAUTION: THIS HAS AUTOMATED CALCULATIONS- YOU ONLY NEED TO FILL IN THE FIELDS
SHADED IN BLUE. ALL OTHER FIELDS WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY POPULATED IN ACCORDANCE
DO NOT
WITH TIMEFRAMES SET OUT IN THE HCH ACT.
REMOVE THE CALCULATIONS FROM THE OTHER FIELDS.

.....

i.e. no earlier than 21 days after owner letter
i.e. no later than 28 days after owner letter
i.e. 60 days from LGA/Public Notice
i.e. 60 days from LGA/Public Notice

Min THC Decision by
Max THC Decision by
PERMANENT ENTRY
Delegate/THC Decision
owner/LGA notice
3rd party letters
Gazette Notice

i.e. 120 days from end submissions
i.e. 120 days from end submissions
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PROVISIONAL/PERMANENT

PROVISIONAL REGISTRATION
Delegate/THC Decision
Owner Notice
Min LGA /Public Notice (+21 days)
Max LGA/Public Notice (+28 days)
Minimum Representation Period (+60 days)
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31-Oct-18 next available Gazette publication - published on Wednesdays
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The Ida Bay Railway consists of operational railway line and non-operational railway formation from the
former Australian Commonwealth Carbide railway (c1922-75) used to extract limestone for acetylene
production at its factory at Electrona near Snug; plus associated rolling stock; relics of the working railway
and early workers' huts along the line and formation; the two principal limestone quarries; two jetties at
which limestone was loaded (Lots 11 and 12); and the former quarry workers' village at Lune River Road. The
6.5 kilometres of intact railway line between Lune River Road and Deep Hole Bay (Lot 10) and associated
buildings are leased from the Tasmanian Government as the Ida Bay Railway , a tourism venture. Buildings
remaining from the Australian Commonwealth Carbide village at Lune River Road (Lot 8) include these
vertical board structures: three two-man workers' huts reconfigured to form a railway station; four separate
two-man workers' huts, two of which are used for accommodation, with the third serving as a history-keeping
room and the fourth a showpiece restored to original condition; the sand shed/toilet; the recreation room (a
former two-room hut with two fireplaces); the former carpenters' workshop now used as a community room;
two ablutions blocks; the engine shed; a pump house. (In the sand shed, sand is dried over a fire before
being loaded onto the locomotive. Sand is dropped from the sandbox ahead of the train to improve traction in
slippery conditions.) There are also three corrugated iron workshop buildings now joined together, and seven
weatherboard houses along Lune River Road built for quarry/railway management. The house closest to the
station was the quarry manager's house (Lot 9), and differs in form from the others by incorporating a pay
office. It also contained a laboratory. The community room features a verandah added at a time when this
building served as the station for the Ida Bay Railway tourist attraction; similarly, a verandah connects the
three reconfigured workers' huts in their new role as the present railway station. A cafe and v randah have
been installed in the eastern end of the principal workshop as part of the Ida Bay Railway tourism operation.
Other structures on site include a dam from which water was pumped up to the railway and a water filler
and signal relocated from elsewhere in Tasmania. All registered features of the Lune River Road complex
except the dam are included in the Ida Bay State Reserve.
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Description:
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The non-operational section of the railway consists of about 500 metres of formation without rails leading to
the site of the former Brick Point Jetty (Lot 12); as well as a 6-kilometre formation without rails between the
Ida Bay Railway Station on Lune River Road (Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6) and Blaneys (Lot 1) and Benders (Lot 2)
Quarries. Karst depressions can be seen in many places along the non-operational sections of the railway,
and a vertical cave, ASF Pot, is visible in the face of Benders Quarry. Blaneys Quarry is close to the main
entrance of Mystery Creek Cave, a large stream cave containing massive formations, and well known for its
glow-worm display. This quarry also contains relics of an ore loader and many rusted examples of the
demountable, modular, prefabricated track sections dev sed in 1875 by Paul Decauville ( Puffer! 2009, p.186).
Rusted Decauville patent tipping skips and frames are also scattered along the edge of Blaneys Quarry and
the abandoned rail formation between the two quarr es, which now serves as a walking track. The pigsty
method of stacking logs to support a tramway viaduct and bridge is demonstrated along this section of
formation. There are also at least six workers hut s tes, marked by chimney butts, bricks and other relics,
along the formation near Blaneys Quarry and several building sites, including machinery footings, at the
quarry itself. Both quarries and the sec on of railway formation between them are within the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area, while the section of railway formation between Limestone Quarry Road and
Ida Bay Station is in State Forest and conservation area.

L

The registered area includes:

TI
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1. Approximately 6 5 kilometres of operational railway track and associated formations from the Ida
Bay Station to the wh rf site at Deep Hole Bay (Lot 10). The jetty sites at Brick Point and Deep Hole Bay
(Lots 11 and 12) are included, as are any relics of earlier railway operations such as telelgraph line, bogies,
carriage frames, limestone bins and wheelsets. However, the jetties are ruins, and it is not intended that
th y be a tively managed.

R

2. Buildings associated with the Australian Commonwealth Carbide's former operation of the railway (the
engine shed, locomotive workshops, ablutions blocks, recreation room, carpenters' workshop, sand
shed/toilet, seven vertical board two-man workers' huts (three of which now form the railway station), the
pump house (all part of Lot 8), and the manager's house and garage Lot 9) which now form part of the Ida
Bay Tourist Railway complex. Only the external form of the two ablutions blocks is registered. The water
filler, the dam from which water was pumped (Lot 7) and the signal are included in the registration, as are all
mechanical relics of the Australian Commonwealth Carbide railway operation .

3. The rolling stock from the limestone mining era and that built specifically for the Ida Bay tourist railway.
This includes five ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore locomotives bought for the line by Australian
Commonwealth Carbide in the period 1948-51, two of which are still operational and used by the tourist
railway operator; the 1950s Australian Commonwealth Carbide rail motor (privately owned by J Donnelly, C
Donnelly and M Williams); the running gear of works wagons and the three passenger carriages (based on
flatbed bogey wagons originally from the North-East Dundas narrow-gauge line on the West Coast). One
intact bin wagon demonstrates the possibly unique Australian Commonwealth Carbide over-ride braking
system. Relics along the line demonstrate the innovative use of ore bins to move bulk limestone (Friends of
Ida Bay 2018). A rail motor built specifcally for the Ida Bay tourist railway using running gear possibly from
Wednesday, October 3, 2018
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the Lake Margaret hydro-electric scheme is also included. Apart from the 1950s rail motor, the registered
rolling stock used by the tourist operation are assets held by the lessee. All items of rolling stock noted
above were on site at the Ida Bay Railway at the time of registration (12 June 2018).
4. Approximately six kilometres of abandoned railway formation (Lots 3,4, 5 and 6) from the station on Lune
River Road to two former Australian Commonwealth Carbide quarries (Lots 1 and 2); the quarries
themselves; and about 500 metres of abandoned railway formation leading to the Brick Point Jetty site. One
quarry, Benders (Lot 2), is at the end of Limestone Quarry Road (GDA94 488896E, 5187401 N), the other,
known as Blaneys Quarry or the Marble Reward Quarry (GDA94 487589E, 518781 ON [Lot 1l), is at the end
of the railway formation, and west of the main entrance to Mystery Creek Cave. The railway formation,
cuttings, embankments and all associated mechanical relics and building sites are included in the
registration.
The registration does not include:
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1. Sites along the operating line which are connected with the original Ida Bay village (such as the
cemetery) but have no historical association with the railway.

2. The cafe built within and the verandah attached to the eastern end of the principal railway workshop.
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3. The privately-owned former Australian Commonwealth Carbide houses at Lune River Road.

Conservation management plans

SE

4. The abandoned railway formation where it is crossed by South Lune Road (GDA94 491277E, 5189056N)
and a forestry access road (GDA94 490835E, 5189324N) (Lot 5, p.4 of the CPR).
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There are three conseivation management plans which deal with parts of the registered area of the Ida Bay
Railway. None of them deals with all of it, and their relevance is further limited by a lack of knowledge of the
railway's historic cultural heritage. Parks and Wildlife's Southporl Lagoon Conservation Area Management
Plan 2006 includes the Ida Bay State Reserve, and therefore the operational section of the Ida Bay Railway.
The CMP lists the rolling stock and buildings associat d with the historic carbide railway as railway assets
within the Ida Bay State Reserve, and refers also to 'a wealth of surviving, but largely unsurveyed, historic
fabric including an old town site, cemetery and mi ing era remains' (p.25). One of the management issues
raised within this report is 'the fundamental lack of knowledge of historic heritage sites and of the impact of
current management and user activities upo any surviving sites' within the Ida Bay Reserve (p.28). The old
town site and cemetery have no associat on with the Ida Bay Railway, but the 'mining era remains' would
include the rail track and formation and jetty sites at Brick Point and Deep Hole Bay. The CMP
recommends individual cultural heritage assessment prior to route changes, rehabilitation work or other
developments within the reserve; facilitating the continuation of the Ida Bay Railway as a working railway;
the preparation of a strategic asset management plan for the Ida Bay Railway; and adherence to the Burra
Charter, 'its associated guidelines and the commentary on the charter in Kerr (2000) in all conservation and
management works (p 29)
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Margaret Smith's u published 'Ida Bay Railway State Reserve Management Plan' (2012) is mostly derived
from the 2006 CMP. The author identifies the problem of vandalism and theft of relics on the abandoned
railway formation and abandoned quarries (which are not within the Ida Bay State Reserve), and repeats the
ea lier recommendation that an asset management plan be prepared for the railway (p.17). No historic or
archaeological survey work has yet been conducted on the abandoned sections of railway formation and at
the two major quarries associated with the lda Bay Railway.
The management of historic heritage is covered in Section 8.4 of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage
Area Management Plan 2016. Parks and Wildlife manages such heritage under the National Parks and
Rese,ves Management Act (2002) (NPRMA), which in Schedule 1 includes the management objective 'to
conserve sites or areas of cultural significance'. Mining enterprises are recognised as an historic theme
within the TWWHA. The Management Plan recognises the application of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act
(1995) to the seventeen listed sites within the TWWHA, one of which is the Ida Bay Railway (pp.177-78).
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History:

In the early 1900s James Gillies devised the electrolytic process of separating zinc from its associated ores.
This was a great boon to the West Coast mining industry. Zinc from mines like the Hercules at Mount Read,
which had previously ended up on waste dumps, could now be saved and marketed. This
development prompted the formation of the Hydro-Electric Power and Metallurgical Company (HEPMC), from
which devolved the Electrolytic Zinc (now Nyrstar) plant at Risden and the Australian Commonwealth
Carbide (Electrona Carbide) plant. Both can be seen as milestones in the development of Tasmania's
twentieth-century hydro-industrialisation, which later involved many other manufacturers such as
Cadbury-Fry-Pascall at Claremont, Australian Pulp and Paper Mills at Burnie and Coats, Patons and
Baldwin in Launceston. A site near Snug was chosen for the manufacture of carbide, and the Ida Bay karst
was selected to provide the limestone needed in both this process and in electrolysis.
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ln 1917 the government established a 40-acre caves reserve which exempted the main entrance of Mystery
Creek Cave at Ida Bay from the provisions of the Mining Act 1905. This recognised the cave's natural values,
scientific significance and former popularity as a tourist destination. During the 1890s Mystery Creek Cave
had been the subject of high-end overnight cruises from Hobart, and its glow-worms had been written up in
the journal Scientific American (Haygarth 2007). Previous Tasmanian cave reserves had been gazetted
under Crown Lands Acts. One created by exemption under the Mining Act 1905 was unusual, but this
followed on from the Earle Government's decision to refuse Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd (BHP) a mining lease
on the lower Gordon River's limestone 'Marble Cliffs' in 1915. These actions demonstrated the awareness of
ecological conservation in Tasmania which had prompted the passage of the ground-breaking Scenery
Prese,vation Act 1915, the most far-sighted legislation of its kind in Australia at that time (Powell undated).
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However, the government's pro-conservation stance was no deterrent to the HEPMC, whi h took up a
100-acre quarry lease around the caves reserve in 1920. By then Mystery Creek Cave had been forgotten by
the public and by tourism operators, allowing the miners to blast and hack away limestone both outside and
inside the cave reserve at what became known as Blaneys Quarry. In 1922 the HEPMC established a
2-ft-gauge (610 mm) railway from its Brick Point Jetty to what later becam known as Benders Quarry, but it
continued to use an old logging tramway to access the more distant Blaneys Quarry. At least six workers'
huts were built along this final section of tramway/railway, and other buildings, possibly including lime kilns,
existed at Blaneys Quarry ('Electrona proposals'). In its early days the company planned to install an aerial
tramway purchased from the Anchor tin mine in north-eastern Tasmania to carry the ore to Brick Point Jetty,
but whether this ever operated at Ida Bay is unclear ('Hydro-Electric and M Co').
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In 1927 the plant and business of the carbide company were bought by Australian Commonwealth Carbide
('the Carbide Company'). In 1930 this company exte ded the railway to Blaneys Quarry (' Tenders'; file
NS283/1/3 [TAHO]), where it introduced the Fr nchman Paul Decauville's system of modular, prefabricated
track sections. This was a patented system of narrow gauge (610 mm) steel rails riveted to steel sleepers to
give extra stability and reduce the need fo ballast ( Puffert 2009, p.186). Easily transported and quickly
assembled, it was used widely in the Queensland sugar industry, but no other examples of its use are
known in Tasmania. Australian Commonwealth Carbide also appears to have introduced the distinctive
V-shaped Decauville patent tipper railway skips. Bins would have been loaded with limestone at the quarry
face, driven down the Ida Bay Railway by locomotive and emptied into bins for shipping to Electrona.
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In both the steam and di sel locomotive eras, Australian Commonwealth Carbide employed another
significant technical innovation: instead of the standard compressed air or vacuum braking, it used a highly
unusual over-ride braking system for the rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons. The
system is belleved to be unique to the lda Bay Railway. The drawbars at each end of the wagons on which
limestone bins were mounted were coupled to an eccentric crank amidships. This crank in turn by linkages
ac ivated wooden levers resting on the running surface of both flanged wheelsets. The driver would apply the
brakes on the locomotives momentarily and the inertia of the laden wagons would cause the wagon brakes
o be applied. In turn the response would be transferred to the next wagaon via the drawbar and so on along
the whole rake. T his worked effectively in both directions though not as reliable on lighter empty bin trains ,
but as these were predominantly heading uphill back to the quarry this was less of an issue (Friends of Ida
Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the bulk limestone and enable intermodal transfer
at Deep Hole Jetty and at the carbide factory at Electrona is also demonstrated by remaining relics. Bins of
this kind were usually confined to the movement of treated ore or concentrate, but in this case were
apareently found to be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).
For many years Australian Commonwealth Carbide satisfied Australia's need for calcium carbide and
acetylene gas, the surplus (usually about 40 percent) being exported. Competition was not a problem, since
the company had the advantage of producing carbide more cheaply than anyone else across the world.
However, for a time during World War Two Australian Commonwealth Carbide struggled to keep up with
increasing demand from the armed forces (tungsten carbide was indispensable in making munitions) and
Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd, which used calcium carbide in magnesium production. Towards the end of the
war it also started to supply acetylene as raw material for the production of chlorinated solvents and
polyvinyl chloride, used in the electrical and radio industries (Australian War Memorial, pp.103 and 142).
After World War Two considerable changes were made to the mining operation. Australian Commonwealth
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Carbide established a new workshop, quarry manager's and workmen's quarters at Lune River Road. Work
continued at Benders Quarry, but Blaneys Quarry, the line seiving it and the Decauville rail system were
abandoned. Limestone quality in Blaneys Quarry had declined, one of the problems being that a series of
caves carrying residual clay had been revealed in the quarry face (Dickenson 1945, p.48). The rails on the
Blaneys Quarry section were taken up, leaving many relics of the Decauville system in place at the disused
quarry and along the abandoned formation. Loading of ore at the quarry was mechanised, with small,
wooden chassis wagons replacing most of the flatbed bogey wagons. Ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore
locomotives replaced steam locomotives in the period 1948-51. In addition the company used a rail motor for
haulage and to move staff along the line. Because of problems with siltation and the Southport Bar, Brick
Point Jetty was abandoned and approximately six kilometres of new line were constructed around the Lune
River estuary to deep water at Elliott Beach (Deep Hole Bay). In 1950, 44 people worked in the quarry and
on the railway ('Big asset in Ida Bay limestone works').
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Facing a labour shortage in the immediate post-war period, Australian Commonwealth Carbide applied for 30
Polish or Baltic immigrants, 20 to work in the factory at Electron a and 10 for road construction and quarry
work at Ida Bay, where they would be accommodated in two-man huts (PM Gillies to Director of
Immigration, 5 April 1948, AA59-1-878, TAHO). Priority was given to this request because an increase in
carbide production was needed urgently (notes dated 6 March 1948, AA59-1-878, TAHO). Ten Lithu nians in
the age group 18 to 26 joined the workforce at Ida Bay. They were among 200 Baltic migrants employed in
Tasmania by September 1948 ('Education of migrants').
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There were other changes after World War Two. Ecological awareness increased, partly due to the
influence of post-war immigrants. The establishment of the Tasmanian Caverneering Club by Sam Carey, the
inaugural professor of geology at the University of Tasmania, in 1946 prompted exploration of Tasmanian
caves and study of associated ecosystems. Public unrest over development proposals at Mount Field
National Park in 1950 (by Australian Newsprint Mills), Lake Pedder from 1967 (by the Hydro-Electric
Commission) and at Precipitous Bluff in the early 1970s (by Mineral Holdings Australia), the last of these
involving a karst system, flagged a growing interest in conservation (Haygarth 2015, pp.72-75, 123 25, 135,
157 and 196).
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In the 1970s cavers and other conservationists campaigned to stop quarrying and logging operations on the
Ida Bay karst, which was now known to contain perhaps the longest cave system in southern Australia, at
more than 30 kilometres. By then the Ida Bay Railway had been abandoned altogether, the carbide plant
had closed, and Benders Spreading Services operated Benders Quarry by road access. In 1988 the
so-called Helsham Commission (chaired by Michael Helsham) into the values of Tasmanian forests
recommended that the Ida Bay karst be inc uded in the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area
(TWWHA). This recommendation was ad pted but quarrying was allowed to continue at Benders Quarry,
which was placed in an exclusion zone withi the TWWHA. This concession to the mining industry mirrored
a similar action in 1938, when the Mount Oakleigh tungsten mine was allowed to reopen within the Cradle
Mountain Scenic Reserve by the creation of an exclusion zone, and demonstrated that not even World
Heritage-nominated sites were safe from development. Work continued at Benders Quarry, amid much
complaint by scientists and conservationists, until 1992, by which time a vertical cave christened ASF Pot
had been blasted open in the quarry face (Haygarth 2015, pp.199-204). This cave entrance is plainly visible
today.
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The centenary of Tasmanian railways in 1971 marked a renewed enthusiasm for steam trains and by-gone
railway systems generally, as epitomised by the development of the Don River Railway tourist attraction, the
Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, steam locomotive excursions on the Emu Bay Railway and
Derwent Valley line, the Redwater Creek Steam and Heritage Society at Sheffield and reconstruction of the
Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Company's Abt Railway (as the West Coast Wilderness Railway). Since
1977 the inact section of the Ida Bay Railway has been leased from the government as a tourist railway. A
441-hectare Ida Bay State Reserve gazetted in 1979 included the railway line and accommodated the
tourism operation. The Ida Bay Railway is unusual in having its own operational 2-feet-gauge line and rolling
stock from its industrial days. Hundreds of thousands of public and private dollars have been spent on
maintenance and upgrading of facilities.
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(non-statutory
summary)

The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the conflict
between ecology and economy which has long been an important part of Tasmania 1s social and political
debate, and the development of rail tourism. It is a rare surviving example of a narrow gauge railway in
Tasmania, and its non-operational section incorporates a rare example of the Decauville system of
easily transportable, modular, prefabricated rail which was riveted to steel sleepers for stability. The two
operational Australian-built Malcolm Moore locomotives from the World War Two period are also rare
survivors of their kind. T he in situ Decauville track at Blaneys Quarry and the pre-World-War-Two
workers' hut sites and other building sites along the railway formation near Blaneys Quarry have the
potential to provide information which would lead to an understanding of early-twentieth-century working
conditions and limestone quarry technology. The 1940 s Australian Commonwealth Carbide village at
Lune River Road is a relatively intact small industrial village of the kind that was once common in
Tasmania, serving bush timber mills, mines and power stations, but which are now rare. T heDecauville
track, an intact bin wagon and ore bins used to transport bulk limestone demonstrate technical
innovations. The Ida Bay Railway also has a strong association with rail buffs, for whom it represents a
link to the past and the preservation of Tasmania's railway heritage. It retains community meaning as a
well-known tourist attraction which is featured in railway magazines.
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Statement of
Significance:

L

'Tenders', Mercury, 24 January 1930, p.2.

Significance:
The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from the
Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:
Wednesday, October 3, 2018
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e)

The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.
Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section of railway formation, contains sections of the Oecauville system
of modular, prefabricated track sections which were easy to transport and assemble as well as being very stable. The
Decauville system was used across the world for temporary mining operations, in quarrying, in hatvesting and for
portable military supply railways (Puffer\ 2009, p,186). Relics of Decauville tipper and later bin wagons are also
scattered along the railway formation. Using Decauville rails and skips and containerised bins for transhipment of
limestone by rail and boat to Electrona increased efficiency.
Local innovations by Australian Commonwealth Carbide are still demonstrated by the Ida Bay Railway system . In
both the steam and diesel [ocomtoive eras, the company employed a highly unusual over-riode braking system for the
rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons instead of the standard compressed air or vacuum
braking. Apparently developed to meet the specific needs of the Ida Bay Railway, the system is demonstrated by an
intact bin wagon (Friends of Ida Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the bulk limestone and
enable intermodal transfer at Deep Hole Jetty and at the carbide factory at Electrona is also demonstrated by
remaining relics. Bins of this kind were usually confined to the movement of treated ore or concentrate, but in this
case were apparently found to be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).
The place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social or
spiritual reasons.

R
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f}

The place has a special association with the life or works of a person 1 or group of persons1 of importance in
Tasmania's history.

SE

g)

-N

Like the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Redwater Cre k Steam
Heritage Society at Sheffield and the West Coast Wilderness Railway between Queenstown and Regatta Point,
Strahan, the Ida Bay Railway is important to many people as a link to the past, representing the preserv tion of
Tasmania's railway heritage. It retains community meaning as a well-known tourist attraction and is popular with
railway buffs, being featured in railway magazines.

No Data Recorded
h)

The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.
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No Data Recorded

This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the place on the
Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be met. The data sheet is not
intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the her tage values of the place, there may be other heritage
values of interest to the Heritage Council not currently acknowledged.
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NOTICE OF THE PERMANENT ENTRY OF A REVISED ENTRY
OR ENTRIES IN THE TASMANIAN HERITAGE REGISTER
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To:
Mr Collins
Secretary
Friends of Ida Bay R.ailway Society
P.O. Box 278
DOVER. TAS 7117

SE

In accordance with section 26 (a) of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act /995 ("the Act"), and having

considered:

the objections made under section I 9 of the Act; and
the submissions made under section 20 of he Act -

EL
EA

•
•

in relation to the Tasmanian Heritage Coun il's inten ion to enter a place in the Heritage R.egister
on a permanent basis, the Tasmanian Heritage Council gives notices that it will permanently enter
the following entry or entries in the Tasmanian Heritage R.egister:

-R

Place(s):
THR#: 8215, Ida Bay Railway 328 Lune River Rd, Ida Bay

-D

L

Any person who lodged an objection under section 19 of the Act or a submission under section 20
of the Act, may appeal this decision to the R.esource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal
under section 27 of the Act. An appeal must be made in writing and lodged with the Tribunal (GPO
Box 2036, Hobart 700 I) within 30 days of the publication of this notice.
Ms Brett Torossi

R
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Chair
Tasmanian Heritage Council
24 October 20 18
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NOTICE OF THE PERMANENT ENTRY OF A REVISED ENTRY
OR ENTRIES IN THE TASMANIAN HERITAGE REGISTER
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To:
Mr Emilio Reale
General Manager
Huon Valley Council
P.O.Box210
HUONVILLE TAS 7109
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In accordance with section 26 (a) of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 ("the Act"), and having
considered:
• the objections made under section 19 of the Act; and
• the submissions made under section 20 of the Act in relation to the Tasmanian Heritage Council s intent on to enter a place in the Heritage Register
on a permanent basis, the Tasmanian Heritage Council gives notices that it will permanently enter
the following entry or entries in the Tasmanian Heritage Register:

-R

Place(s):
THR#: 8215, Ida Bay Railway, 328 Lune River Rd, Ida Bay
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Any person who lodged an objection under section 19 of the Act or a submission under section 20
of the Act, may appeal this decision to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal
under section 27 of the Act. An appeal must be made in writing and lodged with the Tribunal (GPO
Box 2036, Hobart 700 I) within 30 days of the publication of this notice.
Ms Brett Torossi

TI

Chair
Tasmanian Heritage Council

R

24 October 2018
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NOTICE OF THE PERMANENT ENTRY OF A REVISED ENTRY
OR ENTRIES IN THE TASMANIAN HERITAGE REGISTER
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To:
Ms Meg Thornton
IdaBay Rai Iway
328 Lune River Rd
IDABAYTAS7109

SE

In accordance with section 26 (a) of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 ("the Act"), and having
considered:
• the objections made under section 19 of the Act; and
• the submissions made under section 20 of the Act -

EL
EA

in relation to the Tasmanian Heritage Council's intention to enter a place in the Heritage Register
on a permanent basis, the Tasmanian Heritage Council gives notices that it will permanently enter
the following entry or entries in the Tasmanian Heritage Register:
Place(s):
THR#: 8215, Ida Bay Railway, 328 Lune River Rd, Ida Bay

L
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Any person who lodged an objection unde section 19 of the Act or a submission under section 20
of the Act, may appeal this decision to he Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal
under section 27 of the Act. An appeal must be made in writing and lodged with the Tribunal (GPO
Box 2036, Hobart 700 I) within 30 days of the publication of this notice.

MsBrett T orossi
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Chair
Tasmanian Heritage Council
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NOTICE OF THE PERMANENT ENTRY OF A REVISED ENTRY
OR ENTRIES IN THE TASMANIAN HERITAGE REGISTER
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To:
Mr Hugh Yang
Ida Bay Railway
328 Lune River Rd
IDA BAYTAS 7109

SE

In accordance with section 26 (a) of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 ("the Act"), and having
considered:
• the objections made under section 19 of the Act; and
• the submissions made under section 20 of the Act -

EL
EA

in relation to the Tasmanian Heritage Council's intention to enter a place in the Heritage Register
on a permanent basis, the Tasmanian Heritage Council gives notices that it will permanently enter
the following entry or entries in the Tasmanian Heritage Register:

Place(s):
THR#: 8215, Ida Bay Railway, 328 Lune Rive Rd, Ida Bay

-R

Any person who lodged an objection under section 19 of the Act or a submission under section 20
of the Act, may appeal this decision to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal
under section 27 of the Act, An appe l must be made in writing and lodged with the Tribunal (GPO
Box 2036, Hobart 700 I) within 30 days of the publication of this notice,
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Ms Brett Torossi
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Chair
Tasmanian Heritage Council
24 October 20 18
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NOTICE OF THE PERMANENT ENTRY OF A REVISED ENTRY
OR ENTRIES IN THE TASMANIAN HERITAGE REGISTER
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To:
Mr Chris Bond
Sustainable Timber Tasmania
Cemetery Road
GEEVESTON TAS 7116

In accordance with section 26 (a) of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 ("the Act"), and having

considered:

the objections made under section 19 of the Act; and
the submissions made under section 20 of the Act -

SE

•
•

EL
EA

in relation to the Tasmanian Heritage Council's intention to en er a place in the Heritage Register
on a permanent basis, the Tasmanian Heritage Council gives notices that it will permanently enter
the following entry or entries in the Tasmanian Heritage R gister:
Place(s):
THR#: 8215, Ida Bay Railway, 328 Lune River Rd, Ida Bay

-R

Any person who lodged an objection under section 19 of the Act or a submission under section 20
of the Act, may appeal this decision to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal
under section 27 of the Act. An appeal must be made in writing and lodged with the Tribunal (GPO
Box 2036, Hobart 700 I) within 30 days of the publication of this notice.
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Ms Brett Torossi
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Chair
Tasmanian Heritage Council
24 October 20 18
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NOTICE OF THE PERMANENT ENTRY OF A REVISED ENTRY
OR ENTRIES IN THE TASMANIAN HERITAGE REGISTER
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To:
Mr David White
Southern Region Manager
Sustainable Timber Tasmania
Building 2, 26 Lampton Avenue
DERWENT PARK TAS 7009

SE

In accordance with section 26 (a) of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 ("the Act"), and having
considered:
• the objections made under section 19 of the Act; and
• the submissions made under section 20 of the Act -

EL
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in relation to the Tasmanian Heritage Council's intention to enter a place in the Heritage Register

on a permanent basis, the Tasmanian Heritage Council gives notices that it will permanently enter

the following entry or entries in the Tasmanian Heritage Register:

Place(s):
THR#: 8215, Ida Bay Railway, 328 Lune River Rd, Ida Bay
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Any person who lodged an objection under section 19 of the Act or a submission under section 20
of the Act, may appeal this decision to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal
under section 27 of the Act. An appeal must be made in writing and lodged with the Tribunal (GPO
Box 2036, Hobart 700 I) within 30 days of the publication of this notice.

Ms Brett Torossi

Chair

Tasmanian Heritage Council
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24 October 2018
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NOTICE OF THE PERMANENT ENTRY OF A REVISED ENTRY
OR ENTRIES IN THE TASMANIAN HERITAGE REGISTER
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To:
Mr Mick Williams
President, Friends of Ida Bay Railway Society
P.O. Box 278
DOVER TAS 7117

SE

In accordance with section 26 (a) of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 ("the Act"}, and having
considered:
• the objections made under section 19 of the Act; and
• the submissions made under section 20 of the Act in relation to the Tasmanian Heritage Council's intention to enter a place in the Heritage Register

EL
EA

on a permanent basis, the Tasmanian Heritage Council g ves notices that it will permanently enter
the following entry or entries in the Tasmanian Heritage Register:
Place(s):
THR#: 821 S, Ida Bay Railway, 328 Lune River Rd, Ida Bay

L

-R

Any person who lodged an objection under section 19 of the Act or a submission under section 20
of the Act, may appeal this de ision to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal
under section 27 of the Act. An appeal must be made in writing and lodged with the Tribunal (GPO
Box 2036, Hobart 700 I ) within 30 days of the publication of this notice.

D

Ms Brett Torossi
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Chair
Tasmanian Heritage Council
24 October 20 18
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Protection statement governing the information provided.
The page has been produced by The Department of Pre mier and Cabinet.
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Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and The Environment
Level 3, 200 Collins St HOBART 7000 I GPO Box 618 Hobart TAS 7001
Phone: 03 6165 3700 I 1300 850 332 (local call cost) I
Email: Hilary.Smith@heritage.tas.gov.au
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
The information in this transmission may be confidential and/or protected by legal professional privilege, and is intended only for the person or persons to
whom it is addressed. If you are not such a person, you are warned that any disclosure, copying or dissemination of the information is unauthorised, If you
have received the transmission in error, please immediately contact this office by telephone, fax or email, to inform us of the error and to enable
arrangements to be made for the destruction of the transmission, or its return at our cost. No liability is accepted for any unauthorise use of the information
contained in this transmission.
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vertical board structures: three two-man workers' huts reconfigured to form a railway station; four separate
two-man workers' huts, two of which are used for accommodation, with the third serving as a history-keeping
room and the fourth a showpiece restored to original condition; the sand shed/toilet; the recreation room (a
former two-room hut with two fireplaces); the former carpenters' workshop now used as a community room;
two ablutions blocks; the engine shed; a pump house. (In the sand shed, sand is dried over a fire before
being loaded onto the locomotive. Sand is dropped from the sandbox ahead of the train to improve traction in
slippery conditions.) There are also three corrugated iron workshop buildings now joined together, and seven
weatherboard houses along Lune River Road built for quarry/railway management. The house closest to the
station was the quarry manager's house (Lot 9), and differs in form from the others by incorporating a pay
office. It also contained a laboratory. The community room features a verandah added at a time when this
building served as the station for the Ida Bay Railway tourist attraction; similarly, a verandah connects the
three reconfigured workers' huts in their new role as the present railway station. A cafe and verandah have
been installed in the eastern end of the principal workshop as part of the Ida Bay Railway tourism operation.
Other structures on site include a dam from which water was pumped up to the railway, and a water filler
and signal relocated from elsewhere in Tasmania. All registered features of the Lune River Road complex
except the dam are included in the Ida Bay State Reserve.

The registered area includes:
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The non-operational section of the railway consists of about 500 metres of formation without rails leading to
the site of the former Brick Point Jetty (Lot 12); as well as a 6-kilometre formation without rails between the
Ida Bay Railway Station on Lune River Road (Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6) and Blaneys (Lot 1) and Benders (Lot 2)
Quarries. Karst depressions can be seen in many places along the non-operational sections of the railway,
and a vertical cave, ASF Pot, is visible in the face of Benders Quarry. Blaneys Quarry is close o the main
entrance of Mystery Creek Cave, a large stream cave containing massive formations, and well known for its
glow-worm display. This quarry also contains relics of an ore loader and many rusted examples of the
demountable, modular, prefabricated track sections devised in 1875 by Paul Decauville ( Puffert 2009, p.186).
Rusted Decauvil1e patent tipping skips and frames are also scattered along the edge of Blaneys Quarry and
the abandoned rail formation between the two quarries, which now serves as a walking track. The pigsty
method of stacking logs to support a tramway viaduct and bridge s demonstrated along this section of
formation. There are also at least six workers' hut sites, marked by chimney butts, bricks and other relics,
along the formation near Blaneys Quarry, and several building sites including machinery footings, at the
quarry itself. Both quarries and the section of railway formation between them are within the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area, while the section of ailway formation between Limestone Quarry Road and
Ida Bay Station is in State Forest and conservation area

-R

1. Approximately 6.5 kilometres of operational rai way track and associated formations from the Ida
Bay Station to the wharf site at Deep Ho e Bay (Lot 10). The jetty sites at Brick Point and Deep Hole Bay
(Lots 11 and 12) are included, as are any relics of earlier railway operations such as telelgraph line, bogies,
carriage frames, limestone bins and wheelsets. However, the jetties are ruins, and it is not intended that
they be actively managed.
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2. Buildings associated w th the Australian Commonwealth Carbide's former operation of the railway (the
engine shed, locomotive workshops, ablutions blocks, recreation room, carpenters' workshop, sand
shed/toilet, seven ertical board two-man workers' huts (three of which now form the railway station), the
pump house (all part of Lot 8), and the manager's house and garage Lot 9) which now form part of the Ida
Bay Tourist Railway complex. Only the external form of the two ablutions blocks is registered. The water
filler, the dam from which water was pumped (Lot 7) and the signal are included in the registration, as are all
m chanical relics of the Australian Commonwealth Carbide railway operation.

R

3. The rolling stock from the limestone mining era and that built specifically for the Ida Bay tourist railway.
This includes five ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore locomotives bought for the line by Australian
Commonwealth Carbide in the period 1948-51, two of which are still operational and used by the tourist
railway operator; the 1950s Australian Commonwealth Carbide rail motor (privately owned by J Donnelly, C
Donnelly and M Williams); the running gear of works wagons and the three passenger carriages (based on
flatbed bogey wagons originally from the North-East Dundas narrow-gauge line on the West Coast). One
intact bin wagon demonstrates the possibly unique Australian Commonwealth Carbide over-ride braking
system. Relics along the line demonstrate the innovative use of ore bins to move bulk limestone (Friends of
Ida Bay 2018). A rail motor built specifcally for the Ida Bay tourist railway using running gear possibly from
the Lake Margaret hydro-electric scheme is also included. Apart from the 1950s rail motor, the registered
rolling stock used by the tourist operation are assets held by the lessee. All items of rolling stock noted
above were on site at the Ida Bay Railway at the time of registration (12 June 2018).
4. Approximately six kilometres of abandoned railway formation (Lots 3,4, 5 and 6) from the station on Lune
River Road to two former Australian Commonwealth Carbide quarries (Lots 1 and 2); the quarries
themselves; and about 500 metres of abandoned railway formation leading to the Brick Point Jetty site. One
quarry, Benders (Lot 2), is at the end of Limestone Quarry Road (GDA94 488896E, 5187401N), the other,

Thursday, March 14, 2019
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known as Blaneys Quarry or the Marble Reward Quarry (GDA94 487589E, 5187810N [Lot 1]), is at the end
of the railway formation, and west of the main entrance to Mystery Creek Cave. The railway formation,
cuttings, embankments and all associated mechanical relics and building sites are included in the
registration.
The registration does not include:
1. Sites along the operating line which are connected with the original Ida Bay village (such as the
cemetery) but have no historical association with the railway.
2. The cafe built within and the verandah attached to the eastern end of the principal railway workshop.
3. The privately-owned former Australian Commonwealth Carbide houses at Lune River Road.

R
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4. The abandoned railway formation where it is crossed by South Lune Road (GDA94 491277E, 5189056N)
and a forestry access road (GDA94 490835E, 5189324N) (Lot 5, p.4 of the CPR).

Conservation management plans
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There are three conservation management plans which deal with parts of the registered area of the Ida Bay
Railway. None of them deals with all of it, and their relevance is further limited by a lack of knowledge of the
railway's historic cultural heritage. Parks and Wildlife's Southport Lagoon Conse,vation Area Management
Plan 2006 includes the Ida Bay State Reserve, and therefore the operational section of the Ida Bay Railway.
The CMP lists the rolling stock and buildings associated with the historic carbide railway as railway assets
within the Ida Bay State Reserve, and refers also to 'a wealth of surviving but largely unsurveyed, historic
fabric including an old town site, cemetery and mining era remains' (p.25). One of the management issues
raised within this report is 'the fundamental lack of knowledge of historic heritage sites and of the impact of
current management and user activities upon any surviving sites' within the Ida Bay Reserve (p.28). The old
town site and cemetery have no association with the lda Bay Railway, but the 'mining era remains' would
include the rail track and formation and jetty sites at Brick Po nt a d Deep Hole Bay. The CMP
recommends individual cultural heritage assessment prior to route changes, rehabilitation work or other
developments within the reserve; facilitating the continuation of he Ida Bay Railway as a working railway;
the preparation of a strategic asset management plan for the lda Bay Railway; and adherence to the Surra
Charter, 'its associated guidelines and the comm ntary on the charter in Kerr (2000) in all conservation and
management works' (p.29).

L
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Margaret Smith's unpublished 'Ida Bay R ilway State Reserve Management Plan' (2012) is mostly derived
from the 2006 CMP. The author identifies the problem of vandalism and theft of relics on the abandoned
railway formation and abandoned quarries (which are not within the Ida Bay State Reserve), and repeats the
earlier recommendation that an asset management plan be prepared for the railway (p.17). No historic or
archaeological survey work has yet been conducted on the abandoned sections of railway formation and at
the two major quarries associated with the Ida Bay Railway.
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The management of his oric heritage is covered in Section 8.4 of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage
Area Management Plan 2016. Parks and Wildlife manages such heritage under the National Parks and
Reserves Management Act (2002) (NPRMA), which in Schedule 1 includes the management objective 'to
conserve sites or areas of cultural significance'. Mining enterprises are recognised as an historic theme
within the TWWHA. The Management Plan recognises the application of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act
(1995) to the seventeen listed sites within the TWWHA, one of which is the Ida Bay Railway (pp.177-78).
In the early 1900s James Gillies devised the electrolytic process of separating zinc from its associated ores.
This was a great boon to the West Coast mining industry. Zinc from mines like the Hercules at Mount Read,
which had previously ended up on waste dumps, could now be saved and marketed. This
development prompted the formation of the Hydro-Electric Power and Metallurgical Company (HEPMC), from
which devolved the Electrolytic Zinc (now Nyrstar) plant at Risden and the Australian Commonwealth
Carbide (Electrona Carbide) plant. Both can be seen as milestones in the development of Tasmania's
twentieth-century hydro-industrialisation, which later involved many other manufacturers such as
Cadbury-Fry-Pascall at Claremont, Australian Pulp and Paper Mills at Burnie and Coats, Patons and
Baldwin in Launceston. A site near Snug was chosen for the manufacture of carbide, and the Ida Bay karst
was selected to provide the limestone needed in both this process and in electrolysis.

R

History:

ln 1917 the government established a 40-acre caves reserve which exempted the main entrance of Mystery
Creek Cave at Ida Bay from the provisions of the Mining Act 1905. This recognised the cave's natural values,
scientific significance and former popularity as a tourist destination. During the 1890s Mystery Creek Cave
had been the subject of high-end overnight cruises from Hobart, and its glow-worms had been written up in
the journal Scientific American (Haygarth 2007). Previous Tasmanian cave reserves had been gazetted
under Crown Lands Acts. One created by exemption under the Mining Act 1905 was unusual, but this
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followed on from the Earle Government's decision to refuse Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd (BHP) a mining lease
on the lower Gordon River's limestone 'Marble Cliffs' in 1915. These actions demonstrated the awareness of
ecological conservation in Tasmania which had prompted the passage of the ground-breaking Scenery
Preservation Act 1915, the most far-sighted legislation of its kind in Australia at that time (Powell undated).
However, the government's pro-conservation stance was no deterrent to the HEPMC, which took up a
100-acre quarry lease around the caves reserve in 1920. By then Mystery Creek Cave had been forgotten by
the public and by tourism operators, allowing the miners to blast and hack away limestone both outside and
inside the cave reserve at what became known as Blaneys Quarry. In 1922 the HEPMC established a
2-ft-gauge (610 mm) railway from its Brick Point Jetty to what later became known as Benders Quarry, but it
continued to use an old logging tramway to access the more distant Blaneys Quarry. At least six workers'
huts were built along this final section of tramway/railway, and other buildings, possibly including lime kilns,
existed at Blaneys Quarry ('Electrona proposals'). In its early days the company planned to install an aerial
tramway purchased from the Anchor tin mine in north-eastern Tasmania to carry the ore to Brick Point Jetty,
but whether this ever operated at Ida Bay is unclear ('Hydro-Electric and M Co').
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ln 1927 the plant and business of the carbide company were bought by Australian Commonwealth Carbide
('the Carbide Company'). In 1930 this company extended the railway to Blaneys Quarry ('Tenders'; f le
NS283/1/3 [TAHO]), where it introduced the Frenchman Paul Decauville's system of modular, pre abric ed
track sections. This was a patented system of narrow gauge (610 mm) steel rails riveted to ste l sleepers to
give extra stability and reduce the need for ballast ( Puffer! 2009, p.186). Easily transported and quickly
assembled, it was used widely in the Queensland sugar industry, but no other examples of its se are
known in Tasmania. Australian Commonwealth Carbide also appears to have introduced the distinctive
V-shaped Oecauville patent tipper railway skips. Bins would have been loaded with limestone at the quarry
face, driven down the Ida Bay Railway by locomotive and emptied into bins for shipping to Electrona.
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In both the steam and diesel locomotive eras, Australian Commonwealth arbide employed another
significant technical innovation: instead of the standard compressed air or vacuum braking, it used a highly
unusual over-ride braking system for the rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons. The
system is believed to be unique to the lda Bay Railway. The drawbars at each end of the wagons on which
limestone bins were mounted were coupled to an eccentric crank amidships. This crank in turn by linkages
activated wooden levers resting on the running surfa e of both f anged wheelsets. The driver would apply the
brakes on the locomotives momentarily and the inertia o the laden wagons would cause the wagon brakes
to be applied. In turn the response would be transferred to the next wagaon via the drawbar and so on along
the whole rake. This worked effectively in b th directions though not as reliable on lighter empty bin trains ,
but as these were predominantly heading uph ll back to the quarry this was less of an issue (Friends of Ida
Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to ontainerise' the bulk limestone and enable intermodal transfer
at Deep Hole Jetty and at the carbide facto y at Electrona is also demonstrated by remaining relics. Bins of
this kind were usually confined to the movement of treated ore or concentrate, but in this case were
apareently found to be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).
For many years Australian Commonwealth Carbide satisfied Australia's need for calcium carbide and
acetylene gas, the surplus (usually about 40 percent) being exported. Competition was not a problem, since
the company had the ad antage of producing carbide more cheaply than anyone else across the world.
However, for a time during World War Two Australian Commonwealth Carbide struggled to keep up with
increasing demand from the armed forces (tungsten carbide was indispensable in making munitions) and
Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd, which used calcium carbide in magnesium production. Towards the end of the
war it also started to supply acetylene as raw material for the production of chlorinated solvents and
polyvinyl chloride, used in the electrical and radio industries ( Australian War Memorial, pp.103 and 142).

R

After World War Two considerable changes were made to the mining operation. Australian Commonwealth
Carbide established a new workshop, quarry manager's and workmen's quarters at Lune River Road. Work
continued at Benders Quarry, but Blaneys Quarry, the line serving it and the Decauville rail system were
abandoned. Limestone quality in Blaneys Quarry had declined, one of the problems being that a series of
caves carrying residual clay had been revealed in the quarry face (Dickenson 1945, p.48). The rails on the
Blaneys Quarry section were taken up, leaving many relics of the Decauville system in place at the disused
quarry and along the abandoned formation. Loading of ore at the quarry was mechanised, with small,
wooden chassis wagons replacing most of the flatbed bogey wagons. Ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore
locomotives replaced steam locomotives in the period 1948-51. In addition the company used a rail motor for
haulage and to move staff along the line . Because of problems with siltation and the Southport Bar, Brick
Point Jetty was abandoned and approximately six kilometres of new line were constructed around the Lune
River estuary to deep water at Elliott Beach (Deep Hole Bay). In 1950, 44 people worked in the quarry and
on the railway ('Big asset in Ida Bay limestone works').
Facing a labour shortage in the immediate post-war period, Australian Commonwealth Carbide applied for 30
Polish or Baltic immigrants, 20 to work in the factory at Electrona and 10 for road construction and quarry
work at Ida Bay, where they would be accommodated in two-man huts (PM Gillies to Director of
Immigration, 5 April 1948, AA59-1-878, TAHO). Priority was given to this request because an increase in
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carbide production was needed urgently (notes dated 6 March 1948, AA59-1-878, TAHO). Ten Lithuanians in
the age group 18 to 26 joined the workforce at Ida Bay. They were among 200 Baltic migrants employed in
Tasmania by September 1948 ('Education of migrants').
There were other changes after World War Two. Ecological awareness increased, partly due to the
influence of postwwar immigrants. The establishment of the Tasmanian Caverneering Club by Sam Carey, the
inaugural professor of geology at the University of Tasmania, in 1946 prompted exploration of Tasmanian
caves and study of associated ecosystems. Public unrest over development proposals at Mount Field
National Park in 1950 (by Australian Newsprint Mills), Lake Pedder from 1967 (by the Hydro-Electric
Commission) and at Precipitous Bluff in the early 1970s (by Mineral Holdings Australia), the last of these
involving a karst system, flagged a growing interest in conservation (Haygarth 2015, pp.72-75, 123-25, 135,
157 and 196).
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In the 1970s cavers and other conservationists campaigned to stop quarrying and logging operations on the
Ida Bay karst, which was now known to contain perhaps the longest cave system in southern Australia, at
more than 30 kilometres. By then the Ida Bay Railway had been abandoned altogether, the carbide plant
had closed, and Benders Spreading Services operated Benders Quarry by road access. In 1988 the
so-called Helsham Commission (chaired by Michael Helsham) into the values of Tasmanian forests
recommended that the Ida Bay karst be included in the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area
(TWWHA). This recommendation was adopted, but quarrying was allowed to continue at Bende s Qu ny,
which was placed in an exclusion zone within the TWWHA. T his concession to the mining industry mirrored
a similar action in 1938, when the Mount Oakleigh tungsten mine was allowed to reop n within the Cradle
Mountain Scenic Reserve by the creation of an exclusion zone, and demonstrated that n t even World
Heritage-nominated sites were safe from development. Work continued at Benders Quarry, amid much
complaint by scientists and conservationists, until 1992, by which time a vertical cave christened ASF Pot
had been blasted open in the quarry face (Haygarth 2015, pp.199-204). This cave entrance is plainly visible
today.
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T he centenary of Tasmanian railways in 1971 marked a renewed enthusiasm for steam trains and by-gone
railway systems generally, as epitomised by the developmen of the Don River Railway tourist attraction, the
Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, steam locomotive excursions on the Emu Bay Railway and
Derwent Valley line, the Redwater Creek Steam and Heritage Society at Sheffield and reconstruction of the
Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Company's Abt Railway (as the West Coast Wilderness Railway). Since
1977 the inact section of the lda Bay Railway has been leased from the government as a tourist railway, A
441-hectare Ida Bay State Reserve gazetted in 1979 included the railway line and accommodated the
tourism operation. T he Ida Bay Railway is unusual in having its own operational 2-feet-gauge line and rolling
stock from its industrial days. Hundreds of thousands of public and private dollars have been spent on
maintenance and upgrading of facili ies.
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(non-statutory
summary)

T he Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the conflict
between ecology and economy which has long been an important p rt of Tasmania's social and political
debate, and the development of rail tourism. It is a rare surviving example of a narrow gauge railway in
Tasmania, and its non-operational section incorporates a rare example of the Decauvi11e system of
easily transportable, modular, prefabricated rail which was iveted to steel sleepers for stability. The two
operational Australian-built Malcolm Moore locomotives from the World War Two period are also rare
survivors of their kind. The in situ Decauville track at Blaneys Quarry and the pre- World-War-Two
workers' hut sites and other building sites al ng the railway formation near Blaneys Quarry have the
potential to provide information which would lead to an understanding of early-twentieth-century working
conditions and limestone quarry techn logy. T he 1940s Australian Commonwealth Carbide village at
Lune River Road is a relatively intact small industrial village of the kind that was once common in
Tasmania, serving bush timber mills, mines and power stations, but which are now rare. T heDecauville
track, an intact bin wagon and ore bins used to transport bulk limestone demonstrate technical
innovations. The Ida Bay Railway also has a strong association with rail buffs, for whom it represents a
link to the past and the preservation of Tasmania's railway heritage. lt retains community meaning as a
well-known tourist attraction which is featured in railway magazines.
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Statement of
Significance:
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The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from the
Historic Cultural H ritage Act 1995:
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a)

The place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania's history.

b)

R
E

The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the conflict between ecology
and economy which has long been an important part of Tasmania's social and political debate. It was part of a mining
operation in an area of highly significant karst which was the subject of two landmark events in Tasmania's
conservation history the reservation of the entrance to Mystery Creek Cave in 1917 and government intervention to
close a quarry within the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area in 1992. As an example of the sort of light
railway that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites and on the West Coast mining fields , it
also demonstrates the development of transport and communications. Such railway lines came into vogue in the
1890s because the narrow gauge was more suited to hilly country with sharp bends and relatively steep grades, a
notable example being the North-East Dundas Tramway between Williamsford and Zeehan , carriages from which were
still used on the Ida Bay Tourist Railway in 2017. The Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the type of small industrial
village characteristic of bush timber mills, power stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the late-nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. The evidence of horse-drawn, steam, petrol and diesel locomotion with associated infrastructure
demonstrates the evolution of the railway system. Like the rebuilt West Coast Wilderness Railway (the former Abt
Railway), the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Redwater Creek Steam Heritage Society at Sheffield and the Wee
Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the development of rail tourism in
Tasmania.
The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania's history.

c)
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The lda Bay Railway is of historical cultural heritage significance because it is one of the last surviving narrow gauge
industrial railways in Australia, and one of only two in Tasmania. Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section
of railway formation, contains sections of the Decauville system of modular, prefabricated track sections which were
easy to transport and assemble as well as being very stable, The Decauville system was used across the world for
temporary mining operations, quarrying, in harvesting and for portable military supply railways ( Puffert 2009, p.186),
but this is probably the only surviving Tasmanian example . The two operational 1943 Malcolm Moore locomotives
were designed and built in Port Melbourne during World War Two as part of the war effort and acquired by Australian
Commonwealth Carbide in the period 1948-51. Neither has its original engine but these locomotives are also believed
to be rare. Certainly they are the only ones operating in Tasmania. The lda Bay Railway system includes a rare
example of a fairly intact 1940s industrial village, including houses for management, one with a pay office, two-man
workers' huts, a recreation room, carpenters' workshop, ablutions blocks, ailway workshops, engine shed, pump
shed and sand shed/toilet. There are few comparable examples on the Tasmanian Heritage Register , including the
worker villages at Waddamana (THR#11,943) and Lake Margaret (THR#10,863).
The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania's
history.

d)
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Over a period of about 60 years, the Ida Bay Railway quar y operation embraced numerous forms of transport
technology, including a horse-drawn, wooden-ra l d timber tramway, a narrow-gauge railway, Decauville modular,
prefabricated rail, steam power, diesel power and and possibly an aerial tramway. All but the last of these are
demonstrated by surviving fabric. There are numerous archaeological sites along the final section of railway near
Blaneys Quarry, including at least six workers' hut sites and several other building sites with engine mounts at the
quarry itself. Lime kilns may also have existed at Blaneys Quarry. These sites have the ability to provide information
leading to an understanding of early- wentieth-century rail and quarrying technology, and the living and working
conditions of bush labourers fettlers, engine drivers and blacksmiths during this period.
The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of place in Tasmania's
history.
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The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it is a particularly intact example of the type
of light rail operation that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites and on the West Coast
mining fields, as hey were thought to be better adapted to hilly country with sharp cuives. While sections of several
narr w gauge railway formations suivive in Tasmania, such as that of the North-East Dundas Tramway, the
operati nal section of the Ida Bay Railway and the 1.8-km section of the North Mount Farrell Tramway used by
the Wee George Wood locomotive at Tullah are the only examples of an intact historic narrow gauge railway . lt also
demonstrates the type of small industrial village characteristic of bush timber mills, power stations and mine sites in
Tasmania during the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
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e)

The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.
Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section of railway formation, contains sections of the Decauville system
of modular, prefabricated track sections which were easy to transport and assemble as well as being very stable. The
Decauville system was used across the world for temporary mining operations, in quarrying, in harvesting and for
portable military supply railways (Puffert 2009, p.186). Relics of Decauville tipper and later bin wagons are also
scattered along the railway formation. Using Decauville rails and skips and containerised bins for transhipment of
limestone by rail and boat to Electrona increased efficiency.
Local innovations by Australian Commonwealth Carbide are still demonstrated by the Ida Bay Railway system . In
both the steam and diesel locomtoive eras, the company employed a highly unusual over-riode braking system for the
rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons instead of the standard compressed air or vacuum
braking. Apparently developed to meet the specific needs of the Ida Bay Railway, the system is demonstrated by an
intact bin wagon (Friends of Ida Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the bulk limestone and
enable intermodal transfer at Deep Hole Jetty and at the carbide factory at Electrona is also demonstrated by
remaining relics. Bins of this kind were usually confined to the movement of treated ore or concentrate, but in this
case were apparently found to be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).
The place has a strong or special association with a particular c ommunity or cultural group for social or
spiritual reasons.
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f)

The place has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in
Tasmania's history.
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g)

-N

Like the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Redwater Creek Steam
Heritage Society at Sheffield and the West Coast Wilderness Railway between Queenstown and Regatta oint,
Strahan, the Ida Bay Railway is important to many people as a link to the past, representing the preservation of
Tasmania's railway heritage. It retains community meaning as a well-known tourist attraction and is popular with
railway buffs, being featured in railway magazines.

No Data Recorded
h)

The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.

This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient info mation and justification for listing the place on the
Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be met. The data sheet is not
intended to be a comprehensive inventory of th heritage values of the place, there may be other heritage
values of interest to the Heritage Council not currently acknowledged.
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No Data Recorded
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Checklist (Indicate: Yes [true] or No [false] as appropriate)

1. Scale and Construction - The activity involves:

Yes/No

Construction or realignment of a road, firebreak or walking track?

No

Excavation and/or works which have the potential to cause erosion?

Yes

•

Digging post holes with excavator auger or petrol powered auger .
No

Disturbance of a natural area larger than one hectare by factors other than direct clearing; e.g. fire,
use of herbicides?

No

Construction or removal of a building, infrastructure, or facility; e.g. a wharf; underground services water, electrical?

No

Construction or modification to any toilet, sewage holding or treatment facility?

No

R
E

Clearing of vegetation or soil or other disturbance where the area cleared or disturbed is greater than
50 square metres?

-N

Construction of a building or facility in a coastal area with a vulnerability classific tion?

2. Legal and Planning

No

National Park and Reserves Management Act 2002?

SE

The activity is unlikely to comply with all relevant management objectives listed in schedule 1 of the
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The activity is, or may be, inconsistent with PWS policy and/or pr scriptions of applicable
management plans and zoning prescriptions?

No

No

3. Values - The activity is likely to (either immediately or over a number of years):
Disturb listed threatened species or communities of plants or animals or their habitat?
Impact species or communities of conservation concern?

-R

Lissotes Menalcas (Mount mangana stag beetle)
Dasyurus Maculatus (Spotted Tailed Quoll)

L

Pseudemoia pagenstecheri (Tussock skink)
Lathamus Discolor (Swift parrot)
Tyto novaehollandiae Subsp. Castanops (Masked owl Tasmanian)

No

Aquila audax Subsp. Fleayi (Tasmanian wedge tail eagle)
Accipiter novaehollandiae (Grey goshawk)
Pardalotus quadragintus (Forty-spotted pardalote)
Haliaeetus leucogaster (White bellied sea eagle)

R
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sarcophilus harrisii (Tasmanian devil)

D

•
•

Detailed works should not impact on these species.

(Procedures check maplink and if threatened species within 500m of site then check with specialist staff. In sub tidal,
marine areas check with the PWS Marine Reserves Officer.)

Disturb important or unusual rocks, minerals, landforms or soils?
(Generally identified through previous surveys or geo conservation records on PWS Maplink database)

No

Disturb an area of known or likely Aboriginal, historical or archaeological importance?
Involve a structure or site registered under the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995?

•

•

Aboriginal desk top assessment has been sent to AHT. They have assessed the area,
If any artefacts or heritage items are found whilst earth moving, all works will be
stopped and procedures put in place under an anticipated discovery plan.
Peter Rigozzi is writing up a cultural heritage exemption for these works .

Yes
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Result in a potentially controversial change, or change in the level and type of use which may lead to
a change in the recreational setting (RSF) or environment?

No

Negatively impact on the quality of recreational experiences?
Interfere with a watercourse, wetland, (e.g. works within 20 metres of a creek or stream) or have
some other downstream effects

No

Have the potential to affect a wider area than the immediate project area? (e.g. visual impacts, noise,
erosion on sand dunes, development on areas of karst.)

No

Result in an increased risk of the introduction of weeds, diseases or feral animals?

No

Phytophthora cinnamomi (PC) is not present is this area so wash down procedures
(F10) will be put in place for power tools and equipment.

Have a direct impact on high quality wilderness (wilderness value >12)?

-N

Comments:

No
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•

Completing these works will tidy up the appearance of site and reduce public entering while its closed.
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Does the activity require assessment via the RAA process?
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As a guide, an activity should be considered for further assessment if two or more of the above questions are
answered 'Yes'. However an answer of 'Yes' to two or more questions, does not necessarily trigger the need
for further assessment. Consideration must be given to the ignificance of 'Yes' answers, which must be
addressed in the comments above. All activities must be consistent with statewide PWS policy, legislation and
management plan/s if they are to proceed without fur her assessment.
Comment:

D No - activity not acceptable (activity
inconsistent with statewide PWS policy,
legislation and/or management plan)

Comment:

D Yes - activity requires further
assessment at RAA level:
(To determine appropriate level refer to
the attached RAA Level Guide)

D Level 1
D Level 2/3
D Level4

Comment:

L
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0 No - activity does not require further
assessment (activity can proceed)

D

Does the activity require:

Yes/No
No

A Building or Plumbing Permit? (Generally Building permit is required for work valued over $5, 000)

No
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A Local Council permit (planning application)?
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Re: Ida Bay Railway
Smith, Pete < Pete.Smith@heritage.tas.gov.au>
Fri 29/05/2020 9:07 AM
To: Dobie, Russell <Russell.Dobie@heritage.tas.gov.au>
Cc: Macdonald, Deirdre <Deirdre.MacDonald@heritage.tas.gov.au>; Coney, Peter
< Peter.Coney@heritage.tas.gov.au >; Boersma, Ian < Ian.Boersma®heritage. tas.gov.au >

Thanks. I gather they are talking with groups who might be keen to take on the site and
develop a much more engaging experience.

-N

On 29 May 2020, at 9:06 am, Dobie, Russell
< Russell.Dobie@heritage.tas.gov.au > wrote:
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Sent from my iPhone
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Russell Dobie
Heritage Tasmania

SE

Peter Rogozzi is already active on this matter and has a fencing project on
the go.

-R

On 29 May 2020, at 8:47 am, Smith, Pete
< Pete.Smith@heritage.tas gov au > wrote:

Morning

TI
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You may recall that Ida Bay has closed and Meg's lease surrendered to
Parks. I ga her there are discussions in hand about what might happen
next. I wanted you to know what I've said to Parks, as it's manager,
especially given the need to talk to us early, propose sympathetic
development and refresh the site and visitor experience on offer there.

R

Pete

From: Jacobi, Jason <Jason.Jacobi@parks.tas.gov.au>
Sent: Thursday, 28 May 2020 6:55 PM
To: Smith, Pete <Pete.Smith@heritage.tas.gov.au>
Subject: RE: Ida Bay Railway
Excellent Pete. Thanks

Jason Jacobi
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Ida Bay Railway Station on Lune River Road {Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6) and Blaneys (Lot 1 ) and Benders (Lot 2)
Quarries. Karst depressions can be seen in many places along the non-operational sections of the raitway,
and a vertical cave, ASF Pot, is visible in the face of Benders Quarry. Blaneys Quarry is close to the main
entrance of Mystery Greek Cave, a large stream cave containing massive formations, and well known for its
glow-worm display. This quarry also contains re[lcs of an ore loader and many rusted examples of the
demountable, modular, prefabricated track sections devised in 1875 by Paul Decauville ( Puffert 2009, p.186).
Rusted Decauville patent tipping skips and frames are also scattered along the edge of Blaneys Quarry and
the abandoned rail formation between the two quarries, which now serves as a walking track. The pigsty
method of stacking logs to support a tramway viaduct and bridge is demonstrated along this section of
formation, There are also at least slx workers' hut sites, marked by chimney butts, bricks and other relics,
along the formation near Bianeys Quarry, and several building sites, including machinery footings, at the
quarry itself. Both quarries and the section of railway formation between them are wlthln the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area, while the section of rallway formation between Limestone Quarry Road and
Ida Bay Station ls in State Forest and conservation area.
The registered area includes:
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1 . Approximately 6.5 kilometres of operational railway track and associated formations from the Ida
Bay Station to the wharf site at Deep Hole Bay (Lot 1 0). The jetty sites at Brick Point and Deep Hole Bay
(Lots 11 and 12) aro included, as are any relics of earlier railway operalions such as telelgraph line, bogies,
carriage frames, limestone bins and wheelsets. However, the jetties are ruins, and it is not intended that
they be actively managed .
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2. Buildings associated with the Australian Commonwealth Carbide's former operation of the railway (tho
engine shed, locomotive workshops, ablutions blocks, recreation room, carpenters' workshop, sand
shed/toilet, seven vertical board ti.vo�man workers' huts (three of which now orm the railway station), the
pump house (all part of Lot 8), and the manage�s house and garage Lot 9) which now form part of the Ida
Bay Tourist Railway complex. Only the external form of the two ablutions blocks is registered. The water
filler, the dam from which water was pumped {Lot 7) and the signal are included in the registration, as are al!
mechanical relics of the Australian Commonwealth Carbide railway operation ,
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3 . The rolling stock from the limestone mining era and that built specifically for the Ida Bay tourist railway.
This Includes five ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore locomollves bought for the line by Australian
Commonwealth Carbide In the period 1 948-51 , two of which are still operational and used by the tourist
railway operator; the 1 950s Australian Commonwealth Carbide rail motor (privately owned by J Donnelly, C
Donnelly and M WIiiiams); the running gear of works wagons and the three passenger carriages (based on
flatbed bogey wagons originally from the North East Dundas narrow-gauge line on the West Coast), One
intact bin wagon demonstrates the p ssibly unique Australian Commonwealth Carbide over-ride braking
system. Relics along the line demonstrate the Innovative use of ore bins to move bulk limestone (Friends of
Ida Bay 201 8). A rail motor built speclfcally for the Ida Bay tourist railway using running gear possibly from
the Lake Margaret hydro-electric scheme is also included. Apart from the 1 950s rail motor, the registered
rolling stock used by the tourist operation are assets held by the lessee. All items of rolling stock noted
above were on site at the Ida Bay Railway at the time of registration (1 2 June 20 1 8).
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4. Approximately six kilometres of abandoned railway formation (Lots 3,4 , 5 and 6) from the station on Lune
River Road to two former Australian Commonwealth Carbide quarfies (Lots 1 and 2); the quarries
themselves; and about 500 metres of abandoned railway formation leading to U,e Brick Point Jetty site. One
qua ry, Benders (Lot 2), is at the end of Limestone Quarry Road (GDA94 488896E, 51 87401 N), tho other,
kn wn as Blaneys Quarry or lhe Marble Reward Quarry (GDA94 487589E , 51878 1 0N [Lot 11), is at L'1e end
of the railway formation, and west of the main entrance to Mystery Creek Cave. The railway formation,
cuttings, embankments and all associated mechanical relics and building sites are included in the
registration.

The registration does not include:
1 . Sites along the operating line which are connected with the original Ida Bay village (such as the
cemetery) but have no historical association with the railway.
2, The cafe built within and the verandah attached to the eastern end of the principal railway workshop.
3. The privately-owned fo rmer Australian Commonwealth Carbide houses at Lune River Road ,
4, The abandoned railway formation where it is crossed by South Lune Road (GDA94 491 277E, 51 89056N)
and a forestry access road (GDA94 490835E, 5189324N) (Lot 5, p.4 of the CPR).

Conservation management plans
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There are three conservation management plans which deal with parts of the registered area of the Ida Bay
Railway. None of them deals with all of it, and their relevance is further limited by a lack of knowledge of the
railway's historic cultural heritage. Parks and Wildlife's Southporl Lagoon Conservation Area Management
Plan 2006 includes the Ida Bay State Reserve, and therefore the operational section of the Ida Bay Railway.
The CMP lists the rolling stock and buildings associated with the historic carbide railway as railway assets
within the Ida Bay State Reserve, and refers also to 'a wealth of surviving, but largely unsurveyed, historic
fabric including an old town site, cemetery and mining era remains' (p.25). One of the management issues
raised within this report is 'the fundamental lack of knowledge of historic heritage sites and of the impact of
current management and user activities upon any surviving sites' within the Ida Bay Reserve (p.28). The old
town site and cemetery have no association with the Ida Bay Railway, but the 'mining era remains' would
include the rail track and formation and jetty sites at Brick Point and Deep Hole Bay. The CMP
recommends individual cultural heritage assessment prior to route changes, rehabilitation work or other
developments within the reserve; facilitating the continuation of the Ida Bay Railway as a working railway;
the preparation of a strategic asset management plan for the Ida Bay Railway; and adherence to the Surra
Charter, 'its associated guidelines and the commentary on the charter in Kerr (2000) in all conservation and
management works' (p.29).
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Margaret Smith's unpublished 'Ida Bay Railway State Reserve Management Plan' (2012) is mostly d ived
from the 2006 CMP. The author identifies the problem of vandalism and theft of relics on the abandoned
railway formation and abandoned quarries (which are not within the Ida Bay State Reserve), and repeats the
earlier recommendation that an asset management plan be prepared for the railway (p.17). No historic or
archaeological survey work has yet been conducted on the abandoned sections of railway formation and at
the two major quarries associated with the Ida Bay Railway.·

In the early 1900s James Gillies devised the electrolyti process of separating zinc from its associated ores.
This was a great boon to the West Coast mining industry. Zinc from mines like the Hercules at Mount Read,
which had previously ended up on waste dumps, could now be saved and marketed. This
development prompted the formation of the Hydro-Electric Power and Metallurgical Company (HEPMC), from
which devolved the Electrolytic Zinc (now Nyrstar) plant at Risdon and the Australian Commonwealth
Carbide (Electron a Carbide) plant. Both can be seen as milestones in the development of Tasmania 's
twentieth-century hydro-industrialisati n, which later involved many other manufacturers such as
Cadbury-Fry-Pascall at Claremont, Australian Pulp and Paper Mills at Burnie and Coats, Patons and
Baldwin in Launceston. A site nea Snug was chosen for the manufacture of carbide, and the Ida Bay karst
was selected to provide the limestone needed in both this process and in electrolysis.
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History:
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The management of historic heritage is covered in Section 8.4 of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage
Area Management Plan 2016. Parks and Wildlife manages such heritage under the National Parks and
Reserves Management Act (2002) (NPRMA), which in Schedule 1 includes the management objective 'to
conserve sites or areas of cultural significance'. Mining enterprises are recognised as an historic theme
within the TWWHA. The Management Plan recognises the application of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act
(1995) to the seventeen listed sites within the TWWHA, one of which is the Ida Bay Railway (pp.177-78).
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In 1917 the gove nment es ablished a 40-acre caves reserve which exempted the main entrance of Mystery
Creek Cave at Id Bay f om the provisions of the Mining Act 1905. This recognised the cave's natural values,
scientific significance and former popularity as a tourist destination. During the 1890s Mystery Creek Cave
had been the subject of high-end overnight cruises from Hobart, and its glow-worms had been written up in
the journal Scientific American (Haygarth 2007). Previous Tasmanian cave reserves had been gazetted
under Crown Lands Acts. One created by exemption under the Mining Act 1905 was unusual, but this
followed on from the Earle Government's decision to refuse Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd (BHP) a mining lease
on the lower Gordon River's limestone 'Marble Cliffs' in 1915. These actions demonstrated the awareness of
ecological conservation in Tasmania which had prompted the passage of the ground-breaking Scenery
Preservation Act 1915, the most far-sighted legislation of its kind in Australia at that time (Powell undated).
However, the government's pro-conservation stance was no deterrent to the HEPMC, which took up a
100-acre quarry lease around the caves reserve in 1920. By then Mystery Creek Cave had been forgotten by
the public and by tourism operators, allowing the miners to blast and hack away limestone both outside and
inside the cave reserve at what became known as Blaneys Quarry. In 1922 the HEPMC established a
2-ft-gauge (610 mm) railway from its Brick Point Jetty to what later became known as Benders Quarry, but it
continued to use an old logging tramway to access the more distant Blaneys Quarry. At least six workers'
huts were built along this final section of tramway/railway, and other buildings, possibly including lime kilns,
existed at Blaneys Quarry ('Electrona proposals'). In its early days the company planned to install an aerial
tramway purchased from the Anchor tin mine in north-eastern Tasmania to carry the ore to Brick Point Jetty,
but whether this ever operated at Ida Bay is unclear ('Hydro-Electric and M Co').

In 1927 the plant and business of the carbide company were bought by Australian Commonwealth Carbide
('the Carbide Company'). In 1930 this company extended the railway to Blaneys Quarry ('Tenders'; file
NS283/1/3 [TAHOJ), where it introduced the Frenchman Paul Decauville's system of modular, prefabricated
Thursday, May 28, 2020
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track sections. This was a patented system of narrow gauge (610 mm) steel rails riveted to steel sleepers to
give extra stability and reduce the need for ballast ( Puffert 2009, p.186). Easily transported and quickly
assembled, it was used widely in the Queensland sugar industry, but no other examples of its use are
known in Tasmania. Australian Commonwealth Carbide also appears to have introduced the distinctive
V-shaped Oecauville patent tipper railway skips. Bins would have been loaded with limestone at the quarry
face, driven down the Ida Bay Railway by locomotive and emptied into bins for shipping to Electrona.
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In both the steam and diesel locomotive eras, Australian Commonwealth Carbide employed another
significant technical innovation: instead of the standard compressed air or vacuum braking, it used a highly
unusual over-ride braking system for the rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons. The
system is believed to be unique to the Ida Bay Railway. The drawbars at each end of the wagons on which
limestone bins were mounted were coupled to an eccentric crank amidships. This crank in turn by linkages
activated wooden levers resting on the running surface of both flanged wheelsets. The driver would apply the
brakes on the locomotives momentarily and the inertia of the laden wagons would cause the wagon brakes
to be applied. In turn the response would be transferred to the next wagaon via the drawbar and so on along
the whole rake. This worked effectively in both directions though not as reliable on lighter empty bin trains,
but as these were predominantly heading uphill back to the quarry this was less of an issue (Friends of Ida
Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the bulk limestone and enable intermodal ransfer
at Deep Hole Jetty and at the carbide factory at Electrona is also demonstrated by remaining relics. Bins of
this kind were usually confined to the movement of treated ore or concentrate, but in this case were
apareently found to be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).
For many years Australian Commonwealth Carbide satisfied Australia's need for calcium carbide and
acetylene gas, the surplus (usually about 40 percent) being exported. Competition was not a problem, since
the company had the advantage of producing carbide more cheaply than anyone else across the world.
However, for a time during World War Two Australian Commonwealth Carbide struggled to keep up with
increasing demand from the armed forces (tungsten carbide was indispensable in making munitions) and
Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd, which used calcium carbide in magnesium producti n. Towards the end of the
war it also started to supply acetylene as raw material for the production f chlorinated solvents and
polyvinyl chloride, used in the electrical and radio industries ( Australian War Memorial, pp.103 and 142).
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After World War Two considerable changes were made to the mining operation. Australian Commonwealth
Carbide established a new workshop, quarry manager's and wo kmen's quarters at Lune River Road. Work
continued at Benders Quarry, but Blaneys Quarry, the line serving it and the Oecauville rail system were
abandoned. Limestone quality in Blaneys Quarry had declined, one of the problems being that a series of
caves carrying residual clay had been revealed in th quarry face (Dickenson 1945, p.48). The rails on the
Blaneys Quarry section were taken up, leaving many relics of the Decauville system in place at the disused
quarry and along the abandoned formation. Loading of ore at the quarry was mechanised, with small,
wooden chassis wagons replacing most of th flatbed bogey wagons. Ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore
locomotives replaced steam locomotives in the period 1948-51. In addition the company used a rail motor for
haulage and to move staff along the line. Because of problems with siltation and the Southport Bar, Brick
Point Jetty was abandoned and approximately six kilometres of new line were constructed around the Lune
River estuary to deep water at Elliott Beach (Deep Hole Bay). In 1950, 44 people worked in the quarry and
on the railway ('Big asset n Ida Bay limestone works').
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Facing a labour sh rtage in the immediate post-war period, Australian Commonwealth Carbide applied for 30
Polish or Baltic immigrants, 20 to work in the factory at Electrona and 1O for road construction and quarry
work at Ida Bay, where they would be accommodated in two-man huts (PM Gillies to Director of
Immigration, 5 April 1948, AA59-1-878, TAHO). Priority was given to this request because an increase in
ca bide pr duction was needed urgently (notes dated 6 March 1948, AA59-1-878, TAHO). Ten Lithuanians in
the age group 18 to 26 joined the workforce at Ida Bay. They were among 200 Baltic migrants employed in
Tasmania by September 1948 ('Education of migrants').
There were other changes after World War Two. Ecological awareness increased, partly due to the
influence of post-war immigrants. The establishment of the Tasmanian Caverneering Club by Sam Carey , the
inaugural professor of geology at the University of Tasmania , in 1946 prompted exploration of Tasmanian
caves and study of associated ecosystems. Public unrest over development proposals at Mount Field
National Park in 1950 (by Australian Newsprint Mills), Lake Pedder from 1967 (by the Hydro-Electric
Commission) and at Precipitous Bluff in the early 1970s (by Mineral Holdings Australia), the last of these
involving a karst system, flagged a growing interest in conservation (Haygarth 2015, pp.72 75, 123-25, 135,
157 and 196).
In the 1970s cavers and other conservationists campaigned to stop quarrying and logging operations on the
Ida Bay karst, which was now known to contain perhaps the longest cave system in southern Australia , at
more than 30 kilometres. By then the Ida Bay Railway had been abandoned altogether, the carbide plant
had closed, and Benders Spreading Services operated Benders Quarry by road access. In 1988 the
so-called Helsham Commission (chaired by Michael Helsham) into the values of Tasmanian forests
recommended that the Ida Bay karst be included in the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area
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(TWWHA). This recommendation was adopted, but quarrying was allowed to continue at Benders Quarry,
which was placed in an exclusion zone within the TWWHA. This concession to the mining industry mirrored
a similar action in 1938, when the Mount Oakleigh tungsten mine was allowed to reopen within the Cradle
Mountain Scenic Reserve by the creation of an exclusion zone, and demonstrated that not even World
Heritage-nominated sites were safe from development. Work continued at Benders Quarry, amid much
complaint by scientists and conservationists, until 1992, by which time a vertical cave christened ASF Pot
had been blasted open in the quarry face (Haygarth 2015, pp.199-204). This cave entrance is plainly visible
today.
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The centenary of Tasmanian railways in 1971 marked a renewed enthusiasm for steam trains and by-gone
railway systems generally, as epitomised by the development of the Don River Railway tourist attraction, the
Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, steam locomotive excursions on the Emu Bay Railway and
Derwent Valley line, the Redwater Creek Steam and Heritage Society at Sheffield and reconstruction of the
Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Company's Abt Railway (as the West Coast Wilderness Railway). Since
1977 the inact section of the Ida Bay Railway has been leased from the government as a tourist railway. A
441-hectare Ida Bay State Reserve gazetted in 1979 included the railway line and accommodated the
tourism operation. The Ida Bay Railway is unusual in having its own operational 2-feet-gauge line and rolling
stock from its industrial days. Hundreds of thousands of public and private dollars have been spent o
maintenance and upgrading of facilities.
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(non-statutoty
summaty)

The Ida Bay Ra lway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the conflict
between ecology and economy which has long been an important part of Tasmania's social and political
debate, and the development of rail tourism. lt is a rare surviving example of a narrow gauge railway in
Tasmania, and its non-operational section incorporates a rare example of the Decauville system of
easily transportable, modular, prefabricated rail which was riveted to steel sleepers for stability. The two
operational Australian-built Malcolm Moore locomotives from the World War Two period are also rare
survivors of their kind. The in situ Oecauville track at Blaneys Quarry and the pre- World-War-Two
workers' hut sites and other building sites along the railway formation near Blaneys Quarry have the
potential to provide information which would lead to an understanding of early-twentieth-century working
conditions and limestone quarry technology. The 1940 s Australian Commonwealth Carbide village at
Lune River Road is a relatively intact small industrial village of the kind that was once common in
Tasmania, serving bush timber mills, mines and power stations, but which are now rare. TheDecauville
track, an intact bin wagon and ore bins used to transport bulk limestone demonstrate techni al
innovations. T he Ida Bay Railway also has a strong association with rail buffs , for whom it represents a
link t<? the past and the preservation of Tasmania's railway heritage. It retains community meaning as a
well-known tourist attraction which is featured in railway magazines.

Significance:

a)
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The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from the
Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:
The place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania1s history.

b)
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T he Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the conflict between ecology
and economy which has long been an important part of Tasmania's social and political debate. It was part of a mining
operation in an area of highly significant karst which was the subject of two landmark events in Tasmania's
conservation history-the reseivation of the entrance to Mystery Creek Cave in 1917 and government intervention to
close a quarry within the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area in 1992. As an example of the sort of light
railway that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites and on the West Coast mining fields, it
also demonstrates the development of transport and communications. Such railway lines came into vogue in the
1890s because the narrow gauge was more suited to hilly country with sharp bends and relatively steep grades, a
notable example being the North-East Dundas Tramway between Williamsford and Zeehan, carriages from which were
still used on the Ida Bay Tourist Railway in 2017. T he Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the type of small industrial
village characteristic of bush timber mills, power stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the late-nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. The evi ence o horse-drawn, steam, petrol and diesel locomotion with associated infrastructure
demonstrates the evolution of the railway system. Like the rebuilt West Coast Wilderness Railway (the former Abt
Railway), the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Redwater Creek Steam Heritage Society at Sheffield and the Wee
Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the development of rail tourism in
Tasmania.
The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania's history.

R

The Ida Bay Railway is of historical cultural heritage significance because it is one of the last sutviving narrow gauge
industrial railways in Australia, and one of only two in Tasmania. Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section
of railway formation, contains sections of the Decauville system of modular, prefabricated track sections which were
easy to transport and assemble as well as being very stable. The Decauville system was used across the world for
temporary mining operations, quarrying, in harvesting and for portable military supply railways ( Puffert 2009, p,186),
but this is probably the only surviving Tasmanian example. The two operational 1943 Malcolm Moore locomotives
were designed and built in Port Melbourne during World War Two as part of the war effort and acquired by Australian
Commonwealth Carbide in the period 1948-51, Neither has its original engine, but these locomotives are also believed
to be rare. Certainly they are the only ones operating in Tasmania . T he Ida Bay Railway system includes a rare
example of a fairly intact 1940s industrial village, including houses for management, one with a pay office, two-man
workers' huts, a recreation room, carpenters' workshop, ablutions blocks, railway workshops, engine shed, pump
shed and sand shed/toilet. There are few comparable examples on the Tasmanian Heritage Register, including the
worker villages at Waddamana (THR#11,943) and Lake Margaret (THR#10,863).
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c)

The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania's
history.

Over a period of about 60 years, the Ida Bay Railway quarry operation embraced numerous forms of transport
technology, including a horse-drawn, wooden-railed timber tramway, a narrow-gauge railway, Decauville modular,
prefabricated rail, steam power, diesel power and and possibly an aerial tramway. All but the last of these are
demonstrated by su1viving fabric. T here are numerous archaeological sites along the final section of railway near
Blaneys Quarry, including at least six workers' hut sites and several other building sites with engine mounts at the
quarry itself. Lime kilns may also have existed at Blaneys Quarry. These sites have the ability to provide information
leading to an understanding of early-twentieth-century rail and quarrying technology, and the living and working
conditions of bush labourers, fettlers, engine drivers and blacksmiths during this period.
d)

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of place in Tasmania's
history.
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The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it is a particularly intact example of the type
of light rail operation that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites and on the West Coast
mining fields, as they were thought to be better adapted to hilly country with sharp curves. While sections of several
narrow gauge railway formations suivive in Tasmania, such as that of the North East Dundas Tramway, the
operational section of the Ida Bay Railway and the 1.8-km section of the North Mount Farrell Tramway used by
the Wee George Wood locomotive at Tullah are the only examples of an intact historic narrow gauge railway . It also
demonstrates the type of small industrial village characteristic of bush timber mills, power stations and mine sites in
Tasmania during the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
T he place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.

e)
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Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section of railway formation, contains sections o the Decauville system
of modular, prefabricated track sections which were easy to transport and assembl as well as being very stable. The
Decauville system was used across the world for temporary mining operations, in qua rying in harvesting and for
portable military supply railways (Puffert 2009, p.186). Relics of Decauville tipper and ater bin wagons are also
scattered along the railway formation. Using Decauville rails and skips and container sed bins for transhipment of
limestone by rail and boat to Electrona increased efficiency .
Local innovations by Australian Commonwealth Carbide are still demons rated by the Ida Bay Railway system . In
both the steam and diesel locomtoive eras, the company employed a high y unusual over-riode braking system for the
rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons inst ad of the standard compressed air or vacuum
braking. Apparently developed to meet the specific needs of the Ida Bay Railway, the system is demonstrated by an
intact bin wagon (Friends of Ida Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the bulk limestone and
enable intermodal transfer at Deep Hole Jetty and at he carbide factory at Electrona is also demonstrated by
remaining relics. Bins of this kind were usually confined to th movement of treated ore or concentrate, but in this
case were apparently found to be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).
The place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social or
spiritual reasons.

f)
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Like the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Redwater Creek Steam
Heritage Society at Sheffield and the West Coast Wilderness Railway between Queenstown and Regatta Point,
Strahan, the Ida Bay Railway is impo tant to many people as a link to the past, representing the preseivation of
Tasmania's railway heritage It reta ns community meaning as a well-known tourist attraction and is popular with
railway buffs, being featured in rai way magazines.
g)

The place has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in
Tasmania's history.

The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.
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No Data Reco ded

No Dat Recorded

PLEASE NOTE

Thursday, May 28,

2020

This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the place on the
Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be met. The data sheet is not
intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the heritage values of the place, there may be other heritage
values of interest to the Heritage Council not currently acknowledged.
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Our concern for the site's heritage is now even more significantly compounded since the
Tasmanian State Govt. has recently announced its support (and priority) for the
redevelopment of the Ida Bay State Reserve with a mix of Federal and State Govt.
"bushfire relief' monies to the tune of $1.5million, being doubled up by MONA
contributing another $3million... as an exercise in promoting added tourism and tourist
accommodation support to the bushfre affected Huon Valley area of southern Tasmania.
The MONA and Dark Lab proposal involves the construction of some sort of quite
monstrous 25metre high and 40111 wide mtistic fernery dome with swirling clouds of mist,
to be situated in the bush/or forest, just west of the current IBR terminus site at Ida bay/
Lune River.
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Late last year our "Friends" group rebranded/ re-named itself to become the Ida Bay
Railway Preservation Society (IBRPS) and several months prior to this MONA/Dark Lab
proposal, we had put in an EOI to Parks and Wildlife asking that the entire IBR site be
handed over for us to maintain the buildings and rolling stock, repair/ refurbish the line to
Rail Safety Regulator standards and recommence the tourist railway as a not-for-profit
operation, conducted in a manner similar to the "Puffing Billy" operation in the lower
Dandenongs of Victoria. (We had been hoping/ pla1111ing to start the IBR tourist operation
this coming summer.) The IBRPS have a stated view that for our not-for-profit IBR tourist
proposal to work, we would need to have access to/ and contro of the entire heritage listed
site.
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Although we don't have the actual precise detail of the MONA/Dark Lab proposal is
unclear (part and parcel of the nature of the secrecy that surrounds the process of EOI, for
developments these days), we know they want to have control of the railway and have
requested access to the whole terminus site including the buildings and workshop (the
latter to be supposedly set up as a museum and visitor centre). They have talked about
installing accommodation pods, putting in roadways and pathways and expanding the
carpark. To our mind, we in the IBRPS believe this proposal would severely impact the
IBR heritage values.
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The steering committee of our IBRPS has personally indicated to Roger Jaensch in his role
as the Minister for Parks (on site just a couple of days ago) that we are happy to support the
Tas Govts prefe1Ted MONA Dome development, as long as it doesn't impinge on the
IBR's heritage values, but would still desire to have a separate long term lease of the IBR
and its assets to nm our not-for-proft tourist operation as a separate entity within the wider
complex, continuing to preserve the IBR and its heritage values. Jaensch appeared to be
supportive of our IBRPS request, but it's very much a "wait-and-see" while the MONA/
Dark Lab proposal is assessed further during their development application process.

Looking forward to your reply.

Warm regards,
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Ida Bay Railway Station on Lune River Road (Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6) and Blaneys (Lot 1) and Benders (Lot 2)
Quarries. Karst depressions can be seen in many places along the non-operational sections of the railway,
and a vertical cave, ASF Pot, is visible in the face of Benders Quarry, Blaneys Quarry is close to the main
entrance of Mystery Creek Cave, a large stream cave containing massive formations, and well known for its
glow-worm display. This quarry also contains relics of an ore loader and many rusted examples of the
demountable, modular, prefabricated track sections devised in 1875 by Paul Decauville ( Puffert 2009, p.186).
Rusted Decauville patent tipping skips and frames are also scattered along the edge of Blaneys Quarry and
the abandoned rail formation between the two quarries, which now serves as a walking track. The pigsty
method of stacking logs to support a tramway viaduct and bridge is demonstrated along this section of
formation. There are also at least six workers' hut sites, marked by chimney butts, bricks and other relics,
along the formation near Blaneys Quarry, and several building sites, including machinery footings, at the
quarry itself. Both quarries and the section of railway formation between them are within the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area, while the section of railway formation between Limestone Quarry Road and
Ida Bay Station is in State Forest and conservation area.
The registered area includes:
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1. Approximately 6.5 kilometres of operational railway track and associated formations from the Ida
Bay Station to the wharf site at Deep Hole Bay (Lot 10). The jetty sites at Brick Point and Deep Hole Bay
(Lots 11 and 12) are included, as are any relics of earlier railway operations such as telelgraph line, bogies,
carriage frames, limestone bins and wheelsets. However, the jetties are ruins, and it is not intended that
they be actively managed.
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2. Buildings associated with the Australian Commonwealth Carbide's former operation of the railway (the
engine shed, locomotive workshops, ablutions blocks, recreation room, ca penters' workshop, sand
shed/toilet, seven vertical board two-man workers' huts (three of which now form the railway station), the
pump house (all part of Lot 8), and the manager's house and garage Lot ) which now form part of the Ida
Bay Tourist Railway complex. Only the external form of the two ablutions blocks is registered. The water
filler, the dam from which water was pumped (Lot 7) and the signal are included in the registration, as are all
mechanical relics of the Australian Commonwealth Carbide railway operation .
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3. The rolling stock from the limestone mining era and tha built specifically for the Ida Bay tourist railway.
This includes five ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore locomotives bought for the line by Australian
Commonwealth Carbide in the period 1948-51, two of which are still operational and used by the tourist
railway operator; the 1950s Australian Commonwea th Carbide rail motor (privately owned by J Donnelly, C
Donnelly and M Williams); the running gear of works wagons and the three passenger carriages (based on
flatbed bogey wagons originally from the North East Dundas narrow-gauge line on the West Coast). One
intact bin wagon demonstrates the possibly nique Australian Commonwealth Carbide over -ride braking
system. Relics along the line demonstrate the innovative use of ore bins to move bulk limestone (Friends of
Ida Bay 2018). A rail motor built specifcally for the Ida Bay tourist railway using running gear possibly from
the Lake Margaret hydro-electric scheme is also included. Apart from the 1950s rail motor, the registered
rolling stock used by the tourist operation are assets held by the lessee. All items of rolling stock noted
above were on site at the Ida Bay Railway at the time of registration (12 June 2018).
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4. Approximately six kilometres of abandoned railway formation (Lots 3,4, 5 and 6) from the station on Lune
River Road to two former Australian Commonwealth Carbide quarries (Lots 1 and 2); the quarries
themselves; and about 500 metres of abandoned railway formation leading to the Brick Point Jetty site. One
quarry, Benders (Lot 2), is at the end of Limestone Quarry Road (GDA94 488896E, 5187401N), the other,
known as Blaneys Quarry or the Marble Reward Quarry (GDA94 487589E, 5187810N [Lot 1]), is at the end
of the railway formation, and west of the main entrance to Mystery Creek Cave. The railway formation,
cuttings, embankments and all associated mechanical relics and building sites are included in the
registration.
The registration does not include:
1. Sites along the operating line which are connected with the original Ida Bay village (such as the
cemetery) but have no historical association with the railway.
2. The cafe built within and the verandah attached to the eastern end of the principal railway workshop.
3. The privately-owned former Australian Commonwealth Carbide houses at Lune River Road .
4. The abandoned railway formation where it is crossed by South Lune Road (GDA94 491277E, 5189056N)
and a forestry access road (GDA94 490835E, 5189324N) (Lot 5, p.4 of the CPR).

Conservation management plans
Monday, July 13, 2020
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There are three conservation management plans which deal with parts of the registered area of the Ida Bay
Railway. None of them deals with all of it, and their relevance is further limited by a lack of knowledge of the
railway's historic cultural heritage. Parks and Wildlife's Southport Lagoon Conservation Area Management
Plan 2006 includes the Ida Bay State Reserve, and therefore the operational section of the Ida Bay Railway.
The CMP lists the rolling stock and buildings associated with the historic carbide railway as railway assets
within the Ida Bay State Reserve, and refers also to 'a wealth of surviving, but largely unsurveyed, historic
fabric including an old town site, cemetery and mining era remains' (p.25). One of the management issues
raised within this report is 'the fundamental lack of knowledge of historic heritage sites and of the impact of
current management and user activities upon any surviving sites' within the Ida Bay Reserve (p.28). The old
town site and cemetery have no association with the Ida Bay Railway, but the 'mining era remains' would
include the rail track and formation and jetty sites at Brick Point and Deep Hole Bay. The CMP
recommends individual cultural heritage assessment prior to route changes, rehabilitation work or other
developments within the reserve; facilitating the continuation of the Ida Bay Railway as a working railway;
the preparation of a strategic asset management plan for the Ida Bay Railway; and adherence to the Burra
Charter, 'its associated guidelines and the commentary on the charter in Kerr (2000) in all conservation and
management works' (p.29).
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Margaret Smith's unpublished 'Ida Bay Railway State Reserve Management Plan' (2012) is mostly derived
from the 2006 CMP. The author identifies the problem of vandalism and theft of relics on the abandoned
railway formation and abandoned quarries (which are not within the Ida Bay State Reserve), a d repeats the
earlier recommendation that an asset management plan be prepared for the railway (p. 17). No h storic or
archaeological survey work has yet been conducted on the abandoned sections of railway formation and at
the two major quarries associated with the Ida Bay Railway.

In the early 1900s James Gillies devised the electrolytic process of separating zinc from its associated ores,
This was a great boon to the West Coast mining industry. Zinc from mines like the Hercules at Mount Read,
which had previously ended up on waste dumps, c uld now be saved and marketed. T his
development prompted the formation of th Hydro-Electric Power and Metallurgical Company (HEPMC), from
which devolved the Electrolytic Zinc (now Nyrstar) plant at Risdon and the Australian Commonwealth
Carbide (Electrona Carbide) plant. Both can be seen as milestones in the development of Tasmania 's
twentieth-century hydro-industrialisation, which later involved many other manufacturers such as
Cadbury-Fry-Pascall at Claremont, Australian Pulp and Paper Mills at Burnie and Coats, Patons and
Baldwin in Launceston. A site near Snug was chosen for the manufacture of carbide , and the Ida Bay karst
was selected to provide the limestone needed in both this process and in electrolysis.
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The management of historic heritage is covered in Section 8.4 of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage
Area Management Plan 2016. Parks and Wildlife manages such heritage under the National Parks and
ReseNes Management Act (2002) (NPRMA), which in Schedule 1 includes the management objective 'to
conserve sites or areas of cultural significance'. Mining enterprises ar recognised as an historic theme
within the TWWHA. The Management Plan recognises the application of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act
(1995) to the seventeen listed sites within the TWWHA, one of wh ch is the Ida Bay Railway (pp.177-78).
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In 1917 the governmen established a 40-acre caves reserve which exempted the main entrance of Mystery
Creek Cave at Ida Bay from the provisions of the Mining Act 1905. This recognised the cave's natural values,
scientific significance and former popularity as a tourist destination. During the 1890s Mystery Creek Cave
had been the subject of high-end overnight cruises from Hobart, and its glow-worms had been written up in
the journal Scientific American (Haygarth 2007). Previous Tasmanian cave reserves had been gazetted
under Crown Lands Acts. One created by exemption under the Mining Act 1905 was unusual, but this
followed on from the Earle Government's decision to refuse Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd (BHP) a mining lease
on the ower Gordon River's limestone 'Marble Cliffs' in 1915. These actions demonstrated the awareness of
e ological conservation in Tasmania which had prompted the passage of the ground-breaking Scenery
Preservation Act 1915, the most far-sighted legislation of its kind in Australia at that time (Powell undated).
However, the government's pro-conservation stance was no deterrent to the HEPMC, which took up a
100-acre quarry lease around the caves reserve in 1920. By then Mystery Creek Cave had been forgotten by
the public and by tourism operators, allowing the miners to blast and hack away limestone both outside and
inside the cave reserve at what became known as Blaneys Quarry. In 1922 the HEPMC established a
2-ft-gauge (610 mm) railway from its Brick Point Jetty to what later became known as Benders Quarry, but it
continued to use an old logging tramway to access the more distant Blaneys Quarry. At least six workers'
huts were built along this final section of tramway/railway, and other buildings, possibly including lime kilns,
existed at Blaneys Quarry ('Electrona proposals'). In its early days the company planned to install an aerial
tramway purchased from the Anchor tin mine in north-eastern Tasmania to carry the ore to Brick Point Jetty,
but whether this ever operated at Ida Bay is unclear ('Hydro-Electric and M Co').

In 1927 the plant and business of the carbide company were bought by Australian Commonwealth Carbide
('the Carbide Company'). In 1930 this company extended the railway to Blaneys Quarry ('Tenders'; file
NS283/1/3 [TAHO]), where it introduced the Frenchman Paul Decauville's system of modular, prefabricated
Monday, July 13, 2020
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track sections. This was a patented system of narrow gauge (610 mm) steel rails riveted to steel sleepers to
give extra stability and reduce the need for ballast ( Puffert 2009, p.186). Easily transported and quickly
assembled, it was used widely in the Queensland sugar industry, but no other examples of its use are
known in Tasmania. Australian Commonwealth Carbide also appears to have introduced the distinctive
V-shaped Oecauville patent tipper railway skips. Bins would have been loaded with limestone at the quarry
face, driven down the Ida Bay Railway by locomotive and emptied into bins for shipping to Electrona.
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In both the steam and diesel locomotive eras, Australian Commonwealth Carbide employed another
significant technical innovation: instead of the standard compressed air or vacuum braking, it used a highly
unusual over-ride braking system for the rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons. The
system is believed to be unique to the Ida Bay Railway. The drawbars at each end of the wagons on which
limestone bins were mounted were coupled to an eccentric crank amidships. This crank in turn by linkages
activated wooden levers resting on the running surface of both flanged wheelsets. The driver would apply the
brakes on the locomotives momentarily and the inertia of the laden wagons would cause the wagon brakes
to be applied. In turn the response would be transferred to the next wagaon via the drawbar and so on along
the whole rake. This worked effectively in both directions though not as reliable on lighter empty bin t ains ,
but as these were predominantly heading uphill back to the quarry this was less of an issue (Frien s of Ida
Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to 'containerise' the bulk limestone and enable intermodal rans er
at Deep Hole Jetty and at the carbide factory at Electrona is also demonstrated by remaining relics Bins of
this kind were usually confined to the movement of treated ore or concentrate, but in this case were
apareently found to be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).
For many years Australian Commonwealth Carbide satisfied Australia's need for calcium carbide and
acetylene gas, the surplus (usually about 40 percent) being exported. Competition was not a problem, since
the company had the advantage of producing carbide more cheaply than anyone else across the world.
However, for a time during World War Two Australian Commonwealth Carbide struggled to keep up with
increasing demand from the armed forces (tungsten carbide was indispensable in making munitions) and
Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd, which used calcium carbide in magnesium production, Towards the end of the
war it also started to supply acetylene as raw material for the production of chlorinated solvents and
polyvinyl chloride, used in the electrical and radio industries ( Australian War Memorial, pp.103 and 142).
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After World War Two considerable changes were mad to the mining operation. Australian Commonwealth
Carbide established a new workshop, quarry manager's and workmen's quarters at Lune River Road. Work
continued at Benders Quarry, but Blaneys Quarry, the line serving it and the Decauville rail system were
abandoned. Limestone quality in Blaneys Quarry had declined, one of the problems being that a series of
caves carrying residual clay had been revealed in th quarry face (Dickenson 1945, p.48), The rails on the
Blaneys Quarry section were taken up, leaving many relics of the Decauville system in place at the disused
quarry and along the abandoned formation. Lo ding of ore at the quarry was mechanised, with small,
wooden chassis wagons replacing most of the flatbed bogey wagons. Ex-army, petrol-driven Malcolm Moore
locomotives replaced steam locomotives in the period 1948-51. In addition the company used a rail motor for
haulage and to move staff along the line. Because of problems with siltation and the Southport Bar, Brick
Point Jetty was abandoned and approximately six kilometres of new line were constructed around the Lune
River estuary to deep water at Elliott Beach (Deep Hole Bay). In 1950, 44 people worked in the quarry and
on the railway ('Big asset n Ida Bay limestone works').
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Facing a labour shortage in the immediate post-war period, Australian Commonwealth Carbide applied for 30
Polish or Baltic immigrants, 20 to work in the factory at Electrona and 10 for road construction and quarry
work at Ida Bay, where they would be accommodated in two-man huts (PM Gillies to Director of
Immigr tion, 5 April 1948, M59-1-878, TAHO). Priority was given to this request because an increase in
ca bide pr duction was needed urgently (notes dated 6 March 1948, AA59-1-878, TAHO). Ten Lithuanians in
the age group 18 to 26 joined the workforce at Ida Bay. They were among 200 Baltic migrants employed in
Tasmania by September 1948 ('Education of migrants').

There were other changes after World War Two. Ecological awareness increased, partly due to the
influence of post-war immigrants. The establishment of the Tasmanian Caverneering Club by Sam Carey , the
inaugural professor of geology at the University of Tasmania , in 1946 prompted exploration of Tasmanian
caves and study of associated ecosystems. Public unrest over development proposals at Mount Field
National Park in 1950 (by Australian Newsprint Mills), Lake Pedder from 1967 (by the Hydro-Electric
Commission) and at Precipitous Bluff in the early 1970s (by Mineral Holdings Australia), the last of these
involving a karst system, flagged a growing interest in conservation (Haygarth 2015, pp.72-75, 123-25, 135,
157 and 196).
In the 1970s cavers and other conservationists campaigned to stop quarrying and logging operations on the
Ida Bay karst, which was now known to contain perhaps the longest cave system in southern Australia , at
more than 30 kilometres. By then the Ida Bay Railway had been abandoned altogether, the carbide plant
had closed, and Benders Spreading Services operated Benders Quarry by road access. In 1988 the
so-called Helsham Commission (chaired by Michael Helsham) into the values of Tasmanian forests
recommended that the Ida Bay karst be included in the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area
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(TWWHA). This recommendation was adopted, but quarrying was allowed to continue at Benders Quarry,
which was placed in an exclusion zone within the TWWHA. This concession to the mining industry mirrored
a similar action in 1938, when the Mount Oakleigh tungsten mine was allowed to reopen within the Cradle
Mountain Scenic Reserve by the creation of an exclusion zone, and demonstrated that not even World
Heritage-nominated sites were safe from development. Work continued at Benders Quarry, amid much
complaint by scientists and conservationists, until 1992, by which time a vertical cave christened ASF Pot
had been blasted open in the quarry face (Haygarth 2015, pp.199-204). This cave entrance is plainly visible
today.

R
E

The centenary of Tasmanian railways in 1971 marked a renewed enthusiasm for steam trains and by-gone
railway systems generally, as epitomised by the development of the Don River Railway tourist attraction, the
Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, steam locomotive excursions on the Emu Bay Railway and
Deiwent Valley line, the Redwater Creek Steam and Heritage Society at Sheffield and reconstruction of the
Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Company's Abt Railway (as the West Coast Wilderness Railway). Since
1977 the inact section of the 1da Bay Railway has been leased from the government as a tourist railway. A
441-hectare Ida Bay State Reserve gazetted in 1979 included the railway line and accommodated the
tourism operation. The Ida Bay Railway is unusual in having its own operational 2-feet-gauge line and rolling
stock from its industrial days. Hundreds of thousands of public and private dollars have been spent on
maintenance and upgrading of facilities.

-N
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Statement of
Significance:

SE
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(non-statutory
summary)

The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the conflict
between ecology and economy which has long been an important part of Tasmania's social and political
debate, and the development of rail tourism. It is a rare surviving example of a narrow gauge railway in
Tasmania, and its non-operational section incorporates a rare example of the Decauville system of
easily transportable, modular, prefabricated rail which was riveted to steel sleepers for stability. The two
operational Australian-built Malcolm Moore locomotives from the World War Two period are also rare
survivors of their kind. The in situ Decauvi le track at Blaneys Quarry and the pre-World-War-Two
workers' hut sites and other building sites along the railway formation near Blaneys Quarry have the
potential to provide information which would lead to an understanding of early-twentieth-century working
conditions and limestone quarry technology. The 1940s Australian Commonwealth Carbide vi lage at
Lune River Road is a relatively intact small industrial village of the kind that was once common i
Tasmania, serving bush timber mills, mines and power stations, but which are now rare. TheDecauville
track, an intact bin wagon and ore bins used to transport bulk limestone demonstrate technical
innovations. The Ida Bay Railway also has a strong association with rail buffs, for whom it represents a
link to the past and the preservation of Tasmania's railway heritage. It retains community meaning as a
well-known tourist attraction which is featured in railway magazines.

Significance:

a)

EL
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The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from the
Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:
The place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania' history.

The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania's history.

R

b)

TI

D

L

-R

The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the conflict between ecology
and economy which has long been an important part of Tasmania's social and political debate. It was part of a mining
operation in an area of highly significant karst which was the subject of two landmark events in Tasmania's
conservation history-the reservation of the entrance to Mystery Creek Cave in 1917 and government intervention to
close a quarry within the Tasmanian Wilderness Wo ld He itage Area in 1992. As an example of the sort of light
railway that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites and on the West Coast mining fields , it
also demonstrates the development of transport and communications. Such railway lines came into vogue in the
1890s because the narrow gauge was more suited to hilly country with sharp bends and relatively steep grades, a
notable example being the North-East Dundas Tramway between Williamsford and Zeehan, carriages from which were
still used on the Ida Bay Tourist R ilway in 2017. The Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the type of small industrial
village characteristic of bush timber mills, power stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the late -nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. T he evidence of horse-drawn, steam, petrol and diesel locomotion with associated infrastructure
demonstrates the evolution of he railway system. Like the rebuilt West Coast Wilderness Railway {the former Abt
Railway), the Don River Railway (THR#13 47), the Redwater Creek Steam Heritage Society at Sheffield and the Wee
Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Ida Bay Railway demonstrates the development of rail tourism in
Tasmania.

The Id Bay Railway is of historical cultural heritage significance because it is one of the last surviving narrow gauge
industrial railways in Australia, and one of only two in Tasmania. Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section
of railway formation, contains sections of the Decauville system of modular, prefabricated track sections which were
easy to transport and assemble as well as being very stable. The Decauville system was used across the world for
temporary mining operations, quarrying, in harvesting and for portable military supply railways ( Puffer! 2009, p.186),
but this is probably the only surviving Tasmanian example . The two operational 194 3 Malcolm Moore locomotives
were designed and built in Port Melbourne during World War Two as part of the war effort and acquired by Australian
Commonwealth Carbide in the period 194 8-51. Neither has its original engine, but these locomotives are also believed
to be rare. Certainly they are the only ones operating in Tasmania. The Ida Bay Railway system includes a rare
example of a fairly intact 1940s industrial village, including houses for management, one with a pay office, two-man
workers' huts, a recreation room, carpenters' workshop, ablutions blocks, railway workshops, engine shed, pump
shed and sand shed/toilet. There are few comparable examples on the Tasmanian Heritage Register, including the
worker villages at Waddamana (THR#11,943) and Lake Margaret (THR#10, 863).
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c)

The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania's
history.

Over a period of about 60 years, the Ida Bay Railway quarry operation embraced numerous forms of transport
technology, including a horse-drawn, wooden-railed timber tramway, a narrow-gauge railway, Decauville modular,
prefabricated rail, steam power, diesel power and and possibly an aerial tramway. All but the last of these are
demonstrated by surviving fabric. There are numerous archaeological sites along the final section of railway near
Blaneys Quarry, including at least six workers' hut sites and several other building sites with engine mounts at the
quarry itself. Lime kilns may also have existed at Blaneys Quarry. These sites have the ability to provide information
leading to an understanding of early-twentieth-century rail and quarrying technology, and the living and working
conditions of bush labourers, fettlers, engine drivers and blacksmiths during this period.
d)

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of place in Tasmania's
history.

e)

-N
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The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it is a particularly intact example of the type
of light rail operation that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites and on the West Coast
mining fields, as they were thought to be better adapted to hilly country with sharp curves. While sections of several
narrow gauge railway formations survive in Tasmania, such as that of the North-East Dundas Tramway, the
operational section of the Ida Bay Railway and the 1.8-km section of the North Mount Farrell Tramway used by
the Wee George Wood locomotive at Tullah are the only examples of an intact historic narrow gauge r ilway. 1t also
demonstrates the type of small industrial village characteristic of bush timber mills, power stations and mine sites in
Tasmania during the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.

-R
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Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section of railway formation, contains sections of the Decauville system
of modular, prefabricated track sections which were easy to transport and assemble as well as being very stable. The
Decauville system was used across the world for temporary mining operations, in qua rying, in harvesting and for
portable military supply railways (Puffert 2009, p.186). Relics of Decauville tipper and later bin wagons are also
scattered along the railway formation. Using 0ecauville rails and skips and co taine sed bins for transhipment of
limestone by rail and boat to Electrona increased efficiency.
Local innovations by Australian Commonwealth Carbide are still demons rated by the Ida Bay Railway system . In
both the steam and diesel locomtoive eras, the company employed a high y unusual over-riode braking system for the
rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin wagons inst ad of the standard compressed air or vacuum
braking. Apparently developed to meet the specific needs of the Ida Bay Railway, the system is demonstrated by an
intact bin wagon (Friends of Ida Bay 2018). The highly unusu l us of bins to 'containerise' the bulk limestone and
enable intermodal transfer at Deep Hole Jetty and at he arbide factory at Electrona is also demonstrated by
remaining relics. Bins of this kind were usually confined to the movement of treated ore or concentrate, but in this
case were apparently found to be the best solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).
The place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social or
spiritual reasons.

f)

D

L

Like the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Redwater Creek Steam
Heritage Society at Sheffield and the West Coast Wilderness Railway between Queenstown and Regatta Point,
Strahan, the Ida Bay Railway is important to many people as a link to the past, representing the preservation of
Tasmania's railway heritage. It reta ns community meaning as a well-known tourist attraction and is popular with
railway buffs, being featured in ra lway magazines.
The place has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in
Tasmania's histo y.

TI

g)

No Data Recorded

The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.

R

h)

No Data Recorded

PLEASE NOTE
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This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the place on the
Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be met. The data sheet is not
intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the heritage values of the place, there may be other heritage
values of interest to the Heritage Council not currently acknowledged.
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Construction of a building or facility in a coastal area with a vulnerability classification?

N

2. Legal and Planning
The activity is unlikely to comply with all relevant management objectives listed in schedule 1 of the

N

The activity is, or may be, inconsistent with PWS policy and/or prescriptions of applicable
management plans and zoning prescriptions?

N

National Park and Reserves Management Act 2002?

3. Values - The activity is likely to (either immediately or over a number of years):

R
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Disturb listed threatened species or communities of plants or animals or their habitat?
Impact species or communities of conservation concern?
Raptor nest recorded within 500mtrs (masked Owl)

N

Disturb important or unusual rocks, minerals, landforms or soils?

-N

(Procedures check maplink and if threatened species within 500m of site then check with specialist staff. In sub tidal,
marine areas check with the PWS Marine Reserves Officer.)

(Generally identified through previous surveys or geo conservation records on PWS Maplink database)

SE

The location is within a broader Geoconservation site. This is a landscape scale listing, and the
localised and small scale of this drilling is highly unlikely to have any impact on the overall
goeconservation values. Area already Highly disturbed.
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Disturb an area of known or likely Aboriginal, historical or archaeological importance?
Involve a structure or site registered under the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995?
Proponent has undertaken an AHT desktop assessment. Ad ice from AHT is to have on hand an
unanticipated discovery plan.

unlike!�

maybe

Heritage exemption required in relation to possible disturbance to rail heritage fabric.
N

Interfere with a watercourse, wetland, (e.g. works within 20 metres of a creek or stream) or have
some other downstream effects?

N

-R

Result in a potentially controversial change, or hange in the level and type of use which may
lead to a change in the recreational setting (RSF) or environment?

L

Negatively impact on the quality of recreational experiences?

D

Have the potential to affec a wider area than the immediate project area? (e.g. visual impacts,
noise, erosion on sand dunes, development on areas of karst.)

Result in an increased risk of the introduction of weeds, diseases or feral animals?

TI

Vehicles and Augers to be washed down prior to entry to site, and Auger to be cleaned between
drill ites

R

Have a direct impact on high quality wilderness (wilderness value >12)?

N

y

N

Comments:
j See below

Does the activity require assessment via the RAA process?
As a guide, an activity should be considered for further assessment if two or more of the above questions are
answered 'Yes'. However an answer of 'Yes' to two or more questions, does not necessarily trigger the need
for further assessment. Consideration must be given to the significance of 'Yes' answers, which must be
addressed in the comments above. All activities must be consistent with statewide PWS policy, legislation and
management plants if they are to proceed without further assessment.
x No - activity does not require further
assessment (activity can proceed)

Comment: Unanticipated discovery Plan in place, heritage
advice sought and exemption required. PWS staff on hand
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to supervise vehicle movements and tracking if possible.

D No - activity not acceptable (activity
inconsistent with statewide PWS policy,
legislation and/or management plan)

Comment:

D Yes - activity requires further
assessment at RAA level:
(To determine appropriate level refer to
the attached RAA Level Guide)

D Level 1
D Level 2/3
D Level4

Comment:

Yes/No

Does the activity require:
A Local Council permit (planning application)?

I

I
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A Building or Plumbing Permit? (Generally Building permit is required for work valued over $5,000)

Prepared by:

N

I Date 119/08/2020

Jeremy Hood

-N

Name

N

Parks and Reserve Manager (PRM) / Regional Operations Manager (ROM)

(Recommendations from the PRM/ROM stating that further assessment is not warranted needs to be justified
below havina reaard to the weii:ihtini:is of anv 'Yes' answers.)

Jeremy Hood

Signature:

K

Date

19/08/2020

Date

20/09/2020
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Name

SE

This Checklist was prepared by ROM, in concert with Regional Planner Carrie

Comment:
Southern

Regional Manager / Branch Manager

-R

Approval:

JH
� I'·.,.

D

Comment:

Signature:

L

Ashley Rushton

Name

I File Number:

R
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Attach this checklist to any additional assessment documentation.
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Statutory Framework
Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 Heritage Tasmania
Reserve Activity Assessment
Parks and Wildlife Service
review of the Southport Lagoon Conservation Plan 2006
management issues
use and development
Building
- understanding the implications for adaptive reuse of structures,
building services, equal access,

management
responsibilities
use
public access
interpretation of history
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change
development guidelines
levels of acceptable change

SE

Policies
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Conservation Strategy
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maintenance
conservation works
schedule
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Management strategy
Move to the historic workshop
for display or new workshop
for storage/conservation.

Comments

Move to the historic workshop
for display or new workshop
for storage/conservation.

Owners'

Move passenger carriages to
the historic workshop for
display or new workshop for
storage/conservation.
It may be appropriate to leave
large deteriorated relics in situ
as a demonstration of the
place's historic operations.

I understand this to be 3
carriages plus the remains of
wheels/chassis/flatbeds from
an unspecified number of
items. The remn nts should be
clearly identifiable as such,
and scraps of unidentifiable
rusted metal are not included
in this item.
If you can find it! Depending
on the condition of the item, it
may be appropriate to leave it
in situ as a demonstration of
the place's historic operations.
Scraps of unidentifiable rusted
metal are not included in this
item.
I understand that this item
refers mainly to items along
the track (away from the
depot) that may be largely
inaccessible.
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permission/notification may
be required.
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Item
five ex army, petrol-driven
Malcolm Moore locomotives,
two of which are still
operational
1950s Australian
Commonwealth Carbide rail
motor (privately owned by J
Donnelly, C Donnelly and M
Williams)
running gear of works wagons
and the three passenger
carriages

Where these items retain a
recognisable form, they should
be left in situ as a
demonstration of the place's
historic operations.
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ore bin relics along the line
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Move to the historic workshop
for display or new workshop
for storage/conservation.

intact bin wagon
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IDA BAY RAILWAY
Conservation Management Plan

1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.4

1.1

OUTLINE OF PROJECT

The Ida Bay Railway extends across a ubstantial area of Crown Land. The
area identified as having cultural her tage values is documented by the
Ida Bay Railway central plan regi ter (CPR) associated with the Tasmanian
heritage register entry. This CMP is not concerned with the entire extent
of the railway and its associated built heritage. This CMP is concerned
with that part of the CPR ident fied as Lot 8. This Lot area contains the
original rail yard, maintenance workshops and storage for associated rail
machinery.

R
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Darklab Pty. Ltd. have proposed a new artwork titled ‘Transformer’ to be
located west of the Ida Bay Railway railyard. The proposal includes a new
visitors centre, amenities and carpark access.

SCOPE OF THE PROJECT SITE

RREA

1.2
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The principal aims of this CMP are to compile a history of the place from
available sources, assess the condition and integrity of the buildings and
landscape, and determine cultural heritage significance in order to provide
guidance to the proposed Darklab development. This CMP has proceeded
with reference to Australia ICOMOS (International Council on Monuments
and Sites) guidelines for the preparation of conservation plans and the
articles set out in The Burra Charter, the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places
of Cultural Significance 2013.

Therefore, in this document we will refer to the project site as the Ida
Bay Railyard Depot site, to distinguish it from the larger extent of Ida Bay
Railway.

E

Paul Johnston Architects and Heritage Consultants have been engaged
by Darklab to provide a Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for the
proposal and prepare a statement to accompany an application for
Development Approval.

KEY REFERENCES

1.3

D

This project has been developed with the assistance of the Tasmanian
Heritage Council, Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service, Historian Nic
Haygarth, and the Ida Bay Railway Preservation Society

MANAGEMENT AND STATUTORY LISTINGS

Overview plan of Ida Bay Railway heritage assets from CPR 1088
fig.2
Plan of Lot 8, the
subject site of
this Conservation
Management
Plan. From CPR
1088, p. 5

R
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The project site is currently managed by the Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife
Service (PWS) as part of the Ida Bay State Reserve. The cultural heritage of
the Reserve is managed according to the Southport Lagoon Conservation
Plan 2006. Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service requires a Reserve Activity
Assessment (RAA) for all proposed development on PWS managed land.

fig.1

INTRODUCTION

D
L
-

This CMP has been informed by previous planning documents and historical
studies of the place. In particular the THC Data Sheet compiled by Nic
Haygarth has guided this CMP and the assessment of its heritage values.

Ida Bay Railway is listed on the Tasmanian Heritage Register as no. 8215 and
therefore is subject to the policies of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995.

3
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IDA BAY RAILWAY
Conservation Management Plan
1.5

DEFINITIONS

R
E

The conservation terminology used in this Conservation Management Plan
is concurrent with the definitions used in Australia ICOMOS The Burra Charter
2013 and outlined in Article 1.
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INTRODUCTION
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Place means the site, area, land, landscape, building or other work, group
of buildings or other works, and may include components, contents, spaces
and views.
Cultural Significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual
value for past, present or future generations.
Fabric means all the physical material of the place including components,
fixtures, contents, and objects.
Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so as to retain
its cultural significance.
Maintenance means the continuous protective care of the fabric and
setting of a place, and is to be distinguished from repair. Repair involves
restoration or reconstruction.
Preservation means maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and
retarding deterioration.
Restoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier
state be removing accretions or by reassembling existing components
without the introduction of new material.
Reconstruction means returning a place to a known earlier state and is
distinguished from restoration by the introduction of new material into the
fabric.
Adaptation means modifying a place to suit the existing use or a proposed
use.
Compatible use means a use which espects the cultural significance of a
place. Such a use involves no, or minimal, impact on cultural significance.
Interpretation means all the ways o presenting the cultural significance of a
place.

E

The following are key definitions used by The Burra Charter and this CMP:

-N

The definitions for conservation terms used in this report are those adopted
in The Burra Charter – The Australia ICOMOS Charter for places of cultural
significance 2013. The Burra Charter is the standard for cultural conservation
management acknowledged by government heritage agencies around
Australia.
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2.0

DESCRIPTION OF PLACE

2.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE
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Conservation Management Plan

LOCATION

Aerial photograph of the Ida Bay Railyards site. Source: Google Earth 2020

EL
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2.3

fig.3

FS

The Ida Bay Railyard is located in Ida Bay on the eastern coast of southern
Tasmania, approximately 110km south of Hobart on Lune River road and
approximately 9.5km south-west by road from the township of Southport.

E

2.2
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Ida Bay Railway was constructed in 1922, the line comprising of narrowgauge railway used to transport limestone ore from the quarries to Deep
Hole Bay where it was shipped up to the Carbide works at Electrona.
Ida State Reserve was gazetted in 1981 and consists of 425 hectares of land
encompassing the entirety of the extent of the railway line and its associated
buildings.

HISTORIC CONTEXT

SITE

D

2.4
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Southport was established as a convict probation station in 1840, and
played a central role in the 19th century timber industry (Far South Tasmania
2020). While Lune River road was established in the mid-19th century, access
to southern Tasmania from Hobart and elsewhere was easier via the coasta
waters.
The Ida Bay Railway was constructed in 1922. The Ida Bay Railway Depot
was located on Lune River Road. The narrow- gauge railway was used to
transport limestone ore from the quarries of the Lune Sugarloaf to Deep Hole
Bay where it was shipped up the D’Entrecasteaux Channel to the Carbide
works at Electrona. The Ida Bay State Reserve was gazetted in 1981 and
consists of 425 hectares of land encompassing the entirety of the extent of
the railway line and its associated buildings.

fig.5
Photograph
demonstrating
the relation of Ida
Bay to the city of
Hobart, Tasmania.
Source: Google
Earth 2020.
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PLACE

The Ida Bay Railyard Depot is bounded by the Lune River Road to the
east and the railway line to the west. The site consists of an industrial shed
complex with work yard and accommodation huts, adjacent the road
and set amongst native forest. The railyard is central to the site and set on
level ground cut into an embankment above the main rail line. The railyard
structures are arranged around a yard formed by the rail line leading into
the central workshop forming a d stin t precinct. Workers’ huts and facilities
buildings are located higher on the slope above the workshop and rail line.
To the west of the depot is a cleared area that allows views towards the
distant mountains. The rail line alignment extends north as it crosses the road,
and south into the forest.

fig.4
Map showing the extent of the Ida Bay Railway and its location in relation to
Southport township. Source: Alan Jackson map 2009.
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fig.7
Row of workers huts, with the
recreation hut to the rear at the left. Image
from Paul Johnston architects.

EL
EA

2.4.2

fig.6
Existing ticket station and cafe at
front of worksop, as viewed from Lune River
road. Image f om aul Johnston architects.

FS

The site comprises a central complex of workshop with adjacent ‘leanto’ sheds, carpenters workshop and sandbox arranged around an
open railyard. The workshop fronts at an angle on to Lune River Road.
The workshop and associated buildings are constructed from painted
corrugated steel sheet. Three workers huts have been arranged to form an
entry ticket ‘station’ to the north of the central workshop. The workers huts
and ablution buildings are constructed from vertical timber boards with
corrugated steel roofs. A small engine shed lies north of the ticket station.
The remnants of a tennis court are located further north amongst the native
vegetation. The accommodation buildings are located in a row extending
south-west parallel to the railway line alignment. The five huts are from the
1940s and were originally in use as workers accommodation, with one in use
as a shower block. There is a larger recreation hut slightly south and above
the row of workers huts.

R
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Buildings

E

2.4.1

Railway Line
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The railway line extends through the site from north east to south-west.
A rail turning circle is located to the west of the buildings in an open grassy
area. Beyond the rail line the vegetation is natural bush land with no built
development. Remnants of associated railway moving stock and other
abandoned machinery are located on the southern portion of the rail line to
the west of the workers huts.

Landscape

fig.8
Railyard with workshop, carpenters hut and sandbox in view. As
seen from the rail line looking north-east. Image from Paul Johnston architects.

D

2.4.3
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The rail line runs through the site and is sectioned from the main line into
the railyard central to the site on leveled ground. Inside the railyard the line
further splits into separate lines adjacent the workshop.

R
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PLACE

The site includes mature eucalypt trees across the site and intermixed with
buildings outside of the railyard area and railway alignments. Trees are
clustered to form open forested areas to the north and south of the building
complex. To the west an open grassed a ea is bounded by marshland
forming dense scrub. The open area and ow scrub allow views to the distant
Lune Sugarloaf hills that form the southern Karst landscape.

fig.9
Rail line on the edge of marshland boundary looking west to Lune
Sugarload hills. Image from Paul Johnston architects.
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3.0

HISTORY OF IDA BAY RAILWAY

3.2

3.1

PRE-1800 HISTORY

James Gillies was a metallurgist who di covered an electrolytic process
whereby zinc could be separated fr m its ore (Australian Dictionary of
Biography 1983). In 1908 Gillies received support from the Tasmanian
government to construct a hydro-electric scheme in the Tasmanian great
lakes that would power the electrolytic process for his business. However,
his operational and financial difficulties resulted in the Tasmanian
Government purchasing he hydro scheme and setting up the State
Hydro-Electric Department in 1914.

1800s SOUTHERN TASMANIA

R
E
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FS

3.2

The presence of limestone deposits near Ida Bay had been known since
the 1880s. In 1917 Gillies established the Carbide works at Electrona in
Southern Tasmania. The limestone deposits at Ida bay were shipped
to Electrona to produce calcium carbide (Companion to Tasmanian
History 2006) Under James Gillies, mining of limestone at Blaneys quarry
commenced in 1919, and at Benders quarry in 1922. Following further
financial difficulties for Gillies the Tasmanian Government took over
Electrona in 1924 and ran the plant until Australian Commonwealth
Ca bide Co. took over operation of the Carbide works and the Ida bay
railway and quarries in 1927.

E

The Nuenonne aboriginal people inhabited the area now known as Ida Bay
and Lune River for over 40,000 years prior to European settlement. Middens
and other remnants can be found along the coastline of Ida Bay (Southport
Lagoon CA 2006, p.22).
A number of European explorers carried out exploration around
the coastline of Southern Tasmania. In 1792-3 French explorer Bruny
d’Entrecasteaux carried out surveys of the coastline around Recherche
Bay, Ida Bay, Bruny Island and the Huon River. The maps and drawings from
this expedition are some of the earliest known cartography of the southern
Tasmanian coastline and geography.

MINING
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Southport (also known as Hythe) was established as a town in 1837, and was
a convict probation station between 1841-48. Between the 1850s-1920s the
town supported a number of industries, including a timber mill, whaling and
kelp harvesting (Poulson 2005). Due to its thriving industries the area was
self-sufficient and had a diverse social mix of European whalers, Chinese
fishermen, South Sea Islanders, and ex-convicts (Poulson 1999, p.8).
A small township called Ida Bay was located on the southern beaches of Ida
bay (although this town was destroyed by bushfires in the 1930s). According
to Colleen McMullen and Terry Donnelly, the origins of the name ‘Ida Bay’
relate to the limestone works: ‘the area had been called Wheelbarrow Bay
but an earlier manager of the lime works, a man named Dawson, renamed
it after his daughter Ida’ (Poulson 1999, p.19).

D

fig.11
Detail from map
of South rn Ta mania 1930.
Hythe nd ystery Creek
Cave a e marked on the
map. T HO no.AF395-1-38

R
TI

HISTORY

fig.12

Electrona Carbide Works as viewed from North West Bay c.1951. TAHO AB713-1-451
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A survey by the Tasmanian Department of Mines in 1915 indicated a strong
desire to provide tramway access inland from Ida Bay. A survey of a possible
rail line from the quarries to Ida Bay was undertaken in December 1921,
where it is mentioned that a wo den tramway was already linked to the
quarries (TAHO PWD243/1/10). Th s tramway is presumed to be the Lune
River timber tramway and it wa used as the basis of the Ida Bay rail line
(Peterson, Chynoweth & Beck 2001). The Ida Bay railway was completed in
1922, and ran from Brick Point jetty on Ida Bay through to Benders quarry. The
line was extended to Blaneys quarry in 1930 using pre-fabricated Decauville
tracks (Haygarth 2012). Decauville was a company founded by French
railway inventor Paul Decauville, who designed modular, pre-fabricated
narrow-gauge railway tracks that were easily transportable (Haygarth 2012).

fig.14

FS

Brick Point Jetty and Aerial tramway c.1917. H.J. King photograph

HISTORY
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fig.13
Photograph of Blaneys Quarry 1922, showing rail tracks. Taken by J.W.
Beattie in Weekly Courier pg.17.

Australia s post-WWII immigration policies focused on transporting immigrants
from accepted European countries to Australia in exchange for their labour
in designated industries (National Museum Australia 2020). As part of this
policy, the Australian Carbide Co. placed a request for several migrant
wo kers to be sent to their Ida Bay quarries and train depot. 10 Lithuanian
workers were accommodated in two-man huts in 1948, joining the existing
workforce at Ida Bay. The Lithuanian workers were classified as ‘displaced
persons’ and they came to Australia in the first wave of Baltic immigration to
Australia.

fig.15
Lithuanian immigrant workers in 1948, image courtesy of Ida Bay
Preservation Society
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3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
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The area around the Ida Bay Railway has long been recognised for
its natural values. In the 1880s Mystery Creek Cave was discovered by
the Tyler brothers from Southport. Myste y Creek Cave was known for
its limestone deposits and glow worm display. During the 1880s cruises
were organized to the cave from Hobart, with a variety of Hobart society
members taking the two hour walk from Ida Bay to reach the inland cave.
Cruises to the cave ceased during the 1890s, and Mystery Cave was left
largely undisturbed. In 1917 the Tasmanian Government established a 40acre cave reserve that recognized the natural value of the Mystery Creek
Cave and exempted its entrance from the Mining Act 1905 (Haygarth
2015, p.17) However, the limestone deposits near the cave were attractive
to the Hydro-Elec ric Power and Metallurgical Company (HEPMC), who
took up a quarry lease around the cave in 1920, and established Blaneys
Quarry near he entrance to Mystery Creek Cave (Haygarth 2015, p.17).
The subsequent blasting around the cave caused damage to the
en rance so that it could no longer be accessed. Haygarth (2015, p.74)
efe s to this as an early example of resource industries undermining the
po ential conservation of natural areas. He notes that:

D
L
-

Ida Bay Railway transporting limestone ore c.1970. TAHO NS3195-2-809

D

fig.17
Railyard depot in
use w t a Malcolm Moore
locomotive in 1967. Image
taken by Tony Coen, courtesy
of Ida Bay Railway Preservation
Society.

The object of this scaremongering was probably to devalue the
cave in order to have its reservation rescinded, to justify surreptitious
encroachment which was already underway, or to keep out
anyone who might interfere with this encroachment. Thus a climate
of suspicion was established in the early stages of a tussle between
ecology and economy which would reach almost into the 21st
century. (Haygarth 2015 p.74)

In 1946 the Tasmanian Caverneering Club (TCC) was formed with the
aim of exploring and surveying Tasmanian caves, and to ensure the
caves’ preservation (Haygarth 2015 p.124). Interest in caving and outdoor
activities increased during the second half of the 20th century, and
contributed to the wilderness movement that fought to protect Tasmania’s
natural resources. In 1954 a TCC caving expedition set out to explore the
connection between Mystery Creek Cave and Exit Cave from Ida Bay,
using the railway to access the site (Haygarth 2015, p.134). Additional
expeditions returned to the cave system in the 1960s and 1970s and
discovered that the Ida Bay karst system that Mystery Cave belonged to
extends more than 30km (Haygarth 2015, p.163).

HISTORY
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fig.16
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The post-war period also saw the original steam trains replaced with new
Malcolm Moore Petrol locomotives (Haygarth 2012). These locomotives
were constructed in Melbourne for use by the Military during WWII (Haygarth
2012). The quarries continued to operate successfully during the 1950s and
1960s until the 1967 bushfires severely impacted the quarry sites. After a road
was placed through to Benders quarry during the early 1970s the need for
the railway was reduced. The railway ceased to be used for transporting ore
in 1975 and was purchased by the Tasmanian Government (Haygarth 2012).
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3.4

USE AS A TOURIST RAILWAY
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The Ida Bay railway ceased opera ion o Benders Quarry in 1975, as the ore
was now transported via road. In 1977 the Tasmanian Government opened
the railway for tourists. The po tion of track used for the tourist operation was
from the Ida Bay workshop and depot out to Deep Hole Bay. The line that
stretched between the quarry and the depot was no longer used and left to
fall into disrepair.

fig. 19
Tourist program for the
railway 1985.
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The tourist railway was leased to Lune River Railway Co. between 1979-1981,
Michael and Faye Williams from 1981-1987, and Peter Fell from 1988-2002.
The most recent operator of the railway was Meg Thornton, who re-opened
the rail from 2004-2019. From 2017-2019 Hugh Yang joined her as a business
partner The s te and train operations were closed following safety concerns
after a train derailment in 2018, and subsequently Meg Thornton’s lease was
terminated in 2019.

fig.18
Cavers in 1955 at the Ida Bay Railway depot, image courtesy of the Ida
Bay Preservation Society
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The decades post-WWII saw increased interest in the natural environment,
and an awareness that public activism could be used to halt the operations
of mining and other industrial developments in wilderness areas. Campaigns
to cease mining and logging around the Ida Bay karst were carried out by
conservationists, including cavers, during the 1970s (Haygarth 2015, p.174).

D

The Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (TWWHA) was i scribed
onto the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1982. In 1988 the Ida Bay karst
was added to the TWWHA, however an exemption was given to Benders
quarry to continue operation (Haygarth 2015, p.199). However, there was
a rising awareness of the area’s scientific value and aboriginal heritage,
and conservation activists continued to argue for the closure of the quarry
(Haygarth 2015, p.202). These protests co tinued until the quarry was closed
in 1992. After its closure the Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service began a
rehabilitation program around Bender quarry and Exit Cave (Haygarth 2015,
p.202).
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3.5

IDA BAY RAILWAY CONSERVATION

Volunteers from the local Ida Bay Prese vation Society have been involved
in maintenance of the locomotives, rain operation and history tours.

R
E

fig.20
Advertisement
for the steam engine visit
to Ida Bay railway, 1985.

-N

The Ida Bay Preservation Society was formed in 2009 as the Friends of Ida
Bay Society, and worked wi h the lease-holder to carry out conservation
works of the railway. They cha ged their name to Ida Bay Preservation
Society in 2019 and became a registered charity. The group currently
has 40 active members of the local community, as well as national and
international relationships to other railway groups.
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The society ha carried out conservation works on the site, including the
restoration of one of the original workers huts to its form from 1948. Another
hut is a de ignated history room holding a collection of photographs,
documents and object relating to the rail. The society continues to interact
with the wider community through an up-to-date Facebook page where
they put out regular photographs and information on the history of the Ida
Bay Railway.
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During the site’s period of use as a tourist railway it struggled to maintain
commercial viability. The terms of the lease with the Tasmanian Government
required funding for maintenance and upkeep of the rail to be the
responsibility of the operator. The lease-holders endeavoured to attract
visitors and provide maintenance to the line. In 1985-87, under Michael
William’s guidance, the Tasmanian Steam Preservation Society’s locomotive
Krauss 0-4-0T visited the site, providing an experience of the original steam
engines used on the line. The photograph above shows the engine being
used in Hobart to advertise the Ida Bay railway. Another development
on the site was the use of the workers huts for guest accommodation,
beginning in the 1980s and continuing to present day. Am nities and
kitchen facilities were provided for guests using the existing huts

R
TI

figs. 22,23,24
Top left: Preservation society carrying out
maintenance works to the rail track

HISTORY

fig.21
Ida Bay Railway during Meg
Thornton’s ownership of the rail.
Source: Far South Tasmania website.

Top right: Current steering committee of the
Ida Bay Preservation Society, October 2020
Bottom left: Tourists on board the Ida Bay
Railway
Sources: Top and bottom left images from Ida
Bay Cafe Public Facebook. Top right image
from Paul Johnston Architects.
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•

1917: 40 acre cave reserve established exempting the main entrance of
Mystery Creek Cave from the provisions of the Mining Act 1905. This was
the beginning of ecological conservation in Tasmania.

•

1920:100-acre mining lease granted to the HEPMC. Blaneys Quarry
established near Mystery creek cave

•

1921-23: Gillies established the calcium carbide works at Electrona,
which were taken over by the Tasmanian government in 1923, and the
Australian Commonwealth Carbide company in 1927

•

1922: Ida Bay Railway was completed from Brick point jetty to Benders
Quarry. Steam locomotives were used to transport the limestone

•

1930: The railway was extended to Blaneys Quarry, where the Decauville
rail system was used

•

1945: Blaneys quarry abandoned, Benders quarry continued to be used

•

1948: 10 workers from Lithuania were sent to work at Ida Bay

•

1948-51: Steam trains were replaced with petrol Malcolm Moore trains

•

1960s: Production at Electrona peaked during this decade. 1967
bushfires impacted upon mining and processing at the plant

•

1970s: Environmental protests around Tasmania during the 70s included
a campaign to stop mining at Ida Bay karst system

•

1975: The railway ceased operation for the mine, and roads became
main means of access to Benders Quarry. Mining operations continued
at Benders Quarry until 1992

•

1977: Tasmanian Government purchased the railway, a d turned it into
a tourist railway. Track ran from Lune River depot to Deep Jetty. New
Bogie carriages were purchased

•

1979: Ida Bay State reserve was gazetted, it included the railway and
accommodated the tourism operation

•

1979-80: J Molyneux and R Ludbey operated the railway

•

1981-87: Mike and Faye Williams operated the railway

•

1988–2002: Peter Fell operated the railway

•

2004–2019: Margaret Thornton operated the railway

•

2018: Rail ceased operating due to a derailment

-N

Early 1900s: James Gillies invented an electrolyte process that would
go on to underpin the Hydro-electric scheme. Ida Bay karst provided
limestone for the manufacturing of carbide and electrolysis
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IDA BAY RAILWAY TIMELINE
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4.0

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

R
E

Condition means the state of a place or component of a place — the
extent to which it is well maintained and is physical sound.

INTEGRITY
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There is limited visual or written evidence of the development of the site pre1948. The majority of documentation from the Australian Commonwealth
Carbide Co. focuses on the construction of the rail line to the quarries from
Brick Point/Deep Hole Bay. It can reasonably be presumed that there
were buildings for maintenance and storage of the trains and associated
machinery since the construction of the railway in the early 1920s, however
there is no physical or documentary evidence of these at the current site.

E

4.1
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Integrity means the degree to which a place or component of a place
retains the form and completeness of its physical fabric, historical
associations, use or social attachments that give the place its cultural
significance.

fig.25

Aerial image taken in 1948 of the Ida Bay Railyards

fig.26

The railyard site as shown from a Google Earth Aerial, 2020.

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

R

A

The current railyard depot site and its collection of buildings was constructed
around 1945. The 1948 aerial photograph shows a collection of buildings that
include: workshop, side shed, sand shed, engine hut and workers huts. This is
the earliest evidence of the arrangement of the buildings, and all buildings
present in the photograph are still extant today (October 2020).
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There has only been one new building constructed on the site since 1948
which is the 1960s crib room hut near the carpenters workshop. There have
been several additions and alterations to the accommodation buildings,
including new toilet and shower facilities, and entry porch extensions and
interior refurbishment of huts designated for tourist accommodation.

R
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D

The layout of the site has changed slightly since 1948 with 5 workers huts
combined to make a station/ticket office during the 1990s. 2 of these huts
have been returned to their original location and restored as historical and
history rooms. External verandahs and decorative trim have been added to
the carpenters workshop and the central workshop. The rail loop was added
to the site in 1977 to facilitate train turning as part of the visitor railway.
The central workshop is largely intact xcept for the former office which has
been converted as the visitor ca é. The workshop has a large new opening
in its western elevation and ‘lean to structures which have changed over
the life of the railway.
There have been ongoing railway operations at this site since circa 1919.
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Photograph of original workers huts
c.1950. Image courtesy of Ida Bay
Railway Preservation Society.

fig.28

Huts in the workers row, current from
October 2020. Image from Paul
Johnston architects.

The central work hop is original in form and materials from 1948. The two
front doo openings are also original, although the original sliding doors
have been replaced with corrugated sheet clad metal framed doors.
In 2006 a café was built at the road-side end of the workshop. It is
pre umed that this used the space where the original office was located.
Windows that face into the central workshop are believed to be original.
The rail line that is now enclosed inside the side shed is believed to be
part of the original operation of the railway. There is evidence from the
1948 aerial image that the ‘lean-to’ shed was originally unattached to the
central workshop. Over the years it has had numerous additions and has
been attached to the workshop during the tourist railway period. Some
early timber fabric is evident in the interior of the lean-to.
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10 additional workers were brought to the site in 1948, and the huts shown
in the photographs above were provided for their accommodation. All of
these huts were originally in a row extending south-west along the railway
line. 5 of these huts were moved in the 1990s to form a railway station to the
north of the workshop. 2 huts were moved back to their original location
in the workers row while three still currently form the ‘station’. These huts
retain the original form and materials, although their interiors have been
refurbished.

fig.31
Photograph of rail workshop with sand fig.32
Workshop and adjacent sheds.
shed in front, and carpenters workshop to the
Photograph October 2020, Paul Johnston
right. c. 1980 990
architects.
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fig.27
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INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

fig. 29,30 The current ticket
‘station’ is constructed of three
original workers huts. They were
moved from the workers row
during the 1980s to cater to the
tourist business. Photographs from
October 2020, Paul Johnston
architects.

The sandbox shed and engine shed also date from the 1940s, and have
evidence of original fabric to the interior and exterior.
The carpeter’s workshop was built towards the end of the mining period
of the railway, as it is not evident in images from the 1950s. Due to recent
refurbishment of the interior, there is minimal evidence of original features.
fig.33
Photograph
of the central workshop,
sandbox to the left, and
carpenters workshop to
the right. c1980s. Image
courtesy of Ida Bay
Railway Preservation
Society.
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CONDITION

4.2.4

4.2.1

Introduction

The main engine doors are not original The original sliding doors have
been replaced by swing doors which are not constructed in a manner for
easy operation. The timber fascia has deteriorated paint finish.
Galvanised corrugated sheet cladding is in good condition although
some cutting around openings has required patch repairs and the paint
finish to the lower area on the upslope elevation is deteriorated. Obsolete
drainage pipes remain attached to walls and the gutter is a modern
replacement of a traditional profile. Paint finish to timber window frames
has deteriorated and the window to the office on the east elevation has
been partly heeted over. The roof appears to be in good condition.

Generally

The large fixed opening in the side wall connecting to the ‘lean to’
struct res i not original and the resulting reveal has not been finished.
The structura rafters of the ‘lean to’ structures have been cut through
the galvanised sheet. The main structure of timber beams and columns
and trusses are in good condition. Some later additions to the structure
have deteriorated connections. The wall framing appears to be in good
condition with the timber structure separating the original office and
workshop still in place.
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While the buildings on the site retain a high degree of integrity, they display
a level of deterioration associated with a poor level of maintenance.
The collection of debris across the site also contributes to poor maintenance
outcomes. This is primarily due to the failure of roof plumbing to adequately
discharge rainwater clear of the buildings.

-N

4.2.2

E

A visual inspection has been undertaken of the condition of both the interior
and exterior of all buildings on the Ida Bay Railway site. These inspections
have occurred on September 21 and October 14 2020, during the course
of this plan. All images included in this section were taken during these
inspections. It should be appreciated that the structures of the railyard
depot are industrial structures that are fit for purpose without embellishment
and this is an important characteristic of their heritage value.

Central Workshop

R
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4.2

A

The slope across the site also allows ground surface water to flow towards
buildings. The larger structures are set within the slope with substantial cutting
into the bank and appear to have working drainage systems to divert
groundwater into areas away from buildings.

R
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4.2.3

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

Some of the small structures have concrete pavement entries with spoon
drain that also divert surface water. However, some structures without
adequate drainage protection are susceptible to surface water ingress.
Vertical timber cladding in particular, in close proximity to the ground, is
susceptible to decay from ground water.

The interior to the former office has early fabric in good condition.
The ‘lean to’ structures are in poor condition with missing gutters and
downpipes and inadequate perimeter drainage. Adhoc cladding and
flashings are not watertight.

Structure

R
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There is no indication that the main structures on the ite are structurally
unsound. However, the collection of ‘lean to’ structures adjacent the central
workshop appear to be constructed in an ad hoc manner with reclaimed
timbers and it is apparent that this work was not undertaken by skilled trades
people. While it is not in danger of collapse, it should be appreciated that
this structure is susceptible to structural deterioration without adequate
support and modification.
The crib room building does display evidence of foundation movement with
cracking evident in its brick masonry foundation walls.
The accommodation huts relocated to form a train station have had
substantial modification that would allow them to be re-erected. It should be
anticipated that if they are to be relocated then some strengthening of their
structure is to be anticipated.

fig.34
The main engine doors as seen above
are not original, and the opening structure on the
furthest left is of recent construction.

fig.35
The end of the workshop that
fronts onto Lune River Road was converted
into a cafe in 2006.
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fig.43
The main workshop has water
tanks and drainage pipes connected to the
roof gutters.

FS

figs.36, 37 Adhoc assembly of ‘lean-to’ structure
is evident from the uneven connections between
galvanised corrugated sheet cladding.

E
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Conservation Management Plan
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fig.44
Exterior window has been partially
sheeted over. Paint finish is deteriorating.

fig.45
The roof of the workshop is in
reasonable condition, with minor rusting.

R
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fig. 38, 39 Interior of the ‘lean-to’ with exposed rafters and galvanised cor ugated sheet roofing.
These spaces are currently used as storage for rail

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

R

A
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fig 42
In ior timber trusses of central workshop
appea original and are in good condition.

fig.40, 41 The interior of the central workshop is currently used as storage for rolling stock and
associated rail objects. The window and door openings are original in form and location.

fig.46
The interior of the cafe was
refurbished in 2006, and has a number of
associated

fig.47
The front shed facing Lune River
road has an earthern floor with and no
interior lining to the walls.
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Engine Storage Shed

4.2.7

The Carpenters Workshop is in good condition. Two rain water tanks are
situated at the rear, with one attached to the roof gutters via downpipes.
Sections of guttering are missing. here is some peeling of the exterior
painted wall cladding.
The exterior form and w ndow details appear to be original. The front entry
door and window appear to be of more recent construction.The interior
has been converted into a recreation room for visitors, with no original
features evident. The verandah and trim are later additions from the 1980s.
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E

-N

The Engine Storage Shed is in good condition with only timber window
framing and fascia boards requiring paint. The timber frame to the rear open
store is sitting on ground but doesn’t appear to have deteriorated. Roofing
and wall cladding are intact and in good condition though no gutters and
downpipes are evident.

Carpenters Workshop

R
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4.2.5

4.2.6

A

figs.48,49 Engine storage shed is in good condition, with the frame of one locomotive currently in
storage.

Sandbox Shed

R
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4.2.8

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

The simple structure is in original condition with original fittings internally
The accumulated debris adjacent the structure contributes to poor
perimeter drainage as does a missing and displaced gutter and downpipe.
The corrugated chimney has been burnt through and is rusted but this
should be considered significant fabric and may not need to be rep aced or
repaired.

fig.52,53 The Carpenters Workshop is in good condition. The verandah and its trim details are
later additions from the 1980s.

Crib Room

The small building has been converted to accommodation with a bed sitting
room and ensuite. The interior is in good condition.
The brick masonry footing walls exhibit some cracking possibly as the result of
foundation movement but no resulting problems are evident.
The entry roof is missing a gutter and downpipe and non original steel
fascia is rusting. Aluminium windows frames inserted into original openings
appear in good condition. The main roof gutter is displaced and the
downpipe discharges at the footing wall. The weatherboard cladding is in
good condition with some patch painting and plugged holes evident. The
structure has a recent timber deck and balustrade built over the existing
entry porch and appears in reasonable condition.

fig.50,51 The sandbox has rusting evident to its exterior chimney. The interior is currently used as
storage for a range of materials, although the toilet is still extant.
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figs.54,55 The interior of the crib room was refurbished within the last two decades and is in
good condition. The exterior has issues with gutters and drainpipes.

4.2.9

FS

figs.56,57 he sh wer block is largely intact and in sound condition. Sections of the exterior
timber laddi g are painted.

Shower Building

D
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Timber fascia and barge boards as well as windows and doors require
painting. The shower building exhibits an early closed gutter profile in
good condition. PVC downpipes are not original. One discharges into the
adjacent rainwater tank while the other directly into the ground.

4 2.10 Toilets
The simple structure appears in original and reasonable condition. The
building has a single pitch skillion roof with corrugated sheet metal
cladding and concrete footing walls. The building is divided into to
opposing men’s and women’s sections with separate entries. The interior
appear original with painted sheet linings and cubicle partitions with solid
timber doors. A concrete floor throughout has a deteriorated paint finish.
Fittings are early but probably not original.
The timber fascia windows and doors require painting. The external
corrugated metal cladding has a painted finish and is in good condition.
The roof has no gutter or downpipe.

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

R
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The building is divided into men’s and women’s showers with separate
entries. A rear entry is also provided through the covered porch, which may
be the original entry. It is presumed that the interior has been substantially
refurbished since its origins as a worker shower building.
The exterior of the building is in reasonable condition with intact original
timber cladding and concrete footing walls. The timber boarding is painted
on two elevations while the remaining unpainted elevations appear as a
natural or oiled finish. The galvanised corrugated metal roof shows some rust
patches that appear to be superficial
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The ‘lean-to’ addition appears to be constructed in two parts with one of
the same building fabric as the main structure and original covered entry.
The rear section has been poorly painted in strips. The other is made on
reclaimed materials and is not original nor in good condition.
Timber decking is built over and adjacent the original entry steps and
appears in reasonable condition. A wat r pipe extends from the upper part
of the wall into the adjacent crib room bui ding.
The interior exhibits early finishes, fittings and fixtures, although some linings
to the external walls appear to be original, it is likely most of the interior is not
original. The rear entry through the covered porch is secured with a recent
security grill gate. This part of the interior was not accessible for inspection.

figs.58,59 The toilet appears to be intact and in sound condition. The exterior corrugated metal
cladding has a painted finish.
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4.2.13 Workers Hut 2

The large structure is in reasonable condition although there is evidence of
deterioration externally and internally. The corrugated metal sheet roofing
is unpainted and some minor rusting is evident. Ridge flashing has been
poorly fixed and gutters have been replaced in part in an adhoc manner.
Downpipes discharge in to the ground adjacent the walls or not connected
to ground. Rubbish is stored under the floor and the ground levels on the
upper side are to close to the timber cladding. There is no evidence of
surface drainage around the building.

The structure is in good original condition. Some minor movement in brick
masonry footing piers is evident The vertical timber board cladding is
intact although there is one area hat indicates a patch repair. Although
there is such levelling of ground evel at the rear entry, the ground level
on the southern elevation is too close to the boards and deterioration is
evident. The entry porch has been extended in a similar manner to hut
1 and porch timbers have also been painted in stripes. Sheet roofing
appears to be distorted and adhoc modifications made. Gutters are
missing and the downpipe doesn’t discharge clear of the building.
Interior is intact and in good condition.

-N
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4.2.14 Wo kers Hut 3

FS

Timber windows, doors and fascia are in need of painting and some sashes
have been broken or completely missing. Openings are patched boarded
up. The interior is divided into two sections separated by a central fireplace.
Both rooms are accessed by separate entries. The interior is in poor condition
with broken and missing lining boards to both ceiling and walls.

R
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4.2.11 Workers Recreation Room
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figs.60,61 The exterior of the recreation room has some missing and broken windows and rusting
is evident on the roof. The interior is in poor condition with missing internal lining.

The structure is in fair original condition.
Refurbished as the Far South history room, the interior is in good condition.
The timber board cladding has been painted and timber doors, windows
and fascia require painting. Some patching is evident. The rear porch has
been reconstructed. Roof sheeting is painted to one elevation and rust is
evident on the other. Gutter and downpipes are missing.

D

4.2.12 Workers Hut 1

4.2.15 Workers Hut 4

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION
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The structure is in good original condition.
Refurbished as the interpretation hut, the building has been restored in
both the exterior and interior, including the fireplace and corrugated iron
chimney. All materials and finishes are in good repair.

R
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The structure is in good original condition. Some movement in brick masonry
footing piers is evident but not to the extent of undermining the structure.
The vertical timber board cladding is intact The timber windows and doors
and fascia require painting. The skillion co rugated metal sheet roof is intact.
There is rubbish under the floor structure and some levelling of the ground
levels on the upper elevation is evident. PVC downpipes are connected
to the adjacent rainwater tank or discharge into the ground where some
deterioration in the timber cladding i evident. The covered entry has
been extended with a skillion roof and timber deck. This part of the timber
cladding has been painted in stripes. The interior is intact and in good
condition.

fig.62
Hut 1, showing the brick masonry
footing piers.

fig.63

Hut 2, with painted entry porch.
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fig.65
Hut 4 has been refurbished as the
Far South History room.

FS

4.2.16 Station Huts

E

fig.64
Hut 3 has been refurbished and
restored as a 1940s interpretation hut.
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INTEGRITY AND CONDITION
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The station was created by relocating huts to form an entry ticket structure.
Three huts are linked with a verandah on two sides with covered roof,
columns and decking constructed in timber and corrugated roofing.
A post box is located on the entry side of the verandah.
The construction is not of a high quality but in reasonable condition.
The huts are easily read as distinct structures to the rear while the verandah
has connected all three to form a single structure. One hut serves as a ticket
room and another as toilets. Both have been modified. Original internal
wall and ceiling linings and windows are evident and doors have been
boarded up. Despite the modifications, the interiors are in good conditi n.
The addition of the verandah has resulted in modifications to the vertical
boarding. Some deterioration in the boarding is evident at low level
The structure has no gutters or downpipies.

fig.66,67 The ‘ticket station’ is constructed of three original workers huts, with an addition of a
verandah and internal modifications. The huts are in good condition, although some deterioration
of timber boards are evident.
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5.0

ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANCE

5.3

5.1

INTRODUCTION

The Ida Bay Railway has been recognised at a state level for its cultural
heritage significance with its entry o to the Tasmanian Heritage Register.

R
E

DEFINING CULTURAL HERITAGE

The concept of cultural significance is used in Australian heritage practice
and legislation to encompass all of the cultural values and meanings that
might be recognised in a place.

Tasmanian Heritage Register

Ida Bay rai way is listed on the Tasmanian Heritage Register (THR) as place
no. 8215
The Tasmanian Heritage Register Data Sheet that accompanies the listing
of Ida Bay states that the site meets the following criteria of the Historic
Heritage Act 1995:

A
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Article 1 of The Burra Charter: The Australian ICOMOS Charter for Places of
Cultural Significance, 2013, states:
‘Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social, or spiritual
value for past, present or future generations. Cultural significance is
embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations, meanings,
records, related places and related objects’ (ICOMOS 2013, p. 2)

5.3.1

E

5.2

The Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service manage the Ida Bay Railway
through the Ida Bay State Reserve and the Southport Lagoon Conservation
Area Management Plan 2006

-N

The statutory assessment of cultural significance relies upon criteria that have
been developed through the National Heritage Convention of HERCON,
and are based on the cultural heritage values identified in The Burra Charter.

EXISTING SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENTS

R

Historical value underlies all other values and is associated with an
understanding of the relationship between a place and its origins and
development, within the context of historical importance, often expressed as
themes.

D
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Aesthetic value relates to the sensory response to a place that may
be distinctive and have identifiable landmark characteristics evoking
emotions. It may relate to creative or technical achievements that are identi
able as important cultural characteristics and includes architectural value.

D

Social value refers to the relationship that a place ha for a community or
cultural group and the cultural meanings that it has for them.

R
TI

Spiritual value refers to the intangible value and meanings embodied in
or evoked by a place, which give it importance in the identity, traditional
knowledge, art and/or practices of a cultural group.
[ICOMOS 2013, p.3)

Th Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the
conflict between ecology and economy which has long been an important part of Tasmania’s
social and political debate. It was part of a mining operation in an area of highly significant
karst which was the subject of two landmark events in Tasmania’s conservation history—the
reservation of the entrance to Mystery Creek Cave in 1917 and government intervention to
close a quarry within the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area in 1992. As an example
of the sort of light railway that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites
and on the West Coast mining fields, it also demonstrates the development of transport
and communications. Such railway lines came into vogue in the 1890s because the narrow
gauge was more suited to hilly country with sharp bends and relatively steep grades, a
notable example being the North-East Dundas Tramway between Williamsford and Zeehan,
carriages from which were still used on the Ida Bay Tourist Railway in 2017. The Ida Bay Railway
demonstrates the type of small industrial village characteristic of bush timber mills, power
stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The
evidence of horse-drawn, steam, petrol and diesel locomotion with associated infrastructure
demonstrates the evolution of the railway system. Like the rebuilt West Coast Wilderness Railway
(the former Abt Railway), the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Redwater Creek Steam Heritage
Society at Sheffield and the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Ida Bay Railway
demonstrates the development of rail tourism in Tasmania.

A N A LY S I S

Scientific value is the ability of a place to reveal further information about
the historical importance of a place and is often found in the potential of
archaeological investigation.

a) he place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania’s history.
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Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned ection of railway formation, contains sections
of the Decauville system of modular, p efabricat d track sections which were easy to transport
and assemble as well as being very s able h Decauville system was used across the world for
temporary mining operations, in qu rrying, in harvesting and for portable military supply railways
(Puffert 2009, p.186). Relics of Decauvi e tipper and later bin wagons are also scattered along
the railway formation. Using Decauville rails and skips and containerised bins for transhipment of
limestone by rail and boat to Electr na increased efficiency .
Local innovations by Austra an Commonwealth Carbide are still demonstrated by the Ida Bay
Railway system n both the steam and diesel locomtoive eras, the company employed a highly
unusual over ode braking system for the rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin
wagons instead of the andard compressed air or vacuum braking. Apparently developed
to mee the specific needs of the Ida Bay Railway, the system is demonstrated by an intact
bin wagon (Friends of Ida Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to ‘containerise’ the bulk
limestone and enable intermodal transfer at Deep Hole Jetty and at the carbide factory at
Electrona is also demonstrated by remaining relics. Bins of this kind were usually confined to the
movement of treated ore or concentrate, but in this case were apparently found to be the best
solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).
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The Ida Bay Railway is of historical cultural heritage significance because it is one of the last
surviving narrow gauge industrial railways in Australia, and one of only two in Tasmania. Blaneys
Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section of railway formation, contains sections of the
Decauville system of modular, prefabricated track sections which were easy to transport and
assemble as well as being very stable. The Decauville system was used across the world for
temporary mining operations, quarrying, in harvesting and for portable military supply railways (
Puffert 2009, p.186), but this is probably the only surviving Tasmanian example. The two operational
1943 Malcolm Moore locomotives were designed and built in Port Melbourne during World War
Two as part of the war effort and acquired by Australian Commonwealth Carbide in the period
1948–51. Neither has its original engine, but these locomotives are also believed to be rare.
Certainly they are the only ones operating in Tasmania. The Ida Bay Railway system includes a
rare example of a fairly intact 1940s industrial village, including houses for management, one with
a pay office, two-man workers’ huts, a recreation room, carpenters’ workshop, ablutions blocks,
railway workshops, engine shed, pump shed and sand shed/toilet. There are few comparable
examples on the Tasmanian Heritage Register, including the worker villages at Waddamana
(THR#11,943) and Lake Margaret (THR#10,863).

e) The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or
technical achievement.

E

b) The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania’s history.

A

c) The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an
understanding of Tasmania’s history.
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Over a period of about 60 years, the Ida Bay Railway quarry operation embraced numerous forms
of transport technology, including a horse-drawn, wooden-railed timber tramway, a narrowgauge railway, Decauville modular, prefabricated rail, steam power, diesel power and and
possibly an aerial tramway. All but the last of these are demonstrated by surviving fabric. There re
numerous archaeological sites along the final section of railway near Blaneys Quarry, includ ng
at least six workers’ hut sites and several other building sites with engine mounts at the quarry
itself. Lime kilns may also have existed at Blaneys Quarry. These sites have the ability to provide
information leading to an understanding of early-twentieth-century rail and quarrying technology,
and the living and working conditions of bush labourers, fettlers, engine dri ers and blacksmiths
during this period.

f) The place has a strong or special association with a particular
community or cultural group for social or spiritual reasons.
Like the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the
Redwater Creek Steam Heritage Society at Sheffield and the West Coast Wilderness Railway
between Queenstown and Regatta Point , Strahan, the Ida Bay Railway is important to many
people as a link to the past, representing the preservation of Tasmania’s railway heritage. It
retains community meaning as a well-known tourist attraction and is popular with railway buffs,
being featured in railway magazines.

D

d) The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a
class of place in Tasmania’s history.

R
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A N A LY S I S

The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it is a particularly intact
example of the type of light rail operation that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on
industrial sites and on the West Coast mining fields s they were thought to be better adapted to
hilly country with sharp curves. While sections of severa narrow gauge railway formations survive
in Tasmania, such as that of the North-East D nd s Tramway, the operational section of the Ida
Bay Railway and the 1.8-km section of the North M unt Farrell Tramway used by the Wee George
Wood locomotive at Tullah are the only examples of an intact historic narrow gauge railway .
It also demonstrates the type of small industrial village characteristic of bush timber mills, power
stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
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Railway assets within the State eserve include four Malcolm Moore locomotives,
the workshop, office and workman’s quarters, rolling stock and associated
equipment. Only a handful of Malcolm Moore locomotives survive outside of this
railway.
Aside from the railway assets the State reserve has a wealth of surviving, but
larg ly unsurveyed, historic fabric including an old town site, cemetery and
mining era remains. (SLCAMP 2006, p.25)

FS

The 425 hectare Ida Bay State Reserve is managed for the protection of its historic,
recreational and natural values. A narrow gauge railway, built around 1920, and
extensively upgraded in the 1940s is located within the State reserve. It runs along
the southern shore of the Lune River estuary and terminates at Deephole Bay. The
railway was originally established to transport limestone from Ida Bay quarries to
vessels berthed first within the Lune River estuary, and later at Deephole Bay. The
railway has, discontinuously since 1981, been operated under a lease agreement
as a tourist attraction, and it is due to reopen in late 2006. This plan fosters the
further development of this commercial tourism operation, while protecting the
values of the State reserve. (SLCAMP 2006, p. v)
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The Southport Lagoon Conservation Area Management Plan 2006 (SLCAMP)
is the current reference document for the conservation of the Ida Bay
Railway. The Management Plan includes the following description of the
railway:

The railway continues to exist within the State reserve, now in working condition
after some years of disrepair, running for approximately seven kilometres along
the southern shore of the Lune River estuary terminating at Deephole Bay. The
railway is currently subject to a lease agreement with a private operator (see
Section 4.1), which enables the operato to carry tourists and walkers along the
scenic and historic coastal rout , departing from Lune River.

-N

Southport Lagoon Conservation Area Management Plan

E

5.3.2
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The Managment Plan refers to the Tasmanian Heritage Register’s summary
statement of significance to determine which heritage assets have
sign ficance.

The Management Plan also provides the following description of the
railway’s landscape values:

A

A major feature of the tourist experience on the railway within the State reserve
has been the scenic beauty of the area, particularly the views across the Lune
River Estuary and Deephole Bay. (SLCAMP 2006, p. 13)

R

The Management Plan also includes the following summary of the history of
the railway:

D
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The Electrona Carbide Company took over the limestone quarries as a raw
material source for the manufacture of calcium carbide. The company, during the
1940s built a two-foot gauge steel track tramway to transport quarried limestone to
a jetty at Ida Bay within the Lune River Estuary. Around this time a new workshop,
office and workman’s quarters were also built and Malcolm Moore locomotives
were commissioned for use on the line. With siltation of the estuary and the use
of bigger vessels, in the late 1940s (Fell undated) the tra k was extended to
Deephole Bay. The limestone was shipped to the company’s p ocessing plant at
Electrona.

A N A LY S I S
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With the demise of the Australian Commonwealth Carbide Company (formerly
Electrona Carbide Company) in the 1970s the quarry and associated railway
changed hands. Construction of a good qu lity road to Hastings rendered the
railway/seaway transport mode obsolete and in the late 1970s the government
purchased the railway, consisting of in r tructure, a series of blocks of land, and
a further series of registered caveats over separately owned titles. In 1979 the
Minister approved the Parks and Wildlife Service negotiating with the separate
owners for the purchase of these other titles. In 1981 the railway was in turn leased
to the Ida Bay Railway Company as a sightseeing tourist venture.
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The Railway is recognised for its historic significance as an example of a
narrow gauge light industrial railway and the development of early
transport infrastructure in southern Tasmania. The place has significance
for its rarity as a relatively intact industrial worker’s village from the postWWII period. The surviving WW2 Malcolm Moore locomotives are the sole
examples still operating in Tasmania.

5.5.1

Burra Charter

The Burra Charter is a set of principles and procedures established by
Australia ICOMOS that guides good heritage conservation practice in
Australia.
Burra Charter articles 7 (Use) and 24 (Retaining association and meanings)
provide a guide for understanding the relationship between people
and place. This CMP recognizes that a better understanding of social
significance can be understood in a further discussion of these articles.
Article 8 (Setting) considers how the surroundings of a place may
contribute to the significance of the place. This CMP recognizes that a
discussion on setting can better understand the context of the place and
why it came to be where it is.
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It also has significance for its ability to demonstrate the relationship
between resource extraction industries and wilderness and the evolution of
nature tourism that responded to changing values in society.
The place has social significance for the local community as a ‘link to
the past’ and to railway enthusiasts as it represents Tasmania’s railway
heritage.

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANCE

R
E

The Ida Bay Railway Depot is listed on the Tasmanian Heritage Register
as part of the entirety of the railway, referred to as Lot 8. Subsequently
not all of the significance assessment or the ascribed criteria, is relevant
specifically to the Depot site.

5.5

-N

SUMMARY OF EXISTING SIGNIFICANCE

E

5.4

D
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The THC significance assessment does not acknowledge any potential for
archaeological deposits on the depot site. While there is no documentary
evidence of operations on the site prior to the establishment of the depot
around 1948, it should be recognized that the railway had been operating
along this alignment since 1922 and there may be archaeological method
statement will not determine areas of sensitivity, there should be a level of
caution in any excavation.

Article 7: Use

‘The significance of many places is directly related to their use,
present and past. The use for which a place is designed is likely to
be significant, but other subsequent uses may be significant too. For
many places use is a major component of their value and meaning
to the community and should be continued’.
					The Illustrated Burra Charter p.34
The Ida Bay Railway Depot was a working yard associated with a rail line
transporting limestone quarry workers and equipment to and from the
quarries of the Lune Sugarloaf. The depot was a place for maintenance
of the rail line, carriages and locomotives, and it also provided workers
accommodation for the quarries. Located at the junction of rail and road,
the place is significant for the development of an early transport centre
that served the local community.
A N A LY S I S
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The SLCAMP does not provide a significance assessment but does refer to
the THR statement of significance. It does emphasize the importance of
natural values and ‘scenic beauty’ of the area and the role that the tourist
railway plays in its appreciation.

5 5.2

The continuous use of the rail line since 1919 is significant. Its potential on
going use as a demonstration railway assists in the understanding of the
original use of the place and thus it contributes to interpreting the cultural
heritage significance of the place. The ongoing use of the site as a railway
is significant to the local community as it retains a meaningful link to their
past. The retention and potential use of railway assets associated with the
site during its time as a mining transport depot, also allows for an authentic
interpretation of the use of the place.
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Article 24: Retaining Associations and Meanings

5.5.4

R
E

The Railyard Depot has a visual connection down the rail line to the
south, and out to the hills of the Lune Sugarloaf in the west from which the
limestone is mined and transport by the railway. View corridors formed by
the rail alignment are flanked by native vegetation. The natural border
to the west provided by the marshland edged in scrub, allows the site to
be understood as a settlement on the edge of wilderness. The landscape
within the site is distinguished for its absence of purposeful plantings and
abundance of mature eucalypt trees clustered to the edges of the site.
Worker accommodation huts and ablution buildings are situated on the
upper part of the site overlooking the railway. Further up the site the Quarry
Manager’s House is located overlooking the workers huts.

A
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The Ida Bay Rail Depot has a strong association with the local community
and their involvement with the limestone mining industry. This association
has continued with the later tourist railway and is maintained today with the
members of the local community that have formed the group called The
Ida Bay Railway Preservation Society. The Society advocates for the future
of the railway and the conservation of the depot. The place also retains
connections to the wider railway enthusiast community as demonstrated by
its participation in community events, such as Steam Age Ida Bay Festival in
2018. Articles on the railway have appeared in the Light Railway Magazine
in autumn 1971, February 2001, and August 2020; and Railway Digest issue
February 2017. These events and articles demonstrate an ongoing interest in
the place by the rail preservation community.

The Ida Bay Railway Depot is loca ed at the junction between the rail line
and Lune River Road. This setting demons rates the links between the early
transport network of rail, road and sea hat was instrumental in extracting
mineral resources from remote locations in Southern Tasmania.

-N

Acknowledging the associations and meanings represented by the Ida
Bay Railyards is important when analysing the significance of the place.
Association means ‘the special connection between people and place’.
Meanings ‘denote what a place signifies, indicates, evokes or expresses.
Meanings generally relate to intangible aspects of a place such as symbolic
qualities, memories, traditional practices and events’ (The Illustrated Burra
Charter p.70).

Article 8: Setting

E

5.5.3

D
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The associated quarries of the Ida Bay Railway were the site of important
environmental activism and community protests during the 1970s. This era
drew upon earlier efforts to conserve the karst system of the surrounding
landscape that was led by Caverneering organisations that utilized the Ida
Bay Train in their expeditions. While these associations with the environmental
movement are directly related to the railway’s remote location, its use in
limestone mining and its setting within a landscape, it does not necessarily
result in a close association with the environmental movem nt that would
be considered significant.

The original setting of the Ida Bay Railyard Depot is retained along with
the relationships with the distant landscape. Subsequently, it is able to
demonstrate its origins as a transport hub, its relationship with the mining
industry and its place in the karst and coastal landscape.

R
TI

A N A LY S I S
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5.6

HISTORIC THEMES

5.7

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Ida Bay Railway Depot site is of historic cultural heritage significance
as a place facilitating the mining industry associated with the important
historical development of hydro e ectricity in Tasmania.

These were developed in order to provide a general framework to link
regional themes into a national understanding of the historic development
of Australia. They create a context in which regional heritage places can be
located within a national narrative of historic development. Historic themes
also allow assessment of a place’s rarity and representativeness in relation to
similar heritage places as well as assisting in an evaluation of significance at
local, state or national levels.

The site has the ability to demonstrate the development of a Post War
mining transport depot ntegrating rail, road and sea transport in a remote
location. It comprises intact workshops, railway alignments and associated
structures as well as a largely intact small industrial workers village that
demonstrates the introduction of migrant workers into Australian industry
during the 1940s period of labour shortages.

-N

E

The retention on the site and in storage of a significant amount of railway
operational equipment associated with operation of the site during the
mining period, including rare Malcolm Moore locomotives, contributes
to the high level of intactness of the depot. Its continued operation as a
place for the maintenance of railway since 1919 is significant.

EL
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In order to assess the cultural heritage significance of the place it is
important to understand how the history of the site relates to important
historical themes of Australia. The principle themes that relate to the Ida Bay
Railway are:

R
E

The Australian Historic Themes Framework was developed by the Australian
Heritage Commission and adopted by the Commonwealth, States and
Territories in 2000.

A

2.4.2 Migrating to seek opportunity
3.4.3 Mining
3.8.6 Building and maintaining railways

R
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The application of historic themes to the Ida Bay Raikway indicates that the
significance of the place has potentia for both local and state recognition.

The community of the southern coastal area of Tasmania has an on going
close association with the place with some members of the community
having personal experience of relatives working at the Depot and others
using the place for recreation. The municipal councils of the district
were largely responsible for the acquisition of the place by the State
Government with the aspiration for it to be retained as a heritage site and
the working railway supporting a district tourism industry. The formation
of conservation groups to assist in the operation of the railway during
this period is significant and continues today with the Ida bay Railway
Preservation Society. These community groups demonstrate the close
association of the place with the community.

A N A LY S I S

ii) Later migration
viii) Mining and Forestry
xi) Human interaction with remote places

D
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The Tasmanian Heritage Council also includes a list of key historic themes f r
Tasmania in their referred document Assessing Historic Heritage Significance
(AHHS). These themes are considered ‘of greatest importance in shaping the
Tasmanian environment and society’ (AHHS 2011). Similarly to the Australian
themes, they assist in comparing an individual site to the important historic
development processes of Tasmania. The themes applicable to the Ida Bay
Railway are:

The history of the site also relates to the early environmental movement
with the destruction of the entrance of Mystery Creek Cave in 1920 to
create Blaneys Quarry, which was serviced by the Ida bay Railway from
1930. The Ida Bay Railway was used since 1946 by early cavernering
groups to access the karst landscape of the Lune Sugarloaf and explore
the extensive limestone cave systems, increasing the awareness and
appreciation of the natural values of the landscape, which finally resulted
in its inclusion into the Tasmanian World Heritage Area.
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6.3

TASMANIAN HERITAGE COUNCIL

Ida Bay Railway is entered on the Tasmanian Heritage Register (THR) as no.
8215 and is subject to the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995, administered
by the Tasmanian Heritage Council (THC). In respect to proposed works to
the place, the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 states under section 39.2,
that the Heritage Council:

A section of the Ida Bay Railway is listed under the Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area. The current proposal site of the Ida Bay Railyards is
not part of this listing.
However, the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Management Plan
2016 section 6 6 Historic Heritage includes the following Key Desired
Outcome (KDO)
KDO 6.10: The profile and value of historic heritage, in the presentation of
the TWWHA, increase, including historic heritage of significance to local
communities.

A

HUON VALLEY COUNCIL INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME

R

6.2
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(a) is to have regard to the likely impact of the proposed heritage works
on the historic cultural heritage signi cance of the relevant registered
place or heritage area; and
(b) may have regard to any representations made in respect of the
application; and
(c) is to have regard to any matters prescribed by the regulations for the
purposes of this subsection; and
(d) is to have regard to any relevant works guidelines; and
(e) may liaise with the relevant planning authority.

The Ida Bay Railway is currently m naged by the Tasmanian Parks
and Wildlife Service under the Ida B y State Reserve. A Reserve
Activity Assessment (RAA) is required when developing a proposal for
development on Parks and Wild ife managed land.

R
E

6.1

TASMANIAN PARKS AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

-N

STATUTORY CONTROLS

E

6.0

D
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4.3.12 Cooperate with the Huon Valley Council in the con iderati n of all major
development and resource use proposals. Such propos ls will require:
- preparation of an environmental impact assessment in accordance with
guide lines and principles established by PWS, the Huon Valley Council and
section 74 of the Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994;

• Through the Tourism Master Plan for the TWWHA, consider regionalbased opportunities for presentation of historic heritage, such as those
on the Lyell Highway and in the Adamsfield-Florentine region.
• Review opportunities, including commercial, to link conservation with
the presentation of historic heritage.
• Support local sustainable community involvement in the
management and presentation of historic heritage.
S TAT U T O R Y C O N T R O L S

The Ida Bay railway is not heritage listed under the Huon Valley Council
interim planning scheme. However, the Southport Lagoon Conservation
Area Management Plan 2006 requires that any development at the Ida Bay
Railway should co-operate with the Huon Valley Council.

Management Actions:

• Allow for sustainable continued access to and use of tracks and
huts of historical significance, and for the maintenance of those assets
through partnership arrangements.
• Identify tracks of historical interest and develop criteria that allow for
the consideration of historic heritage in track management.

- a site plan detailing how impacts will be managed;

R
TI

- demonstration of compliance with all ther relevant statutory and
State policy requirements; and

- the approval of the Minister prior to th lodgement of a development
application. (SLCAMP 2006, p.39)
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Southport Lagoon Conservation Area Management plan 		
2006

R
E

4.3.7 Providers of tourism and recreation l faci ities or services will :
- base their operations on features and values of the reserves;
- operate in a manner compatible with protection of features and values;
- explain the principles of

i imal impact on natural and cultural values to clients;

-N

The current statutory document used to guide the management of the
Ida Bay State Reserve is the 2006 the Southport Lagoon Conservation Area
Management Plan. The Ida Bay Railyards Depot is classified as part of the
‘Visitor Services Zone’ and all policies applicable to that zone apply to the
current site.

- avoid impact on the legitimate enjoyment and experience of other visitors;

The Management Plan states:

- contribute to the external costs resulting from the proposal.

Prescriptio s fo the Visitor Services Zone
4.4.2 P ovide infra tructure to facilitate recreational and tourism use which
harmo is s wi h the natural and/or cultural environment.

FS

The 425 hectare Ida Bay State Reserve is managed for the protection of its historic,
recreational and natural values. A narrow gauge railway, built around 1920, and
extensively upgraded in the 1940s is located within the State reserve. It runs along
the southern shore of the Lune River estuary and terminates at Deephole Bay. The
railway was originally established to transport limestone from Ida Bay quarries to
vessels berthed first within the Lune River estuary, and later at Deephole Bay. The
railway has, discontinuously since 1981, been operated under a lease agreement as
a tourist attraction, and it is due to reopen in late 2006. This plan fosters the further
development of this commercial tourism operation, while protecting the values of the
State reserve.

E

6.3.1

2.8.3 Prepare a strategic asset management plan for the Ida Bay Railway (see
prescription 4.1.3).

4.4.4 Proposals to develop any of the above facilities must comply with the
requirements of Section 4.3.

A
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2.8.2 Facilitate, where possible, the continuation of the Ida Bay Railway as a wo king
railway.

4.4.3 Thes ones, both located within the State reserve, are intended to provide
the p incipal focus for any further commercial development of the Ida Bay Railway.
Access to the Deephole Visitor Service Zone is limited to rail, boat or foot access.
Public vehicular access is specifically ruled out (see management issues Section
4 1). Development within this zone may include hostel type accommodation, bunk
house and self-contained accommodation, staff housing, restaurant facilities,
development of infrastructure services such as sewage, water supply and power,
interpretation facilities, public landing facilities, toilets, showers, public shelters, public
picnic and camping facilities, nature walks, gas barbecues, licensed camps, and
equipment caches.

4.4.5 Concessions for providing recreational or tourism opportunities will be
considered if consistent with the zone’s natural and cultural values.

4.1 The aims with respect to leases, licences and written autho ities is
in the State reserve, to provide the appropriate circumstan es to allow a leaseholder
to place the Ida Bay Railway on a solid commercial footing, provid ng the
circumstances for its continuing conservation.

4.4.6 Fuel loads may be managed to reduce wildfire risks, or to maintain a low risk
environment for the public.

4.1.3 While recognising the heritage significance of the Ida Bay Railway the PWS also
recognises and supports proposals for controlled adaptation and development of the
site that promotes development of a more vi ble tourist product.

4.4.8 Limit the number of signs.

R
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2.8.4 Attempt, as possible, to ensure catch-up and cyclic maintenance works
necessary to maintain the essential integrity of the railway assets i undertaken.

4.3.6 All commercial tourism use and development proposals will be required
to demonstrate economic viability while according with this management plan.
Demonstration will be assessed through an ind pendent audit of a detailed business
and financial plan showing at least a three-year projection of operations.
4.3.12 Cooperate with the Huon Valley Council in the consideration of all major
development and resource use proposals.

S TAT U T O R Y C O N T R O L S
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A number of provisions are included in the Management Plan that relate to
the functioning of Ida Bay railway:

4.4.7 This zone will be the main location for provision of education and interpretation
facilities and activities.
4.4.9 Encourage minimal impact strategies by visitors, including encouragement to
take their rubbish home.
Table 6: Key Aims and Performance Indicators:
AIM 7: [Section 2.8 Historic Heritage] Protect, conserve and interpret the significant
historic heritage of the reserves.
Performance Indicator: The Ida Bay Railway remains a substantially intact working
railway.
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7.1

OBJECTIVES

Ida Bay Railway has a long history and connection to the Southern
Tasmanian community. The place has heritage significance as a largely
intact example of a post-war industrial site related to the development of a
significant Tasmanian industry. It also has significance for its association with
the changes in community attitudes to the Natural World and the need for
its conservation.

E

The site has seen continual railway operations since 1919, although it has
had limited success as a tourist attraction over the last 50 years.

The relative intactness of the place, as well as the extent of railway
operating equipment, including working locomotives associated with
the place, supports the significance of establishing working railway
operations on the site. The existence of community associations interested
in this outcome also contributes to the opportunity for a working railway.
However, it should be appreciated that the potential of a functioning
railway, for tourist visitation in particular, remain uncertain including the
Railway Authority regulations associated with that function. However, the
potential remains for a demonstration capacity of working locomotives
that should be considered as contributing to the on going use and
significance of the place.

R
E

CONSERVATION STRATEGY

-N

7.0

Impor antly, the future use of the place, while maintaining the heritage
values of the place, should not prohibit the future functioning of the
railway

FS

Heritage management of the Ida Bay Railyard Depot will:
Retain the site as a remnant example of the original Ida Bay Railway.
Retain the heritage fabric of the depot site and allow for their
historical interpretation.
Maintain a relationship of the built forms, railyard and rail alignment,
within a natural bush setting
Allow for the possible future use of the rail line and locomotives.
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•
•
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•
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Heritage management will allow for the continued use of the railyard depot
for tourism purposes, and ensure that the heritage fabric is maintained. It will
also allow for ongoing community use of the place.

OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

7.2.1

Implications Arising From Significance

D

7.2

R
TI

Statutory Implications

The implications of this CMP does not alter the existing statutory listing on
the Tasmanian Heritage Register, but does provide clarity in the future
redevelopment of the place as to how heritage values are maintained.
It is anticipated that this CMP provides the basis for meeting the obligations
of a Reserve Activity Assessment as part of the management of the Ida
Bay State reserve.

7.2.3

Owners Requirements and Aspirations

It is recognised in the management plan for the Ida Bay State Reserve that
the Ida Bay Railyard Depot site should be used for the appreciation of the
natural and cultural values of the site, in order to allow it to be conserved
into the future.

POLICY

The statement of significance indicates that Ida Bay Railway Depot and
its associated built fabric and landscape, have a level of cultural heritage
significance that should be conserved for future generations. Conservation
requires that significant fabric, buildings, spaces, and landscape are
retained together with an appropriate setting.

7 2.2

The Railyard Depot site displays a high level of integrity in both the external
and internal fabric of the place. While this provides greater constraints in
the adaption of the place for new ses, including the development of new
structures and additions to existing structures, it also provides the opportunity
for historical interpretation of the place.
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8.0

CONSERVATION POLICY

8.1

THE MANAGEMENT OF THE PLAN

D
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The policies that relate specifically to the physical fabric of the place are
supported by drawings that identify significant elements.

-N

E

RESPONSIBLE OFFICERS

The mplementation of this CMP shall be the responsibility of the future
planning and management of the place, as well as its day-to-day
operation. Works to the place shall be monitored be these designated
personnel.
POLICY 4:

STATUTORY APPROVALS

4.1
All works to the place are to meet the requirements of those
statutory authorities responsible for regulating the management of
heritage values of the place. Consultation with these statutory authorities
should be undertaken at the time of planning for new works to determine
the need and scope for an application.
4.2
Works to the place that are in accordance with this CMP should
be exempt from the requirements of statutory approval provided they
meet the planning provisions and/or guidelines of the statutory authority.
POLICY 5:

HERITAGE IMPACT STATEMENTS
POLICY

R
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ENDORSEMENT

The policies set out within this CMP shall be formally endorsed by the
owne s and managers of the place.
POLICY 3:

A

The Management of the Plan
The Use of the Place
The Interpretation of the Place
Managing Change to the Place
Maintaining the Place

POLICY 2:

EL
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The policies are arranged under the following parts to enable an
understanding of their role in conservation management:

This Conservation Management P an (CMP) shall be the primary document
in the management of heritage values in relation to the future planning
and management of the Ida Bay Railyards Depot. This CMP, and its
guiding document, the Austra ia ICOMOS Burra Charter, shall be referred
to in relation to all works to the fabric of the place, and all uses associated
with the place, which impact on the heritage values of the place.

FS

The policies set out the manner of the retention and enhancement of
significant fabric, spaces and landscape, by guiding changes to the place
and specifying conditions for change management where adaptation, new
construction and demolition are acceptable.
The policies provide the basis for managing the setting to significant
elements that collectively form the character of the place.
The policies also set out the administration of heritage management that
require continuing expert advice, documentation of change and further
investigation.

PRIMARY DOCUMENT

R
E

POLICY 1:
The following policies have been developed following an understanding of
the degree of significance of the various elements of the place.

In proposals for works that are not certified exempt from statutory
approval, reference shall be made to the policies in this CMP in the form of
a Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) in the format approved by the statutory
authority having jurisdiction over the works.
• The HIS must provide a prudent and feasible analysis in order to
minimise impacts on heritage fabric.
• The HIS should be prepared by professionals with experience in the
conservation management of heritage places.
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POLICY 6:

CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT PLAN REVIEW

POLICY 10:

RAILWAY REGULATIONS

Objective:
The use of the railway is encouraged to allow for the
demonstration and interpretation of the significance of the place.

8.2

Ensure the regulations of the Rail Safety National Law (Tasmania) Act 2012
are allowed for in the future development of the place.

THE USE OF THE PLACE

Objective:
The use of the place shall be compatible with its
significance to ensure that changes to the fabric of the place are minimised
and the community’s sense of place is enhanced.

POLICY 8:

COMMUNITY USE

R

Objective:
The use of the Ida Bay Railway Depot as an accessible
place open to visitors is to be maintained and encouraged.

D
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Ensure access to the site is not restricted to the public by future uses.
Encourage use of the place for cultural tourism associated w th
the significance of the place as a railway and also to allow an
appreciation of its history and relationship to lands ape and natural
values.

D

•
•

EQUAL ACCESS

Objective:
site.

Ensure equal access is provided where possible across the

Future uses for the place should not restrict the ability of the site to
be accessed without discrimination.
Access design to existing parts of the site should be facilitated to
avoid or minimize impact o identified heritage fabric or spaces, by
providing alternatives to achieving compliance.

R
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•

POLICY 11:

INTERPRETATION OF HISTORY

Objective:
to the site.

Provide for the interpretation of the site’s history to visitors

•

Encourage an understanding of the current site as part of
the larger Ida Bay Railway and quarries, and its role in the
development of the community.
Incorporate moveable heritage associated with the site to
demonstrate its original use.
Locate the interpretation to allow the public to readily access this
information, including digital versions online.

•
•

POLICY 12:
COLLECTION OF HISTORICAL INFORMATION, MOVEABLE
OBJECTS AND ORIGINAL FITTINGS AND FIXTURES
Objective:
Provide for the collection and care of historical
information and artefacts associated with the site.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitate the on going collection of historical information about
the place including artefacts, documentation and oral histories.
Provide for their documentation, cataloguing and storage.
Coordinate the collection with other organisations such as PWS,
TMAG, Tasmanian Archives and Heritage Office and National
Archives of Australia.
Prepare an Asset Management Plan of the movable heritage
objects on site, following the recommendations of Heritage
Victoria stages
Liaise with experts in historic railways to Identify; Assess significance;
Document; Manage; and Maintain heritage objects associated
with the railway.
Provide for the care and maintenance of these objects with on site
storage.
Original fittings and fixtures removed from heritage buildings should
be retained as heritage artefacts.

POLICY

POLICY 9:

•

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE PLACE

FS

•

A

•

The use of the place should maintain an understanding of the place
as a historic site.
The use of the place should allow for the future potential of a
working railway.
The use of the place should allow for the potential to display and
demonstrate its original use as a railway utilising the original rail
alignments and central workshop.

8.3

EL
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•
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ACCEPTABLE USE

E

POLICY 7:

R
E

A review of this CMP shall take place within ten years of its endorsement.
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POLICY 16:

•

MANAGING CHANGE TO THE PLACE

Objective:
the site.

Use the advice of experts in decisions about the future of

A

EXPERT OPINION

Seek expert opinion from professionals engaged with their areas of
expertise when planning for works to the place.
HERITAGE ITEMS

R

POLICY 15:

POLICY 17:

NEW BUILDINGS

Objective:
New buildings planned for the place should be located
and be of a scale that will not dominate the site to the extent that the
original village structure cannot be appreciated. Refer to Plans A and B on
page 33
•

POLICY 14:

•

The following illustrated policies identify heritage fabric to be conserved.
Refer to illustrated policies pages 36-38

New buildings are restricted to areas that will not impact on
the heritage values of the Place or intrude on significant views
or setting. New structures in the development area are to be
restricted in scale to ensure that the prominence of the Central
Workshop Building is maintained.

EL
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8.4

In any disturbance of the ground levels, excavation should be
monitored ‘to mitigate archaeological impacts and recover
information before it is lost…’, in accordance with THC Practice Note
No2, Managing Historical Archaeological Significance in the Works
Process.
Any unexpected archaeological features and/or deposits revealed
during excavation should be recorded and artefacts retained as
part of the collections policy for the place.

FS

•

Objective:
The original and early fabric to heritage buildings should
be conserved to maintain their heritage value.

R
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Objective: Ensure that areas of archaeological potential are investigated for
artefacts and insitu deposits.

CONSERVATION OF BUILT HERITAGE FABRIC

-N

ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL

E

POLICY 13:

D
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Objective:
Conserve Heritage items to ensure their significance is
maintained into the future.

POLICY 18:

Objective:
Ensure that extensions to the Heritage building do not
diminish the heritage values of the place. Refer to Plans A and B on page
33
•

D

The following structures are identified as Heritage Items to be conserved, in
accordance with this CMP.

R
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Landscape
• Railway alignment and turntable, excluding the loop.
• Railyard formed by the workshop buildings and loading wall

Extensions to the Central Workshop building is allowed only if
it supports the interpretation of the history of the place. New
structures in the development area are to be restricted in scale
to ensure that the prominence of the Central Workshop Building is
maintained.

POLICY 19:

NEW OPENINGS IN HERITAGE BUILDINGS

Objective:
New openings in heritage buildings should not impact on
the ability of heritage buildings to demonstrate their significance.
•

•

POLICY

Buildings:
• Central workshop
• Sandbox shed
• Carpenters workshop
• Worker accommodation huts overlooking the rail line.
• Engine shed
• Crib Hut

EXTENSIONS TO HERITAGE BUILDINGS

New openings in walls should be avoided but are acceptable only
if it supports the visitor interpretation of the history of the place and
does not restrict the ability of the place to demonstrate its original
use.
New openings should be located so that disturbance of heritage
fabric is minimised.
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POLICY 23:

Objective:
The interiors of all heritage buildings should be maintained in
original and early condition and form.

•
•

No infrastructure shall be attached to the walls or roofs of heritage
buildings.
Infrastructure addition including mechanical plant,
communication equipment and energy installations to external
walls and roofs of new buildings should be located discreet from
public view to avoid visual impact on significant buildings.

SETTING

POLICY 24:

SIGNAGE

Objective:
of the place.

Ensure signage does not intrude into the prominent views

EL
EA

Objective:
Retain the setting to the place that contributes to an
understanding of the significance of the place.

FS

POLICY 21:

Objective:
Ensure that equipment attached to roofs do not visually
intrude into prominent views of the heritage buildings.

E

Refer to illustrated policies pages 36-38
• New interior walls should be avoided but are acceptable only if it
supports the visitor interpretation of the history of the place and does
not restrict the ability of the place to demonstrate its original use.
• Retain the wall and ceiling linings to those heritage buildings with
heritage fabric.
• Retain early fittings and fixtures to heritage buildings.

INFRASTRUCTURE ADDITIONS

R
E

CHANGES TO THE INTERIOR OF HERITAGE BUILDINGS

-N

POLICY 20:

•

New signage should not be attached to the fabric of heritage
buildings.
Signage should be used for directional purposes to allow visitors to
navigate the site or for informing visitors of the use of the place.

POLICY 22:

D

D
L
-

R

A

Ensure all proposed building and landscape works are sited to retain the
setting to the place.
The following items are not significant elements in themselves but contribute
to the significance of the place. They should be retained or replaced as
identifiable elements associated with the operation and setting of the place.
• The workers accommodation row and view to and from the Quarry
manager’s house
• The view lines up and down the rail line
• View lines across the open grass area and low scrub to the western
Lune Sugarloaf.
• The relationship of the site to the Lune River Road
• Mature eucalypts across the site and clustered to the north and
south.
• Embankment cutting between lower rail line and buildings that
defines the level area of the depot.
CARPARKING

POLICY

•
•

R
TI

Objective:
Ensure areas designated for the parking of cars does not
intrude into the setting of heritage buildings or visually disturb their setting.
Carparking associated to the ite should be located to areas on the
periphery of the site. Refer to Plans A, and B on page 35
Carparking for equal access may be located where levels are
acceptable.
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HERITAGE FABRIC ILLUSTRATED POLICIES
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E
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CENTRAL WORKSHOP

remnant machinery and fittings
and fixtures are to remain in place
for cataloguing and interpretation.
machinery installed in the tourist
period of operation not required for
the display of locomotives should be
removed.
the plasterboard stud framed wall to
the former office should be removed.
retain the primary frame intact. Its
replacement should be glazed to
allow for the viewing of the workshop
by visitors or infilled with timber vertical
boarding or corrugated galvanised
sheet metal.

POLICY

R
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removal of the dilapidated ‘lean to’
sheds will require careful patch repair
to the shed cladding. Ensure weather
tightness is achieved with like materials
and paint finish.
obsolete drainage should be removed
and gutters replaced with a traditional
profile.
replacement of poorly operating wi g
doors with sliding doors should follow
photographs of original doors.

removal of rubbish from within
tructures should be undertaken
fol owing an assessment of significance
on moveable items.
Items related to the operation of
the quarry railway are to remain on
site for cataloguing and storage or
interpretation in accordance with the
Asset Management Plan.
all other material should be removed
from the site.
following removal and storage and
before any demolition, an extant
recording of the place is to be
undertaken in accordance with this
CMP.
remnant fabric identified as significant
is to be protected throughout the
redevelopment.

R
E

Generally
Additions to existing buildings are to be removed.
Buildings are to retain all original fabric in good condition and fabric in poor
condition should be repaired. Missing fabric should be replaced.
Replacement of fabric should match existing fabric of original origin.
Galvanised sheet roofing, flashing, gutters and downpipes should be used
and replacement of PVC fittings considered.
Paint finished repaired with compatible oil based paints and timber
preservative stains selected to ensure they match the colour and tone of the
original vertical board.
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CARPENTERS SHED
emoval of the tourist era verandah is
recommended.
roof drainage needs to be repaired
and surface drainage to the rear and
both sides to be well maintained. The
interior should be retained as a single
space. Original doors and windows
retained. The main frontage door is
not original but the opening should be
retained.

FS

E
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R
E

removal of the verandah will reveal the
original workshop front elevation.
investigation of the floor structure is
required to determine the extent of
original flooring associated with the
entry door. Removal will require careful
patch repair of the cladding to ensure
weather tightness is achieved with like
materials and paint finish.

CRIB ROOM HUT

D
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removal of the café fitting, fixtures
and linings is recommended. retention
of exposed structure, windows and
doors is recommended, however,
should access new access be required
for visitors, the creation of new entry
openings is acceptable.

D

SANDBOX

R
TI

SHOWER BUILDING
removal of the entry deck structure is
recommended.
The interior should be retained as
a shower building and early fabric,
including stall doors and basins
retained in any refurbishment.

POLICY

the sandbox shed is directly related
to the original operation of the
railway. Its retention as a historical
item is required and all original and
early fittings, including the stove top
and burnt out chimney are to be
etained. The rood plumbing should
be replaced and debris and rubbish
cleared from its perimeter to allow for
proper surface drainage. ensure the
downpipe disperses roof water away
from building fabric.

removal of the entry porch structure is
recommended.
replacement of the window frames
with timber frames that suit the
opening is recommended.
replacement of the gutter and
downpipe in traditional profiles is
recommended.
ensure roof drainage disperses clear
of the building.
The interior can be retained should
the ensuite bathroom be used.
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ACCOMMODATION HUTS

repair of the existing roof sheeting
should ensure sheets are adequately
fixed and ridge capping replaced to
suit the ridge length.
apron flashing to chimney.
gutters should be replaced with
a common traditional profile in
galvanised finish and downpipes
replaced with circular downpipes in
galvanised finish.
rainwater tanks should be corrugated
steel and galvanised finished.
replace timber window to match
existing.
Repair ceiling and wall linings with
materials and finish to match remnants
remaining.
remove partition and investigate the
fireplace wall lining for repair.
reduce ground level at the rear of
the building and install surface drain
to divert ground water away from
building fabric.

D
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RECREATION HUT
removal of the non original porch
additions is recommended complete
with decking and footing structures.
replacement of roof flashing and
guttering and downpipes with new
galvanised fittings is recommended.
retention of the original closed gutter
is required.
ensure that roof drainage is dispersed
away from building fabric.
remove rubbish from under floor areas.
ensure footing piers remain structurally
sound.
retain all timber doors and windows
and internal linings.
retain the interior as a single space.

R
E

Conservation Management Plan

ENGINE SHED

R
TI

LANDSCAPE
remove rubbish from the site.
ensure grass levels are kept to under
100mm above ground level.
remove obsolete infrastructure and
make good to match the natural
ground surface.
no fencing is permitted within the
conservation zone.
duck boarding can be retained if it
allows access across the site in wet
weather.

POLICY

ensure rainwater is discharged clear of
building fabric.
remove rubbish and railway materials
clear of the building to ensure fabric is
not deteriorating.
remove ground levels to ensure low
timbers are not susceptible to decay.
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MAINTAINING THE PLACE

Objective:
A maintenance schedule for periodic inspection for
buildings and landscape should be developed to retain the heritage
significance of building fabric and setting to a high level of condition and
integrity.

•
•

Schedule inspections of the site at regular intervals and at times prior
to storm events
Designate a responsible person to monitor the inspections and
initiate action to address any identified issues
Identify deteriorated heritage fabric and prioritise remedial work to
these areas
RISING DAMP

•
•

Identify areas susceptible to rising damp
Monitor areas identified and ensure levels do not increase or result in
salt attack of the building fabric
Should levels increase and salt deposits are evident, investigate
to determine source and extent and seek advice on options for
rectification

R

•

A

Objective:
Prevent the ingress of moisture in building external walls that
may deteriorate heritage fabric.

DRAINAGE

D

POLICY 27:

D
L
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Ensure building perimeters are inspected as part of the maintenance
schedule

Objective:
Ensure roof of buildings drain rainwater to stormwater outlets
without the ingress of water

•
•

Ensure roof drainage is periodically inspected as part of the
maintenance schedule
Inspect gutters and sumps and drains prior to storm events to ensure
debris does not cause overflowing
Following any evidence of failed roof drainage, inspect to determine
the adequacy of the existing capacity and design. Confirm the
condition and performance of all roof junctions and flashings.
In programs for roof drainage work, redesign roof drainage to ensure
the overflow of gutters and downpipes does not occur with the

R
TI

•

•
•

Maintain the paint finish to external buildings
Investigate existing paint finishes to determine original paint finishes
Ensure new paint finishes are compatible with existing finishes
Maintain colour schemes to the exterior and interior of the buildings
that are compatible with their significance

•
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POLICY 29:

TIMBER

Objective:
Ensure timber heritage fabric is maintained. Ensure timber
heritage fabric is repaired rather than replaced
•
•
•
•

Maintain paint finishes to painted timberwork exposed to
weathering
Deteriorated timber building elements should be repaired rather
than replaced as much as possible.
Ensure the repair retains as much original fabric as possible and
new materials match the existing in species, profile and detail.
Replace severely deteriorated timber with durable hardwood
species timber of the same thickness and profile

POLICY 30:

LANDSCAPE

Objective:
Ensure the landscape elements of the place are
maintained to provide a high quality setting to significant buildings
•
•
•

Maintain mature existing trees in good health to extend their life.
Maintain clusters of mature trees to the north and south of the
site, and open areas cleared of trees that allow for views that
contribute to the setting of the place.
restrict any fencing or screening across the site that will create a
visual impact and disconnection between components of the
village and railyard complex.

POLICY

•

PAINT

Objective:
Maintain paint finishes to exterior and interior surfaces to
ensure subst ate material does not deteriorate. The finish on materials of
heritage significance should be compatible with their significance.

EL
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•
POLICY 26:

POLICY 28:

FS

•

•

provision of failsafe outlets that discharge overflow rainwater clear
of buildings
Roof and plumbing replacement should match existing materials
and profile. Ensure metal compatibility throughout roof drainage
systems

R
E

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

-N

POLICY 25:

E
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.4

1.1

OUTLINE OF PROJECT

The Ida Bay Railway extends across a ubstantial area of Crown Land. The
area identified as having cultural her tage values is documented by the
Ida Bay Railway central plan regi ter (CPR) associated with the Tasmanian
heritage register entry. This CMP is not concerned with the entire extent
of the railway and its associated built heritage. This CMP is concerned
with that part of the CPR ident fied as Lot 8. This Lot area contains the
original rail yard, maintenance workshops and storage for associated rail
machinery.

1.2

R
E

Therefore, in this document we will refer to the project site as the Ida
Bay Railyard Depot site, to distinguish it from the larger extent of Ida Bay
Railway.

EL
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The principal aims of this CMP are to compile a history of the place from
available sources, assess the condition and integrity of the buildings and
landscape, and determine cultural heritage significance in order to provide
guidance to the proposed Darklab development. This CMP has proceeded
with reference to Australia ICOMOS (International Council on Monuments
and Sites) guidelines for the preparation of conservation plans and the
articles set out in The Burra Charter, the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places
of Cultural Significance 2013.

-N

Paul Johnston Architects and Heritage Consultants have been engaged
by Darklab to provide a Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for the
proposal and prepare a statement to accompany an application for
Development Approval.

SE

Darklab Pty. Ltd. have proposed a new artwork titled ‘Transformer’ to be
located west of the Ida Bay Railway railyard. The proposal includes a new
visitors centre, amenities and carpark access.

SCOPE OF THE PROJECT SITE

KEY REFERENCES

-R

This CMP has been informed by previous planning documents and historical
studies of the place. In particular the THC Data Sheet compiled by Nic
Haygarth has guided this CMP and the assessment of its heritage values.

D

1.3

MANAGEMENT AND STATUTORY LISTINGS

Overview plan of Ida Bay Railway heritage assets from CPR 1088
fig.2
Plan of Lot 8, the
subject site of
this Conservation
Management
Plan. From CPR
1088, p. 5

R
TI

The project site is currently managed by the Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife
Service (PWS) as part of the Ida Bay State Reserve. The cultural heritage of
the Reserve is managed according to the Southport Lagoon Conservation
Plan 2006. Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service requires a Reserve Activity
Assessment (RAA) for all proposed development on PWS managed land.

fig.1

INTRODUCTION

L

This project has been developed with the assistance of the Tasmanian
Heritage Council, Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service, Historian Nic
Haygarth, and the Ida Bay Railway Preservation Society

Ida Bay Railway is listed on the Tasmanian Heritage Register as no. 8215 and
therefore is subject to the policies of the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995.
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1.5

DEFINITIONS

R
E

The conservation terminology used in this Conservation Management Plan
is concurrent with the definitions used in Australia ICOMOS The Burra Charter
2013 and outlined in Article 1.

R
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INTRODUCTION
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Place means the site, area, land, landscape, building or other work, group
of buildings or other works, and may include components, contents, spaces
and views.
Cultural Significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual
value for past, present or future generations.
Fabric means all the physical material of the place including components,
fixtures, contents, and objects.
Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so as to retain
its cultural significance.
Maintenance means the continuous protective care of the fabric and
setting of a place, and is to be distinguished from repair. Repair involves
restoration or reconstruction.
Preservation means maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and
retarding deterioration.
Restoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier
state be removing accretions or by reassembling existing components
without the introduction of new material.
Reconstruction means returning a place to a known earlier state and is
distinguished from restoration by the introduction of new material into the
fabric.
Adaptation means modifying a place to suit the existing use or a proposed
use.
Compatible use means a use which espects the cultural significance of a
place. Such a use involves no, or minimal, impact on cultural significance.
Interpretation means all the ways o presenting the cultural significance of a
place.

SE

The following are key definitions used by The Burra Charter and this CMP:

-N

The definitions for conservation terms used in this report are those adopted
in The Burra Charter – The Australia ICOMOS Charter for places of cultural
significance 2013. The Burra Charter is the standard for cultural conservation
management acknowledged by government heritage agencies around
Australia.
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2.0

DESCRIPTION OF PLACE

2.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE

R
E

Conservation Management Plan

LOCATION

2.3

HISTORIC CONTEXT

L
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Southport was established as a convict probation station in 1840, and
played a central role in the 19th century timber industry (Far South Tasmania
2020). While Lune River road was established in the mid-19th century, access
to southern Tasmania from Hobart and elsewhere was easier via the coasta
waters.
The Ida Bay Railway was constructed in 1922. The Ida Bay Railway Depot
was located on Lune River Road. The narrow- gauge railway was used to
transport limestone ore from the quarries of the Lune Sugarloaf to Deep Hole
Bay where it was shipped up the D’Entrecasteaux Channel to the Carbide
works at Electrona. The Ida Bay State Reserve was gazetted in 1981 and
consists of 425 hectares of land encompassing the entirety of the extent of
the railway line and its associated buildings.

SITE

D

2.4

fig.3

Aerial photograph of the Ida Bay Railyards site. Source: Google Earth 2020

EL
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The Ida Bay Railyard is located in Ida Bay on the eastern coast of southern
Tasmania, approximately 110km south of Hobart on Lune River road and
approximately 9.5km south-west by road from the township of Southport.

SE

2.2
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Ida Bay Railway was constructed in 1922, the line comprising of narrowgauge railway used to transport limestone ore from the quarries to Deep
Hole Bay where it was shipped up to the Carbide works at Electrona.
Ida State Reserve was gazetted in 1981 and consists of 425 hectares of land
encompassing the entirety of the extent of the railway line and its associated
buildings.

fig.5
Photograph
demonstrating
the relation of Ida
Bay to the city of
Hobart, Tasmania.
Source: Google
Earth 2020.
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PLACE

The Ida Bay Railyard Depot is bounded by the Lune River Road to the
east and the railway line to the west. The site consists of an industrial shed
complex with work yard and accommodation huts, adjacent the road
and set amongst native forest. The railyard is central to the site and set on
level ground cut into an embankment above the main rail line. The railyard
structures are arranged around a yard formed by the rail line leading into
the central workshop forming a d stin t precinct. Workers’ huts and facilities
buildings are located higher on the slope above the workshop and rail line.
To the west of the depot is a cleared area that allows views towards the
distant mountains. The rail line alignment extends north as it crosses the road,
and south into the forest.

fig.4
Map showing the extent of the Ida Bay Railway and its location in relation to
Southport township. Source: Alan Jackson map 2009.
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2.4.2
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fig.6
Existing ticket station and cafe at
front of worksop, as viewed from Lune River
road. Image f om aul Johnston architects.

fig.7
Row of workers huts, with the
recreation hut to the rear at the left. Image
from Paul Johnston architects.
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The site comprises a central complex of workshop with adjacent ‘leanto’ sheds, carpenters workshop and sandbox arranged around an
open railyard. The workshop fronts at an angle on to Lune River Road.
The workshop and associated buildings are constructed from painted
corrugated steel sheet. Three workers huts have been arranged to form an
entry ticket ‘station’ to the north of the central workshop. The workers huts
and ablution buildings are constructed from vertical timber boards with
corrugated steel roofs. A small engine shed lies north of the ticket station.
The remnants of a tennis court are located further north amongst the native
vegetation. The accommodation buildings are located in a row extending
south-west parallel to the railway line alignment. The five huts are from the
1940s and were originally in use as workers accommodation, with one in use
as a shower block. There is a larger recreation hut slightly south and above
the row of workers huts.

R
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Buildings

SE

2.4.1

Railway Line

-R

The railway line extends through the site from north east to south-west.
A rail turning circle is located to the west of the buildings in an open grassy
area. Beyond the rail line the vegetation is natural bush land with no built
development. Remnants of associated railway moving stock and other
abandoned machinery are located on the southern portion of the rail line to
the west of the workers huts.

Landscape

D

2.4.3

fig.8
Railyard with workshop, carpenters hut and sandbox in view. As
seen from the rail line looking north-east. Image from Paul Johnston architects.

L

The rail line runs through the site and is sectioned from the main line into
the railyard central to the site on leveled ground. Inside the railyard the line
further splits into separate lines adjacent the workshop.

R
TI

PLACE

The site includes mature eucalypt trees across the site and intermixed with
buildings outside of the railyard area and railway alignments. Trees are
clustered to form open forested areas to the north and south of the building
complex. To the west an open grassed a ea is bounded by marshland
forming dense scrub. The open area and ow scrub allow views to the distant
Lune Sugarloaf hills that form the southern Karst landscape.

fig.9
Rail line on the edge of marshland boundary looking west to Lune
Sugarload hills. Image from Paul Johnston architects.
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3.0

HISTORY OF IDA BAY RAILWAY

3.2

3.1

PRE-1800 HISTORY

James Gillies was a metallurgist who di covered an electrolytic process
whereby zinc could be separated fr m its ore (Australian Dictionary of
Biography 1983). In 1908 Gillies received support from the Tasmanian
government to construct a hydro-electric scheme in the Tasmanian great
lakes that would power the electrolytic process for his business. However,
his operational and financial difficulties resulted in the Tasmanian
Government purchasing he hydro scheme and setting up the State
Hydro-Electric Department in 1914.

3.2

1800s SOUTHERN TASMANIA

R
E

-N

-R
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Southport (also known as Hythe) was established as a town in 1837, and was
a convict probation station between 1841-48. Between the 1850s-1920s the
town supported a number of industries, including a timber mill, whaling and
kelp harvesting (Poulson 2005). Due to its thriving industries the area was
self-sufficient and had a diverse social mix of European whalers, Chinese
fishermen, South Sea Islanders, and ex-convicts (Poulson 1999, p.8).
A small township called Ida Bay was located on the southern beaches of Ida
bay (although this town was destroyed by bushfires in the 1930s). According
to Colleen McMullen and Terry Donnelly, the origins of the name ‘Ida Bay’
relate to the limestone works: ‘the area had been called Wheelbarrow Bay
but an earlier manager of the lime works, a man named Dawson, renamed
it after his daughter Ida’ (Poulson 1999, p.19).

The presence of limestone deposits near Ida Bay had been known since
the 1880s. In 1917 Gillies established the Carbide works at Electrona in
Southern Tasmania. The limestone deposits at Ida bay were shipped
to Electrona to produce calcium carbide (Companion to Tasmanian
History 2006) Under James Gillies, mining of limestone at Blaneys quarry
commenced in 1919, and at Benders quarry in 1922. Following further
financial difficulties for Gillies the Tasmanian Government took over
Electrona in 1924 and ran the plant until Australian Commonwealth
Ca bide Co. took over operation of the Carbide works and the Ida bay
railway and quarries in 1927.

SE

The Nuenonne aboriginal people inhabited the area now known as Ida Bay
and Lune River for over 40,000 years prior to European settlement. Middens
and other remnants can be found along the coastline of Ida Bay (Southport
Lagoon CA 2006, p.22).
A number of European explorers carried out exploration around
the coastline of Southern Tasmania. In 1792-3 French explorer Bruny
d’Entrecasteaux carried out surveys of the coastline around Recherche
Bay, Ida Bay, Bruny Island and the Huon River. The maps and drawings from
this expedition are some of the earliest known cartography of the southern
Tasmanian coastline and geography.

MINING

D

L

fig.11
Detail from map
of South rn Ta mania 1930.
Hythe nd ystery Creek
Cave a e marked on the
map. T HO no.AF395-1-38

R
TI

HISTORY

fig.12

Electrona Carbide Works as viewed from North West Bay c.1951. TAHO AB713-1-451
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A survey by the Tasmanian Department of Mines in 1915 indicated a strong
desire to provide tramway access inland from Ida Bay. A survey of a possible
rail line from the quarries to Ida Bay was undertaken in December 1921,
where it is mentioned that a wo den tramway was already linked to the
quarries (TAHO PWD243/1/10). Th s tramway is presumed to be the Lune
River timber tramway and it wa used as the basis of the Ida Bay rail line
(Peterson, Chynoweth & Beck 2001). The Ida Bay railway was completed in
1922, and ran from Brick Point jetty on Ida Bay through to Benders quarry. The
line was extended to Blaneys quarry in 1930 using pre-fabricated Decauville
tracks (Haygarth 2012). Decauville was a company founded by French
railway inventor Paul Decauville, who designed modular, pre-fabricated
narrow-gauge railway tracks that were easily transportable (Haygarth 2012).

fig.14

EL
EA

Brick Point Jetty and Aerial tramway c.1917. H.J. King photograph

HISTORY
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fig.13
Photograph of Blaneys Quarry 1922, showing rail tracks. Taken by J.W.
Beattie in Weekly Courier pg.17.

Australia s post-WWII immigration policies focused on transporting immigrants
from accepted European countries to Australia in exchange for their labour
in designated industries (National Museum Australia 2020). As part of this
policy, the Australian Carbide Co. placed a request for several migrant
wo kers to be sent to their Ida Bay quarries and train depot. 10 Lithuanian
workers were accommodated in two-man huts in 1948, joining the existing
workforce at Ida Bay. The Lithuanian workers were classified as ‘displaced
persons’ and they came to Australia in the first wave of Baltic immigration to
Australia.

fig.15
Lithuanian immigrant workers in 1948, image courtesy of Ida Bay
Railway Preservation Society
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3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
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The area around the Ida Bay Railway has long been recognised for
its natural values. In the 1880s Mystery Creek Cave was discovered by
the Tyler brothers from Southport. Myste y Creek Cave was known for
its limestone deposits and glow worm display. During the 1880s cruises
were organized to the cave from Hobart, with a variety of Hobart society
members taking the two hour walk from Ida Bay to reach the inland cave.
Cruises to the cave ceased during the 1890s, and Mystery Cave was left
largely undisturbed. In 1917 the Tasmanian Government established a 40acre cave reserve that recognized the natural value of the Mystery Creek
Cave and exempted its entrance from the Mining Act 1905 (Haygarth
2015, p.17) However, the limestone deposits near the cave were attractive
to the Hydro-Elec ric Power and Metallurgical Company (HEPMC), who
took up a quarry lease around the cave in 1920, and established Blaneys
Quarry near he entrance to Mystery Creek Cave (Haygarth 2015, p.17).
The subsequent blasting around the cave caused damage to the
en rance so that it could no longer be accessed. Haygarth (2015, p.74)
efe s to this as an early example of resource industries undermining the
po ential conservation of natural areas. He notes that:

Ida Bay Railway transporting limestone ore c.1970. TAHO NS3195-2-809

D

L

fig.17
Railyard depot in
use w t a Malcolm Moore
locomotive in 1967. Image
taken by Tony Coen, courtesy
of Ida Bay Railway Preservation
Society.

The object of this scaremongering was probably to devalue the
cave in order to have its reservation rescinded, to justify surreptitious
encroachment which was already underway, or to keep out
anyone who might interfere with this encroachment. Thus a climate
of suspicion was established in the early stages of a tussle between
ecology and economy which would reach almost into the 21st
century. (Haygarth 2015 p.74)

In 1946 the Tasmanian Caverneering Club (TCC) was formed with the
aim of exploring and surveying Tasmanian caves, and to ensure the
caves’ preservation (Haygarth 2015 p.124). Interest in caving and outdoor
activities increased during the second half of the 20th century, and
contributed to the wilderness movement that fought to protect Tasmania’s
natural resources. In 1954 a TCC caving expedition set out to explore the
connection between Mystery Creek Cave and Exit Cave from Ida Bay,
using the railway to access the site (Haygarth 2015, p.134). Additional
expeditions returned to the cave system in the 1960s and 1970s and
discovered that the Ida Bay karst system that Mystery Cave belonged to
extends more than 30km (Haygarth 2015, p.163).

HISTORY
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fig.16
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The post-war period also saw the original steam trains replaced with new
Malcolm Moore Petrol locomotives (Haygarth 2012). These locomotives
were constructed in Melbourne for use by the Military during WWII (Haygarth
2012). The quarries continued to operate successfully during the 1950s and
1960s until the 1967 bushfires severely impacted the quarry sites. After a road
was placed through to Benders quarry during the early 1970s the need for
the railway was reduced. The railway ceased to be used for transporting ore
in 1975 and was purchased by the Tasmanian Government (Haygarth 2012).
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3.4

USE AS A TOURIST RAILWAY
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The Ida Bay railway ceased opera ion o Benders Quarry in 1975, as the
ore was now transported via road. In september 1977 the Tasmanian
Government purchased the railway and its assets for $81,000 after a
sustained local campaign and support from Huon MLC Peter Hodgman.
The railway was opened for tourists in december 1977.

fig.18
Cavers in 1955 at the Ida Bay Railway depot, image courtesy of the Ida
Bay Railway Preservation Society

EL
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SE

The portion of track used for the tourist operation was from the Ida Bay
workshop and depot out to Deep Hole Bay. The line that stretched
between the quarry and the depot was no longer used and left to fall into
disrepair.

L

-R

The decades post-WWII saw increased interest in the natural environment,
and an awareness that public activism could be used to halt the operations
of mining and other industrial developments in wilderness areas. Campaigns
to cease mining and logging around the Ida Bay karst were carried out by
conservationists, including cavers, during the 1970s (Haygarth 2015, p.174).
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D

fig.20
The Mercury
newspaper article detailing
the local campaign to save
the Ida Bay Railway c197677. Courtesy of the Ida Bay
Railway Preservation Society

HISTORY

The Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (TWWHA) was i scribed
onto the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1982. In 1988 the Ida Bay karst
was added to the TWWHA, however an exemption was given to Benders
quarry to continue operation (Haygarth 2015, p.199). However, there was
a rising awareness of the area’s scientific value and aboriginal heritage,
and conservation activists continued to argue for the closure of the quarry
(Haygarth 2015, p.202). These protests co tinued until the quarry was closed
in 1992. After its closure the Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service began a
rehabilitation program around Bender quarry and Exit Cave (Haygarth 2015,
p.202).

fig.19
Opening of the Ida
Bay Tourist Railway by MLC
for Huon, Peter Hodgman,
20/12/1977. Image courtesy
of the Ida Bay Railway
Preservation Society.
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fig. 22
Tourist program for the
railway 1985.
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The tourist railway was leased to Lune River Railway Co. between 1979-1981,
Michael and Faye Williams from 1981-1987, and Peter Fell from 1988-2002.
The most recent operator of the ra lway was Meg Thornton, who re-opened
the rail from 2004-2019. From 2017-2019 Hugh Yang joined her as a business
partner. The site and train operations were closed following safety concerns
after a train derailment in 2018 and subsequently Meg Thornton’s lease was
terminated in 2019.

R
TI

HISTORY

fig.21
Article describing the opening of the Ida Bay Tourist Railway in c1977. Courtesy of the
Ida Bay Railway Preservation Society.
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3.5

IDA BAY RAILWAY CONSERVATION

Volunteers from the local Ida Bay Railway Preservation Society have been
involved in maintenance of the locomotives, train operation and history
tours.

R
E

fig.23
Advertisement
for the steam engine visit
to Ida Bay railway, 1985.
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The Ida Bay Railway Preservation Society was formed in 2009 as the
Friends of Ida Bay Society, and worked with the lease-holder to carry out
conservation works of the railway. They changed their name to Ida Bay
Railway Preservation Society in 2019 and became a registered charity. The
group currently has 40 active members of the local community, as well as
national and international relationships to other railway groups.
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The society has carried out conservation works on the site, including the
restoration of one of the original workers huts to its form from 1948. Another
hut is a designated history room holding a collection of photographs,
documents and object relating to the rail. The society continues to interact
with the wider community through an up-to-date Facebook page where
they put out regular photographs and information on the history of the Ida
Bay Railway.

D
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During the site’s period of use as a tourist railway it struggled to maintain
commercial viability. The terms of the lease with the Tasmanian Government
required funding for maintenance and upkeep of the rail to be the
responsibility of the operator. The lease-holders endeavoured to attract
visitors and provide maintenance to the line. In 1985-87, under Michael
William’s guidance, the Tasmanian Steam Preservation Society’s locomotive
Krauss 0-4-0T visited the site, providing an experience of the original steam
engines used on the line. The photograph above shows the engine being
used in Hobart to advertise the Ida Bay railway. Another development
on the site was the use of the workers huts for guest accommodation,
beginning in the 1980s and continuing to present day. Am nities and
kitchen facilities were provided for guests using the existing huts

R
TI

figs. 25,26,27
Top left: Preservation society carrying out
maintenance works to the rail track

HISTORY

fig.24
Ida Bay Railway during Meg
Thornton’s ownership of the rail.
Source: Far South Tasmania website.

Top right: Current steering committee of the
Ida Bay Railway Preservation Society, October
2020
Bottom left: Tourists on board the Ida Bay
Railway
Sources: Top and bottom left images from Ida
Bay Cafe Public Facebook. Top right image
from Paul Johnston Architects.
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3.7

Early 1900s: James Gillies invented an electrolyte process that would
go on to underpin the Hydro-electric cheme. Ida Bay karst provided
limestone for the manufactur ng of carbide and electrolysis

•

1917: 40 acre cave reserve established exempting the main entrance of
Mystery Creek Cave from the provisions of the Mining Act 1905. This was
the beginning of ecological conservation in Tasmania.

•

1920:100-acre mining lease granted to the HEPMC. Blaneys Quarry
established near Mystery creek cave

•

1921-23 Gillies established the calcium carbide works at Electrona,
which we e taken over by the Tasmanian government in 1923, and the
Au tralian Commonwealth Carbide company in 1927

•

1922: Ida Bay Railway was completed from Brick point jetty to Benders
Quarry Steam locomotives were used to transport the limestone

•

1930: The railway was extended to Blaneys Quarry, where the Decauville
rail system was used

•

1945: Blaneys quarry abandoned, Benders quarry continued to be used

•

1948: 10 workers from Lithuania were sent to work at Ida Bay

•

1948-51: Steam trains were replaced with petrol Malcolm Moore trains

•

1960s: Production at Electrona peaked during this decade. 1967
bushfires impacted upon mining and processing at the plant

•

1970s: Environmental protests around Tasmania during the 70s included
a campaign to stop mining at Ida Bay karst system

•

1975: The railway ceased operation for the mine, and roads became
main means of access to Benders Quarry. Mining operations continued
at Benders Quarry until 1992

•

1977: Tasmanian Government purchased the railway, and it becomes
used for tourists. Track ran from Lune River depot to Deep Jetty. New
Bogie carriages were purchased

•

1979: Ida Bay State reserve was gazetted, it included the railway and
accommodated the tourism operation

•

1979-80: J Molyneux and R Ludbey operated the railway

•

1981-87: Mike and Faye Williams operated the railway

•

1988–2002: Peter Fell operated the railway

•

2004–2019: Margaret Thornton operated the railway

•

2018: Rail ceased operating due to a derailment

EL
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In the period 1948 to 1975 there were three or four rakes of 12 ore wagons
in use. A Malcolm Moore locomotive would attach to a loaded rake
at the quarry and start the mostly downhill journey to the jetty. This train
would stop short of the workshops area at the Ida Bay township and wait
to cross an empty train returning to the quarry from the jetty. The empty
would draw past the top points then reverse back into the workshops
area and stable in the fourth siding (from W to E). The loaded train would
then continue down towards Deep Hole, and the empty would proceed
to the quarry. Note that the unique braking system on the wagons
prevented trains from reversing uphill but allowed them to reverse
downhill.

•

R
E

The Ida Bay Railway Preservation Society have expert knowledge of how the
railway functioned. Its steering committee member James Shugg provided
the following information on how the railway depot operated:

IDA BAY RAILWAY TIMELINE

-N

WORKING RAILWAY

SE

3.6

The fifth siding (westernmost) continued onto a ramp which was located
where the current platform/ hut-toilet is located. This ramp was used for
delivering or removing rolling stock directly onto the back of trucks.
The third siding in this area was used by the fettlers to prepare trackwork
trains, and also had a wooden ramp at its far end for loading equipmen
onto flat cars for transport to the quarry.

L
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The engine shed is actually the railmotor shed. The railmotor was u ed
each day to take workers to and from the quarry. It needed to be tu ned
after each trip on the turntable located at the quarry and right in front of
this shed. The Malcolm Moore locos usually only needed to be tu ned at
the quarry and the jetty, so the railmotor turntable was located out of the
way of the main workshop.

HISTORY
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(From email correspondence with James Shugg, October 2020, edited
slightly for clarity)
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4.0

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

R
E

Condition means the state of a place or component of a place — the
extent to which it is well maintained and is physical sound.

INTEGRITY

EL
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There is limited visual or written evidence of the development of the site pre1948. The majority of documentation from the Australian Commonwealth
Carbide Co. focuses on the construction of the rail line to the quarries from
Brick Point/Deep Hole Bay. It can reasonably be presumed that there
were buildings for maintenance and storage of the trains and associated
machinery since the construction of the railway in the early 1920s, however
there is no physical or documentary evidence of these at the current site.

SE

4.1

-N

Integrity means the degree to which a place or component of a place
retains the form and completeness of its physical fabric, historical
associations, use or social attachments that give the place its cultural
significance.

fig.28

Aerial image taken in 1948 of the Ida Bay Railyards

fig.29

The railyard site as shown from a Google Earth Aerial, 2020.

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

-R

The current railyard depot site and its collection of buildings was constructed
around 1945. The 1948 aerial photograph shows a collection of buildings that
include: workshop, side shed, sand shed, engine hut and workers huts. This is
the earliest evidence of the arrangement of the buildings, and all buildings
present in the photograph are still extant today (October 2020).

L

There has only been one new building constructed on the site since 1948
which is the 1960s crib room hut near the carpenters workshop. There have
been several additions and alterations to the accommodation buildings,
including new toilet and shower facilities, and entry porch extensions and
interior refurbishment of huts designated for tourist accommodation.
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The layout of the site has changed slightly since 1948 with 5 workers huts
combined to make a station/ticket office during the 1990s. 2 of these huts
have been returned to their original location and restored as historical and
history rooms. External verandahs and decorative trim have been added to
the carpenters workshop and the central workshop. The rail loop was added
to the site in 1977 to facilitate train turning as part of the visitor railway.
The central workshop is largely intact xcept for the former office which has
been converted as the visitor ca é. The workshop has a large new opening
in its western elevation and ‘lean to structures which have changed over
the life of the railway.
There have been ongoing railway operations at this site since circa 1919.
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Photograph of original workers huts
c.1950. Image courtesy of Ida Bay
Railway Preservation Society.

fig.31

Huts in the workers row, current from
October 2020. Image from Paul
Johnston architects.

The central work hop is original in form and materials from 1948. The two
front doo openings are also original, although the original sliding doors
have been replaced with corrugated sheet clad metal framed doors.
In 2006 a café was built at the road-side end of the workshop. It is
pre umed that this used the space where the original office was located.
Windows that face into the central workshop are believed to be original.
The rail line that is now enclosed inside the side shed is believed to be
part of the original operation of the railway. There is evidence from the
1948 aerial image that the ‘lean-to’ shed was originally unattached to the
central workshop. Over the years it has had numerous additions and has
been attached to the workshop during the tourist railway period. Some
early timber fabric is evident in the interior of the lean-to.
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10 additional workers were brought to the site in 1948, and the huts shown
in the photographs above were provided for their accommodation. All of
these huts were originally in a row extending south-west along the railway
line. 5 of these huts were moved in the 1990s to form a railway station to the
north of the workshop. 2 huts were moved back to their original location
in the workers row while three still currently form the ‘station’. These huts
retain the original form and materials, although their interiors have been
refurbished.

fig.34
Photograph of rail workshop with sand fig.35
Workshop and adjacent sheds.
shed in front, and carpenters workshop to the
Photograph October 2020, Paul Johnston
right. c. 1980 990
architects.

SE

fig.30
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INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

fig. 32,33 The current ticket
‘station’ is constructed of three
original workers huts. They were
moved from the workers row
during the 1980s to cater to the
tourist business. Photographs from
October 2020, Paul Johnston
architects.

The sandbox shed and engine shed also date from the 1940s, and have
evidence of original fabric to the interior and exterior.
The carpeter’s workshop was built towards the end of the mining period
of the railway, as it is not evident in images from the 1950s. Due to recent
refurbishment of the interior, there is minimal evidence of original features.
fig.36
Photograph
of the central workshop,
sandbox to the left, and
carpenters workshop to
the right. c1980s. Image
courtesy of Ida Bay
Railway Preservation
Society.
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CONDITION

4.2.4

4.2.1

Introduction

The main engine doors are not original The original sliding doors have
been replaced by swing doors which are not constructed in a manner for
easy operation. The timber fascia has deteriorated paint finish.
Galvanised corrugated sheet cladding is in good condition although
some cutting around openings has required patch repairs and the paint
finish to the lower area on the upslope elevation is deteriorated. Obsolete
drainage pipes remain attached to walls and the gutter is a modern
replacement of a traditional profile. Paint finish to timber window frames
has deteriorated and the window to the office on the east elevation has
been partly heeted over. The roof appears to be in good condition.

Generally

The large fixed opening in the side wall connecting to the ‘lean to’
struct res i not original and the resulting reveal has not been finished.
The structura rafters of the ‘lean to’ structures have been cut through
the galvanised sheet. The main structure of timber beams and columns
and trusses are in good condition. Some later additions to the structure
have deteriorated connections. The wall framing appears to be in good
condition with the timber structure separating the original office and
workshop still in place.
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While the buildings on the site retain a high degree of integrity, they display
a level of deterioration associated with a poor level of maintenance.
The collection of debris across the site also contributes to poor maintenance
outcomes. This is primarily due to the failure of roof plumbing to adequately
discharge rainwater clear of the buildings.

-N

4.2.2

SE

A visual inspection has been undertaken of the condition of both the interior
and exterior of all buildings on the Ida Bay Railway site. These inspections
have occurred on September 21 and October 14 2020, during the course
of this plan. All images included in this section were taken during these
inspections. It should be appreciated that the structures of the railyard
depot are industrial structures that are fit for purpose without embellishment
and this is an important characteristic of their heritage value.

Central Workshop

R
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4.2

The slope across the site also allows ground surface water to flow towards
buildings. The larger structures are set within the slope with substantial cutting
into the bank and appear to have working drainage systems to divert
groundwater into areas away from buildings.

-R

Structure

L

4.2.3

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

Some of the small structures have concrete pavement entries with spoon
drain that also divert surface water. However, some structures without
adequate drainage protection are susceptible to surface water ingress.
Vertical timber cladding in particular, in close proximity to the ground, is
susceptible to decay from ground water.

The interior to the former office has early fabric in good condition.
The ‘lean to’ structures are in poor condition with missing gutters and
downpipes and inadequate perimeter drainage. Adhoc cladding and
flashings are not watertight.
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There is no indication that the main structures on the ite are structurally
unsound. However, the collection of ‘lean to’ structures adjacent the central
workshop appear to be constructed in an ad hoc manner with reclaimed
timbers and it is apparent that this work was not undertaken by skilled trades
people. While it is not in danger of collapse, it should be appreciated that
this structure is susceptible to structural deterioration without adequate
support and modification.
The crib room building does display evidence of foundation movement with
cracking evident in its brick masonry foundation walls.
The accommodation huts relocated to form a train station have had
substantial modification that would allow them to be re-erected. It should be
anticipated that if they are to be relocated then some strengthening of their
structure is to be anticipated.

fig.37
The main engine doors as seen above
are not original, and the opening structure on the
furthest left is of recent construction.

fig.38
The end of the workshop that
fronts onto Lune River Road was converted
into a cafe in 2006.
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figs.39, 40 Adhoc assembly of ‘lean-to’ structure
is evident from the uneven connections between
galvanised corrugated sheet cladding.
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fig.46
The main workshop has water
tanks and drainage pipes connected to the
roof gutters.

fig.47
Exterior window has been partially
sheeted over. Paint finish is deteriorating.

fig.48
The roof of the workshop is in
reasonable condition, with minor rusting.
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fig. 41, 42 Interior of the ‘lean-to’ with exposed rafters and galvanised cor ugated sheet roofing.
These spaces are currently used as storage for rail

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

-R
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fig 45
In ior timber trusses of central workshop
appea original and are in good condition.

fig.43, 44 The interior of the central workshop is currently used as storage for rolling stock and
associated rail objects. The window and door openings are original in form and location.

fig.49
The interior of the cafe was
refurbished in 2006, and has a number of
associated

fig.50
The front shed facing Lune River
road has an earthern floor with and no
interior lining to the walls.
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Engine Storage Shed

4.2.7

The Carpenters Workshop is in good condition. Two rain water tanks are
situated at the rear, with one attached to the roof gutters via downpipes.
Sections of guttering are missing. here is some peeling of the exterior
painted wall cladding.
The exterior form and w ndow details appear to be original. The front entry
door and window appear to be of more recent construction.The interior
has been converted into a recreation room for visitors, with no original
features evident. The verandah and trim are later additions from the 1980s.
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The Engine Storage Shed is in good condition with only timber window
framing and fascia boards requiring paint. The timber frame to the rear open
store is sitting on ground but doesn’t appear to have deteriorated. Roofing
and wall cladding are intact and in good condition though no gutters and
downpipes are evident.

Carpenters Workshop

R
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4.2.5

figs.51,52 Engine storage shed is in good condition, with the frame of one locomotive currently in
storage.

4.2.6

Sandbox Shed

-R
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4.2.8

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

The simple structure is in original condition with original fittings internally
The accumulated debris adjacent the structure contributes to poor
perimeter drainage as does a missing and displaced gutter and downpipe.
The corrugated chimney has been burnt through and is rusted but this
should be considered significant fabric and may not need to be rep aced or
repaired.

fig.55,56 The Carpenters Workshop is in good condition. The verandah and its trim details are
later additions from the 1980s.

Crib Room

The small building has been converted to accommodation with a bed sitting
room and ensuite. The interior is in good condition.
The brick masonry footing walls exhibit some cracking possibly as the result of
foundation movement but no resulting problems are evident.
The entry roof is missing a gutter and downpipe and non original steel
fascia is rusting. Aluminium windows frames inserted into original openings
appear in good condition. The main roof gutter is displaced and the
downpipe discharges at the footing wall. The weatherboard cladding is in
good condition with some patch painting and plugged holes evident. The
structure has a recent timber deck and balustrade built over the existing
entry porch and appears in reasonable condition.

fig.53,54 The sandbox has rusting evident to its exterior chimney. The interior is currently used as
storage for a range of materials, although the toilet is still extant.
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figs.57,58 The interior of the crib room was refurbished within the last two decades and is in
good condition. The exterior has issues with gutters and drainpipes.

figs.59,60 he sh wer block is largely intact and in sound condition. Sections of the exterior
timber laddi g are painted.

4.2.9

Shower Building

L

Timber fascia and barge boards as well as windows and doors require
painting. The shower building exhibits an early closed gutter profile in
good condition. PVC downpipes are not original. One discharges into the
adjacent rainwater tank while the other directly into the ground.

4 2.10 Toilets
The simple structure appears in original and reasonable condition. The
building has a single pitch skillion roof with corrugated sheet metal
cladding and concrete footing walls. The building is divided into to
opposing men’s and women’s sections with separate entries. The interior
appear original with painted sheet linings and cubicle partitions with solid
timber doors. A concrete floor throughout has a deteriorated paint finish.
Fittings are early but probably not original.
The timber fascia windows and doors require painting. The external
corrugated metal cladding has a painted finish and is in good condition.
The roof has no gutter or downpipe.

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

-R
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The building is divided into men’s and women’s showers with separate
entries. A rear entry is also provided through the covered porch, which may
be the original entry. It is presumed that the interior has been substantially
refurbished since its origins as a worker shower building.
The exterior of the building is in reasonable condition with intact original
timber cladding and concrete footing walls. The timber boarding is painted
on two elevations while the remaining unpainted elevations appear as a
natural or oiled finish. The galvanised corrugated metal roof shows some rust
patches that appear to be superficial
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The ‘lean-to’ addition appears to be constructed in two parts with one of
the same building fabric as the main structure and original covered entry.
The rear section has been poorly painted in strips. The other is made on
reclaimed materials and is not original nor in good condition.
Timber decking is built over and adjacent the original entry steps and
appears in reasonable condition. A wat r pipe extends from the upper part
of the wall into the adjacent crib room bui ding.
The interior exhibits early finishes, fittings and fixtures, although some linings
to the external walls appear to be original, it is likely most of the interior is not
original. The rear entry through the covered porch is secured with a recent
security grill gate. This part of the interior was not accessible for inspection.

figs.61,62 The toilet appears to be intact and in sound condition. The exterior corrugated metal
cladding has a painted finish.
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4.2.13 Workers Hut 2

The large structure is in reasonable condition although there is evidence of
deterioration externally and internally. The corrugated metal sheet roofing
is unpainted and some minor rusting is evident. Ridge flashing has been
poorly fixed and gutters have been replaced in part in an adhoc manner.
Downpipes discharge in to the ground adjacent the walls or not connected
to ground. Rubbish is stored under the floor and the ground levels on the
upper side are to close to the timber cladding. There is no evidence of
surface drainage around the building.

The structure is in good original condition. Some minor movement in brick
masonry footing piers is evident The vertical timber board cladding is
intact although there is one area hat indicates a patch repair. Although
there is such levelling of ground evel at the rear entry, the ground level
on the southern elevation is too close to the boards and deterioration is
evident. The entry porch has been extended in a similar manner to hut
1 and porch timbers have also been painted in stripes. Sheet roofing
appears to be distorted and adhoc modifications made. Gutters are
missing and the downpipe doesn’t discharge clear of the building.
Interior is intact and in good condition.

-N
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4.2.14 Wo kers Hut 3
The structure is in good original condition.
Refurbished as the interpretation hut, the building has been restored in
both the exterior and interior, including the fireplace and corrugated iron
chimney. All materials and finishes are in good repair.
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Timber windows, doors and fascia are in need of painting and some sashes
have been broken or completely missing. Openings are patched boarded
up. The interior is divided into two sections separated by a central fireplace.
Both rooms are accessed by separate entries. The interior is in poor condition
with broken and missing lining boards to both ceiling and walls.

R
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4.2.11 Workers Recreation Room
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figs.63,64 The exterior of the recreation room has some missing and broken windows and rusting
is evident on the roof. The interior is in poor condition with missing internal lining.

The structure is in fair original condition.
Refurbished as the Far South history room, the interior is in good condition.
The timber board cladding has been painted and timber doors, windows
and fascia require painting. Some patching is evident. The rear porch has
been reconstructed. Roof sheeting is painted to one elevation and rust is
evident on the other. Gutter and downpipes are missing.

INTEGRITY AND CONDITION

-R

4.2.15 Workers Hut 4

D

4.2.12 Workers Hut 1
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The structure is in good original condition. Some movement in brick masonry
footing piers is evident but not to the extent of undermining the structure.
The vertical timber board cladding is intact The timber windows and doors
and fascia require painting. The skillion co rugated metal sheet roof is intact.
There is rubbish under the floor structure and some levelling of the ground
levels on the upper elevation is evident. PVC downpipes are connected
to the adjacent rainwater tank or discharge into the ground where some
deterioration in the timber cladding i evident. The covered entry has
been extended with a skillion roof and timber deck. This part of the timber
cladding has been painted in stripes. The interior is intact and in good
condition.

fig.65
Hut 1, showing the brick masonry
footing piers.

fig.66

Hut 2, with painted entry porch.
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fig.68
Hut 4 has been refurbished as the
Far South History room.

4.2.16 Station Huts
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INTEGRITY AND CONDITION
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The station was created by relocating huts to form an entry ticket structure.
Three huts are linked with a verandah on two sides with covered roof,
columns and decking constructed in timber and corrugated roofing.
A post box is located on the entry side of the verandah.
The construction is not of a high quality but in reasonable condition.
The huts are easily read as distinct structures to the rear while the verandah
has connected all three to form a single structure. One hut serves as a ticket
room and another as toilets. Both have been modified. Original internal
wall and ceiling linings and windows are evident and doors have been
boarded up. Despite the modifications, the interiors are in good conditi n.
The addition of the verandah has resulted in modifications to the vertical
boarding. Some deterioration in the boarding is evident at low level
The structure has no gutters or downpipies.

SE

fig.67
Hut 3 has been refurbished and
restored as a 1940s interpretation hut.
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fig.69,70 The ‘ticket station’ is constructed of three original workers huts, with an addition of a
verandah and internal modifications. The huts are in good condition, although some deterioration
of timber boards are evident.
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5.0

ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANCE

5.3

5.1

INTRODUCTION

The Ida Bay Railway has been recognised at a state level for its cultural
heritage significance with its entry o to the Tasmanian Heritage Register.

R
E

DEFINING CULTURAL HERITAGE

The concept of cultural significance is used in Australian heritage practice
and legislation to encompass all of the cultural values and meanings that
might be recognised in a place.

Tasmanian Heritage Register

Ida Bay rai way is listed on the Tasmanian Heritage Register (THR) as place
no. 8215
The Tasmanian Heritage Register Data Sheet that accompanies the listing
of Ida Bay states that the site meets the following criteria of the Historic
Heritage Act 1995:
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Article 1 of The Burra Charter: The Australian ICOMOS Charter for Places of
Cultural Significance, 2013, states:
‘Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social, or spiritual
value for past, present or future generations. Cultural significance is
embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations, meanings,
records, related places and related objects’ (ICOMOS 2013, p. 2)

5.3.1

SE

5.2

The Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service manage the Ida Bay Railway
through the Ida Bay State Reserve and the Southport Lagoon Conservation
Area Management Plan 2006

-N

The statutory assessment of cultural significance relies upon criteria that have
been developed through the National Heritage Convention of HERCON,
and are based on the cultural heritage values identified in The Burra Charter.

EXISTING SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENTS

-R

Historical value underlies all other values and is associated with an
understanding of the relationship between a place and its origins and
development, within the context of historical importance, often expressed as
themes.

L

Aesthetic value relates to the sensory response to a place that may
be distinctive and have identifiable landmark characteristics evoking
emotions. It may relate to creative or technical achievements that are identi
able as important cultural characteristics and includes architectural value.

D

Social value refers to the relationship that a place ha for a community or
cultural group and the cultural meanings that it has for them.

R
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Spiritual value refers to the intangible value and meanings embodied in
or evoked by a place, which give it importance in the identity, traditional
knowledge, art and/or practices of a cultural group.
[ICOMOS 2013, p.3)

Th Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the
conflict between ecology and economy which has long been an important part of Tasmania’s
social and political debate. It was part of a mining operation in an area of highly significant
karst which was the subject of two landmark events in Tasmania’s conservation history—the
reservation of the entrance to Mystery Creek Cave in 1917 and government intervention to
close a quarry within the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area in 1992. As an example
of the sort of light railway that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on industrial sites
and on the West Coast mining fields, it also demonstrates the development of transport
and communications. Such railway lines came into vogue in the 1890s because the narrow
gauge was more suited to hilly country with sharp bends and relatively steep grades, a
notable example being the North-East Dundas Tramway between Williamsford and Zeehan,
carriages from which were still used on the Ida Bay Tourist Railway in 2017. The Ida Bay Railway
demonstrates the type of small industrial village characteristic of bush timber mills, power
stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The
evidence of horse-drawn, steam, petrol and diesel locomotion with associated infrastructure
demonstrates the evolution of the railway system. Like the rebuilt West Coast Wilderness Railway
(the former Abt Railway), the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Redwater Creek Steam Heritage
Society at Sheffield and the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the Ida Bay Railway
demonstrates the development of rail tourism in Tasmania.

A N A LY S I S

Scientific value is the ability of a place to reveal further information about
the historical importance of a place and is often found in the potential of
archaeological investigation.

a) he place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania’s history.
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Blaneys Quarry, at the end of the abandoned ection of railway formation, contains sections
of the Decauville system of modular, p efabricat d track sections which were easy to transport
and assemble as well as being very s able h Decauville system was used across the world for
temporary mining operations, in qu rrying, in harvesting and for portable military supply railways
(Puffert 2009, p.186). Relics of Decauvi e tipper and later bin wagons are also scattered along
the railway formation. Using Decauville rails and skips and containerised bins for transhipment of
limestone by rail and boat to Electr na increased efficiency .
Local innovations by Austra an Commonwealth Carbide are still demonstrated by the Ida Bay
Railway system n both the steam and diesel locomtoive eras, the company employed a highly
unusual over ode braking system for the rakes (coupled sets) of its laden wooden-chassis bin
wagons instead of the andard compressed air or vacuum braking. Apparently developed
to mee the specific needs of the Ida Bay Railway, the system is demonstrated by an intact
bin wagon (Friends of Ida Bay 2018). The highly unusual use of bins to ‘containerise’ the bulk
limestone and enable intermodal transfer at Deep Hole Jetty and at the carbide factory at
Electrona is also demonstrated by remaining relics. Bins of this kind were usually confined to the
movement of treated ore or concentrate, but in this case were apparently found to be the best
solution for carting unprocessed limestone (Friends of Ida Bay 2018).
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The Ida Bay Railway is of historical cultural heritage significance because it is one of the last
surviving narrow gauge industrial railways in Australia, and one of only two in Tasmania. Blaneys
Quarry, at the end of the abandoned section of railway formation, contains sections of the
Decauville system of modular, prefabricated track sections which were easy to transport and
assemble as well as being very stable. The Decauville system was used across the world for
temporary mining operations, quarrying, in harvesting and for portable military supply railways (
Puffert 2009, p.186), but this is probably the only surviving Tasmanian example. The two operational
1943 Malcolm Moore locomotives were designed and built in Port Melbourne during World War
Two as part of the war effort and acquired by Australian Commonwealth Carbide in the period
1948–51. Neither has its original engine, but these locomotives are also believed to be rare.
Certainly they are the only ones operating in Tasmania. The Ida Bay Railway system includes a
rare example of a fairly intact 1940s industrial village, including houses for management, one with
a pay office, two-man workers’ huts, a recreation room, carpenters’ workshop, ablutions blocks,
railway workshops, engine shed, pump shed and sand shed/toilet. There are few comparable
examples on the Tasmanian Heritage Register, including the worker villages at Waddamana
(THR#11,943) and Lake Margaret (THR#10,863).

e) The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or
technical achievement.

SE

b) The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania’s history.

c) The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an
understanding of Tasmania’s history.

f) The place has a strong or special association with a particular
community or cultural group for social or spiritual reasons.
Like the Don River Railway (THR#1347), the Wee Georgie Wood Steam Railway at Tullah, the
Redwater Creek Steam Heritage Society at Sheffield and the West Coast Wilderness Railway
between Queenstown and Regatta Point , Strahan, the Ida Bay Railway is important to many
people as a link to the past, representing the preservation of Tasmania’s railway heritage. It
retains community meaning as a well-known tourist attraction and is popular with railway buffs,
being featured in railway magazines.

L
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Over a period of about 60 years, the Ida Bay Railway quarry operation embraced numerous forms
of transport technology, including a horse-drawn, wooden-railed timber tramway, a narrowgauge railway, Decauville modular, prefabricated rail, steam power, diesel power and and
possibly an aerial tramway. All but the last of these are demonstrated by surviving fabric. There re
numerous archaeological sites along the final section of railway near Blaneys Quarry, includ ng
at least six workers’ hut sites and several other building sites with engine mounts at the quarry
itself. Lime kilns may also have existed at Blaneys Quarry. These sites have the ability to provide
information leading to an understanding of early-twentieth-century rail and quarrying technology,
and the living and working conditions of bush labourers, fettlers, engine dri ers and blacksmiths
during this period.

D

d) The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a
class of place in Tasmania’s history.

R
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A N A LY S I S

The Ida Bay Railway is of historic cultural heritage significance because it is a particularly intact
example of the type of light rail operation that was once common in Tasmania, particularly on
industrial sites and on the West Coast mining fields s they were thought to be better adapted to
hilly country with sharp curves. While sections of severa narrow gauge railway formations survive
in Tasmania, such as that of the North-East D nd s Tramway, the operational section of the Ida
Bay Railway and the 1.8-km section of the North M unt Farrell Tramway used by the Wee George
Wood locomotive at Tullah are the only examples of an intact historic narrow gauge railway .
It also demonstrates the type of small industrial village characteristic of bush timber mills, power
stations and mine sites in Tasmania during the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
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Railway assets within the State eserve include four Malcolm Moore locomotives,
the workshop, office and workman’s quarters, rolling stock and associated
equipment. Only a handful of Malcolm Moore locomotives survive outside of this
railway.
Aside from the railway assets the State reserve has a wealth of surviving, but
larg ly unsurveyed, historic fabric including an old town site, cemetery and
mining era remains. (SLCAMP 2006, p.25)

The Managment Plan refers to the Tasmanian Heritage Register’s summary
statement of significance to determine which heritage assets have
sign ficance.
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The 425 hectare Ida Bay State Reserve is managed for the protection of its historic,
recreational and natural values. A narrow gauge railway, built around 1920, and
extensively upgraded in the 1940s is located within the State reserve. It runs along
the southern shore of the Lune River estuary and terminates at Deephole Bay. The
railway was originally established to transport limestone from Ida Bay quarries to
vessels berthed first within the Lune River estuary, and later at Deephole Bay. The
railway has, discontinuously since 1981, been operated under a lease agreement
as a tourist attraction, and it is due to reopen in late 2006. This plan fosters the
further development of this commercial tourism operation, while protecting the
values of the State reserve. (SLCAMP 2006, p. v)
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The Southport Lagoon Conservation Area Management Plan 2006 (SLCAMP)
is the current reference document for the conservation of the Ida Bay
Railway. The Management Plan includes the following description of the
railway:

The railway continues to exist within the State reserve, now in working condition
after some years of disrepair, running for approximately seven kilometres along
the southern shore of the Lune River estuary terminating at Deephole Bay. The
railway is currently subject to a lease agreement with a private operator (see
Section 4.1), which enables the operato to carry tourists and walkers along the
scenic and historic coastal rout , departing from Lune River.

-N

Southport Lagoon Conservation Area Management Plan

SE

5.3.2

The Management Plan also provides the following description of the
railway’s landscape values:

A major feature of the tourist experience on the railway within the State reserve
has been the scenic beauty of the area, particularly the views across the Lune
River Estuary and Deephole Bay. (SLCAMP 2006, p. 13)

-R

The Management Plan also includes the following summary of the history of
the railway:
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The Electrona Carbide Company took over the limestone quarries as a raw
material source for the manufacture of calcium carbide. The company, during the
1940s built a two-foot gauge steel track tramway to transport quarried limestone to
a jetty at Ida Bay within the Lune River Estuary. Around this time a new workshop,
office and workman’s quarters were also built and Malcolm Moore locomotives
were commissioned for use on the line. With siltation of the estuary and the use
of bigger vessels, in the late 1940s (Fell undated) the tra k was extended to
Deephole Bay. The limestone was shipped to the company’s p ocessing plant at
Electrona.

A N A LY S I S
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With the demise of the Australian Commonwealth Carbide Company (formerly
Electrona Carbide Company) in the 1970s the quarry and associated railway
changed hands. Construction of a good qu lity road to Hastings rendered the
railway/seaway transport mode obsolete and in the late 1970s the government
purchased the railway, consisting of in r tructure, a series of blocks of land, and
a further series of registered caveats over separately owned titles. In 1979 the
Minister approved the Parks and Wildlife Service negotiating with the separate
owners for the purchase of these other titles. In 1981 the railway was in turn leased
to the Ida Bay Railway Company as a sightseeing tourist venture.
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The Railway is recognised for its historic significance as an example of a
narrow gauge light industrial railway and the development of early
transport infrastructure in southern Tasmania. The place has significance
for its rarity as a relatively intact industrial worker’s village from the postWWII period. The surviving WW2 Malcolm Moore locomotives are the sole
examples still operating in Tasmania.

5.5.1

Burra Charter

The Burra Charter is a set of principles and procedures established by
Australia ICOMOS that guides good heritage conservation practice in
Australia.
Burra Charter articles 7 (Use) and 24 (Retaining association and meanings)
provide a guide for understanding the relationship between people
and place. This CMP recognizes that a better understanding of social
significance can be understood in a further discussion of these articles.
Article 8 (Setting) considers how the surroundings of a place may
contribute to the significance of the place. This CMP recognizes that a
discussion on setting can better understand the context of the place and
why it came to be where it is.
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It also has significance for its ability to demonstrate the relationship
between resource extraction industries and wilderness and the evolution of
nature tourism that responded to changing values in society.
The place has social significance for the local community as a ‘link to
the past’ and to railway enthusiasts as it represents Tasmania’s railway
heritage.

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANCE

L
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The THC significance assessment does not acknowledge any potential for
archaeological deposits on the depot site. While there is no documentary
evidence of operations on the site prior to the establishment of the depot
around 1948, it should be recognized that the railway had been operating
along this alignment since 1922 and there may be archaeological deposits
associated with early railway activities and subsequently there should
be a level of caution with any excavation. However, given the lack of
documentary evidence, a archaeological method statement will not be
able to determine areas of sensitivity.

5 5.2

Article 7: Use

‘The significance of many places is directly related to their use,
present and past. The use for which a place is designed is likely to
be significant, but other subsequent uses may be significant too. For
many places use is a major component of their value and meaning
to the community and should be continued’.
					The Illustrated Burra Charter p.34
The Ida Bay Railway Depot was a working yard associated with a rail line
transporting limestone quarry workers and equipment to and from the
quarries of the Lune Sugarloaf. The depot was a place for maintenance
of the rail line, carriages and locomotives, and it also provided workers
accommodation for the quarries. Located at the junction of rail and road,
the place is significant for the development of an early transport centre
that served the local community.
A N A LY S I S
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The SLCAMP does not provide a significance assessment but does refer to
the THR statement of significance. It does emphasize he im ortance of
natural values and ‘scenic beauty’ of the area and the role that the tourist
railway plays in its appreciation.
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The Ida Bay Railway Depot is listed on the Tasmanian Heritage Register
as part of the entirety of the railway, referred to as Lot 8. Subsequently
not all of the significance assessment or the ascribed criteria, is relevant
specifically to the Depot site.

5.5
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SUMMARY OF EXISTING SIGNIFICANCE

SE

5.4

The continuous use of the rail line since 1919 is significant. Its potential on
going use as a demonstration railway assists in the understanding of the
original use of the place and thus it contributes to interpreting the cultural
heritage significance of the place. The ongoing use of the site as a railway
is significant to the local community as it retains a meaningful link to their
past. The retention and potential use of railway assets associated with the
site during its time as a mining transport depot, also allows for an authentic
interpretation of the use of the place.
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Article 24: Retaining Associations and Meanings

5.5.4

R
E

The Railyard Depot has a visual connection down the rail line to the
south, and out to the hills of the Lune Sugarloaf in the west from which the
limestone is mined and transport by the railway. View corridors formed by
the rail alignment are flanked by native vegetation. The natural border
to the west provided by the marshland edged in scrub, allows the site to
be understood as a settlement on the edge of wilderness. The landscape
within the site is distinguished for its absence of purposeful plantings and
abundance of mature eucalypt trees clustered to the edges of the site.
Worker accommodation huts and ablution buildings are situated on the
upper part of the site overlooking the railway. Further up the site the Quarry
Manager’s House is located overlooking the workers huts.

EL
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The Ida Bay Rail Depot has a strong association with the local community
and their involvement with the limestone mining industry. This association
has continued with the later tourist railway and is maintained today with the
members of the local community that have formed the group called The
Ida Bay Railway Preservation Society. The Society advocates for the future
of the railway and the conservation of the depot. The place also retains
connections to the wider railway enthusiast community as demonstrated by
its participation in community events, such as Steam Age Ida Bay Festival in
2018. Articles on the railway have appeared in the Light Railway Magazine
in autumn 1971, February 2001, and August 2020; and Railway Digest issue
February 2017. These events and articles demonstrate an ongoing interest in
the place by the rail preservation community.

The Ida Bay Railway Depot is loca ed at the junction between the rail line
and Lune River Road. This setting demons rates the links between the early
transport network of rail, road and sea hat was instrumental in extracting
mineral resources from remote locations in Southern Tasmania.

-N

Acknowledging the associations and meanings represented by the Ida
Bay Railyards is important when analysing the significance of the place.
Association means ‘the special connection between people and place’.
Meanings ‘denote what a place signifies, indicates, evokes or expresses.
Meanings generally relate to intangible aspects of a place such as symbolic
qualities, memories, traditional practices and events’ (The Illustrated Burra
Charter p.70).

Article 8: Setting

SE

5.5.3

D

L
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The associated quarries of the Ida Bay Railway were the site of important
environmental activism and community protests during the 1970s. This era
drew upon earlier efforts to conserve the karst system of the surrounding
landscape that was led by Caverneering organisations that utilized the Ida
Bay Train in their expeditions. While these associations with the environmental
movement are directly related to the railway’s remote location, its use in
limestone mining and its setting within a landscape, it does not necessarily
result in a close association with the environmental movem nt that would
be considered significant.

The original setting of the Ida Bay Railyard Depot is retained along with
the relationships with the distant landscape. Subsequently, it is able to
demonstrate its origins as a transport hub, its relationship with the mining
industry and its place in the karst and coastal landscape.

R
TI

A N A LY S I S
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5.6

HISTORIC THEMES

5.7

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Ida Bay Railway Depot site is of historic cultural heritage significance
as a place facilitating the mining industry associated with the important
historical development of hydro e ectricity in Tasmania.

These were developed in order to provide a general framework to link
regional themes into a national understanding of the historic development
of Australia. They create a context in which regional heritage places can be
located within a national narrative of historic development. Historic themes
also allow assessment of a place’s rarity and representativeness in relation to
similar heritage places as well as assisting in an evaluation of significance at
local, state or national levels.

The site has the ability to demonstrate the development of a Post War
mining transport depot ntegrating rail, road and sea transport in a remote
location. It comprises intact workshops, railway alignments and associated
structures as well as a largely intact small industrial workers village that
demonstrates the introduction of migrant workers into Australian industry
during the 1940s period of labour shortages.

-N

SE

The retention on the site and in storage of a significant amount of railway
operational equipment associated with operation of the site during the
mining period, including rare Malcolm Moore locomotives, contributes
to the high level of intactness of the depot. Its continued operation as a
place for the maintenance of railway since 1919 is significant.

EL
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In order to assess the cultural heritage significance of the place it is
important to understand how the history of the site relates to important
historical themes of Australia. The principle themes that relate to the Ida Bay
Railway are:

R
E

The Australian Historic Themes Framework was developed by the Australian
Heritage Commission and adopted by the Commonwealth, States and
Territories in 2000.

2.4.2 Migrating to seek opportunity
3.4.3 Mining
3.8.6 Building and maintaining railways

D
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The application of historic themes to the Ida Bay Raikway indicates that the
significance of the place has potentia for both local and state recognition.

The community of the southern coastal area of Tasmania has an on going
close association with the place with some members of the community
having personal experience of relatives working at the Depot and others
using the place for recreation. The municipal councils of the district
were largely responsible for the acquisition of the place by the State
Government with the aspiration for it to be retained as a heritage site and
the working railway supporting a district tourism industry. The formation
of conservation groups to assist in the operation of the railway during
this period is significant and continues today with the Ida bay Railway
Preservation Society. These community groups demonstrate the close
association of the place with the community.

A N A LY S I S

ii) Later migration
viii) Mining and Forestry
xi) Human interaction with remote places

L

-R

The Tasmanian Heritage Council also includes a list of key historic themes f r
Tasmania in their referred document Assessing Historic Heritage Significance
(AHHS). These themes are considered ‘of greatest importance in shaping the
Tasmanian environment and society’ (AHHS 2011). Similarly to the Australian
themes, they assist in comparing an individual site to the important historic
development processes of Tasmania. The themes applicable to the Ida Bay
Railway are:

The history of the site also relates to the early environmental movement
with the destruction of the entrance of Mystery Creek Cave in 1920 to
create Blaneys Quarry, which was serviced by the Ida bay Railway from
1930. The Ida Bay Railway was used since 1946 by early cavernering
groups to access the karst landscape of the Lune Sugarloaf and explore
the extensive limestone cave systems, increasing the awareness and
appreciation of the natural values of the landscape, which finally resulted
in its inclusion into the Tasmanian World Heritage Area.
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TASMANIAN HERITAGE COUNCIL

Ida Bay Railway is entered on the Tasmanian Heritage Register (THR) as no.
8215 and is subject to the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995, administered
by the Tasmanian Heritage Council (THC). In respect to proposed works to
the place, the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 states under section 39.2,
that the Heritage Council:

HUON VALLEY COUNCIL INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME

A section of the Ida Bay Railway is listed under the Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area. The current proposal site of the Ida Bay Railyard
Depot is not part of this listing.
However, the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Management Plan
2016 section 6 6 Historic Heritage includes the following Key Desired
Outcome (KDO)
KDO 6.10: The profile and value of historic heritage, in the presentation of
the TWWHA, increase, including historic heritage of significance to local
communities.

L

The Ida Bay Railway is not heritage listed under the Huon Valley Council
interim planning scheme. However, the Southport Lagoon Conservation
Area Management Plan 2006 requires that any development at the Ida Bay
Railway should co-operate with the Huon Valley Council.

D

4.3.12 Cooperate with the Huon Valley Council in the con iderati n of all major
development and resource use proposals. Such propos ls will require:
- preparation of an environmental impact assessment in accordance with
guide lines and principles established by PWS, the Huon Valley Council and
section 74 of the Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994;

Management Actions:
• Through the Tourism Master Plan for the TWWHA, consider regionalbased opportunities for presentation of historic heritage, such as those
on the Lyell Highway and in the Adamsfield-Florentine region.
• Review opportunities, including commercial, to link conservation with
the presentation of historic heritage.
• Support local sustainable community involvement in the
management and presentation of historic heritage.
S TAT U T O R Y C O N T R O L S

-R

6.2

The Ida Bay Railway is currently m naged by the Tasmanian Parks
and Wildlife Service under the Ida B y State Reserve. A Reserve
Activity Assessment (RAA) is required when developing a proposal for
development on Parks and Wild ife managed land.

EL
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(a) is to have regard to the likely impact of the proposed heritage works
on the historic cultural heritage signi cance of the relevant registered
place or heritage area; and
(b) may have regard to any representations made in respect of the
application; and
(c) is to have regard to any matters prescribed by the regulations for the
purposes of this subsection; and
(d) is to have regard to any relevant works guidelines; and
(e) may liaise with the relevant planning authority.

TASMANIAN PARKS AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

R
E

6.1

6.3

-N

STATUTORY CONTROLS

SE

6.0

• Allow for sustainable continued access to and use of tracks and
huts of historical significance, and for the maintenance of those assets
through partnership arrangements.
• Identify tracks of historical interest and develop criteria that allow for
the consideration of historic heritage in track management.

- a site plan detailing how impacts will be managed;

R
TI

- demonstration of compliance with all ther relevant statutory and
State policy requirements; and

- the approval of the Minister prior to th lodgement of a development
application. (SLCAMP 2006, p.39)
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Southport Lagoon Conservation Area Management plan 		
2006

R
E

4.3.7 Providers of tourism and recreation l faci ities or services will :
- base their operations on features and values of the reserves;
- operate in a manner compatible with protection of features and values;
- explain the principles of

i imal impact on natural and cultural values to clients;

-N

The current statutory document used to guide the management of the
Ida Bay State Reserve is the 2006 the Southport Lagoon Conservation Area
Management Plan. The Ida Bay Railyards Depot is classified as part of the
‘Visitor Services Zone’ and all policies applicable to that zone apply to the
current site.

- avoid impact on the legitimate enjoyment and experience of other visitors;

The Management Plan states:
The 425 hectare Ida Bay State Reserve is managed for the protection of its historic,
recreational and natural values. A narrow gauge railway, built around 1920, and
extensively upgraded in the 1940s is located within the State reserve. It runs along
the southern shore of the Lune River estuary and terminates at Deephole Bay. The
railway was originally established to transport limestone from Ida Bay quarries to
vessels berthed first within the Lune River estuary, and later at Deephole Bay. The
railway has, discontinuously since 1981, been operated under a lease agreement as
a tourist attraction, and it is due to reopen in late 2006. This plan fosters the further
development of this commercial tourism operation, while protecting the values of the
State reserve.

- contribute to the external costs resulting from the proposal.

Prescriptio s fo the Visitor Services Zone

SE

6.3.1

4.4.2 P ovide infra tructure to facilitate recreational and tourism use which
harmo is s wi h the natural and/or cultural environment.

2.8.3 Prepare a strategic asset management plan for the Ida Bay Railway (see
prescription 4.1.3).

4.4.4 Proposals to develop any of the above facilities must comply with the
requirements of Section 4.3.

2.8.4 Attempt, as possible, to ensure catch-up and cyclic maintenance works
necessary to maintain the essential integrity of the railway assets i undertaken.

4.4.5 Concessions for providing recreational or tourism opportunities will be
considered if consistent with the zone’s natural and cultural values.

4.1 The aims with respect to leases, licences and written autho ities is
in the State reserve, to provide the appropriate circumstan es to allow a leaseholder
to place the Ida Bay Railway on a solid commercial footing, provid ng the
circumstances for its continuing conservation.

4.4.6 Fuel loads may be managed to reduce wildfire risks, or to maintain a low risk
environment for the public.

4.1.3 While recognising the heritage significance of the Ida Bay Railway the PWS also
recognises and supports proposals for controlled adaptation and development of the
site that promotes development of a more vi ble tourist product.

4.4.8 Limit the number of signs.

EL
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2.8.2 Facilitate, where possible, the continuation of the Ida Bay Railway as a wo king
railway.

4.4.3 Thes ones, both located within the State reserve, are intended to provide
the p incipal focus for any further commercial development of the Ida Bay Railway.
Access to the Deephole Visitor Service Zone is limited to rail, boat or foot access.
Public vehicular access is specifically ruled out (see management issues Section
4 1). Development within this zone may include hostel type accommodation, bunk
house and self-contained accommodation, staff housing, restaurant facilities,
development of infrastructure services such as sewage, water supply and power,
interpretation facilities, public landing facilities, toilets, showers, public shelters, public
picnic and camping facilities, nature walks, gas barbecues, licensed camps, and
equipment caches.

L

D
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4.3.6 All commercial tourism use and development proposals will be required
to demonstrate economic viability while according with this management plan.
Demonstration will be assessed through an ind pendent audit of a detailed business
and financial plan showing at least a three-year projection of operations.
4.3.12 Cooperate with the Huon Valley Council in the consideration of all major
development and resource use proposals.

S TAT U T O R Y C O N T R O L S

-R

A number of provisions are included in the Management Plan that relate to
the functioning of Ida Bay railway:

4.4.7 This zone will be the main location for provision of education and interpretation
facilities and activities.
4.4.9 Encourage minimal impact strategies by visitors, including encouragement to
take their rubbish home.
Table 6: Key Aims and Performance Indicators:
AIM 7: [Section 2.8 Historic Heritage] Protect, conserve and interpret the significant
historic heritage of the reserves.
Performance Indicator: The Ida Bay Railway remains a substantially intact working
railway.
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OBJECTIVES

Ida Bay Railway has a long history and connection to the Southern
Tasmanian community. The place has heritage significance as a largely
intact example of a post-war industrial site related to the development of a
significant Tasmanian industry. It also has significance for its association with
the changes in community attitudes to the Natural World and the need for
its conservation.
The site has seen continual railway operations since 1919, although it has
had limited success as a tourist attraction over the last 50 years.
Heritage management of the Ida Bay Railyard Depot will:
Retain the site as a remnant example of the original Ida Bay Railway.
Retain the heritage fabric of the depot site and allow for their
historical interpretation.
Maintain a relationship of the built forms, railyard and rail alignment,
within a natural bush setting
Allow for the possible future use of the rail line and locomotives.

Impor antly, the future use of the place, while maintaining the heritage
values of the place, should not prohibit the future functioning of the
railway

EL
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•
•

The relative intactness of the place, as well as the extent of railway
operating equipment, including working locomotives associated with
the place, supports the significance of establishing working railway
operations on the site. The existence of community associations interested
in this outcome also contributes to the opportunity for a working railway.
However, it should be appreciated that the potential of a functioning
railway, for tourist visitation in particular, remain uncertain including the
Railway Authority regulations associated with that function. However, the
potential remains for a demonstration capacity of working locomotives
that should be considered as contributing to the on going use and
significance of the place.

R
E

7.1

-N

CONSERVATION STRATEGY

SE

7.0

•
•

OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

7.2.1

Implications Arising From Significance

D

7.2

L

-R

Heritage management will allow for the continued use of the railyard depot
for tourism purposes, and ensure that the heritage fabric is maintained. It will
also allow for ongoing community use of the place.

R
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Statutory Implications

The implications of this CMP does not alter the existing statutory listing on
the Tasmanian Heritage Register, but does provide clarity in the future
redevelopment of the place as to how heritage values are maintained.
It is anticipated that this CMP provides the basis for meeting the obligations
of a Reserve Activity Assessment as part of the management of the Ida
Bay State reserve.

7.2.3

Owners Requirements and Aspirations

It is recognised in the management plan for the Ida Bay State Reserve that
the Ida Bay Railyard Depot site should be used for the appreciation of the
natural and cultural values of the site, in order to allow it to be conserved
into the future.

POLICY

The statement of significance indicates that Ida Bay Railway Depot and
its associated built fabric and landscape, have a level of cultural heritage
significance that should be conserved for future generations. Conservation
requires that significant fabric, buildings, spaces, and landscape are
retained together with an appropriate setting.

7 2.2

The Railyard Depot site displays a high level of integrity in both the external
and internal fabric of the place. While this provides greater constraints in
the adaption of the place for new ses, including the development of new
structures and additions to existing structures, it also provides the opportunity
for historical interpretation of the place.
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CONSERVATION POLICY

8.1

THE MANAGEMENT OF THE PLAN

The Management of the Plan
The Use of the Place
The Interpretation of the Place
Managing Change to the Place
Maintaining the Place

POLICY 2:

POLICY 3:

-R
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STATUTORY APPROVALS

All works to the place are to meet the requirements of those statutory
authorities responsible for regulating the management of heritage values
of the place. Consultation with these statutory authorities should be
undertaken at the time of planning for new works to determine the need
and scope for an application.
POLICY 5:

HERITAGE IMPACT STATEMENTS

In proposals for works that are not certified exempt from statutory
approval, reference shall be made to the policies in this CMP in the form of
a Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) in the format approved by the statutory
authority having jurisdiction over the works.
• The HIS must provide a prudent and feasible analysis in order to
minimise impacts on heritage fabric.
• The HIS should be prepared by professionals with experience in the
conservation management of heritage places.

POLICY

R
TI

RESPONSIBLE OFFICERS

The mplementation of this CMP shall be the responsibility of the future
planning and management of the place, as well as its day-to-day
operation. Works to the place shall be monitored be these designated
personnel.
POLICY 4:

The policies that relate specifically to the physical fabric of the place are
supported by drawings that identify significant elements.

ENDORSEMENT

The policies set out within this CMP shall be formally endorsed by the
owne s and managers of the place.

EL
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The policies are arranged under the following parts to enable an
understanding of their role in conservation management:

This Conservation Management P an (CMP) shall be the primary document
in the management of heritage values in relation to the future planning
and management of the Ida Bay Railyards Depot. This CMP, and its
guiding document, the Austra ia ICOMOS Burra Charter, shall be referred
to in relation to all works to the fabric of the place, and all uses associated
with the place, which impact on the heritage values of the place.

SE

The policies set out the manner of the retention and enhancement of
significant fabric, spaces and landscape, by guiding changes to the place
and specifying conditions for change management where adaptation, new
construction and demolition are acceptable.
The policies provide the basis for managing the setting to significant
elements that collectively form the character of the place.
The policies also set out the administration of heritage management that
require continuing expert advice, documentation of change and further
investigation.

PRIMARY DOCUMENT

R
E

POLICY 1:
The following policies have been developed following an understanding of
the degree of significance of the various elements of the place.

-N

8.0
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POLICY 6:

CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT PLAN REVIEW

POLICY 10:

RAILWAY REGULATIONS

Objective:
The use of the railway is encouraged to allow for the
demonstration and interpretation of the significance of the place.

8.2

Ensure the regulations of the Rail Safety National Law (Tasmania) Act 2012
are allowed for in the future development of the place.

Objective:
The use of the place shall be compatible with its
significance to ensure that changes to the fabric of the place are minimised
and the community’s sense of place is enhanced.

•
•

The use of the place should maintain an understanding of the place
as a historic site.
The use of the place should allow for the future potential of a
working railway.
The use of the place should allow for the potential to display and
demonstrate its original use as a railway utilising the original rail
alignments and central workshop.

POLICY 8:

COMMUNITY USE

Objective:
site.

Ensure equal access is provided where possible across the

D

EQUAL ACCESS

INTERPRETATION OF HISTORY

Objective:
to the site.

Provide for the interpretation of the site’s history to visitors

•

R
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Future uses for the place should not restrict the ability of the site to
be accessed without discrimination.
Access design to existing parts of the site should be facilitated to
avoid or minimize impact on identified heritage fabric or spaces, by
providing alternatives to achieving compliance.

•

POLICY 12:
COLLECTION OF HISTORICAL INFORMATION, MOVEABLE
OBJECTS AND ORIGINAL FITTINGS AND FIXTURES
Objective:
Provide for the collection and care of historical
information and artefacts associated with the site.
•
•
•

•
•
•

PA U L J O H N S T O N

ARCHITECTS

Encourage an understanding of the current site as part of
the larger Ida Bay Railway and quarries, and its role in the
development of the community.
Incorporate moveable heritage associated with the site to
demonstrate its original use.
Locate the interpretation to allow the public to readily access this
information, including digital versions online.

+

Facilitate the on going collection of historical information about
the place including artefacts, documentation and oral histories.
Provide for their documentation, cataloguing and storage.
Coordinate the collection with other organisations such as PWS,
TMAG, Tasmanian Archives and Heritage Office and National
Archives of Australia.
Prepare an Asset Management Plan of the movable heritage
objects on site, following the recommendations of Heritage
Victoria’s Guidelines for the Implementation of the Government
Cultural Heritage Asset Management Principles
Liaise with experts in historic railways to Identify; Assess significance;
Document; Manage; and Maintain heritage objects associated
with the railway.
Provide for the care and maintenance of these objects with on site
storage.
Original fittings and fixtures removed from heritage buildings should
be retained as heritage artefacts.

POLICY

•

POLICY 11:

L
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Ensure access to the site is not restricted to the public by future uses.
Encourage use of the place for cultural tourism associated with
the significance of the place as a railway and also to allow an
appreciation of its history and relationship to landscape and natural
values.

POLICY 9:

•

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE PLACE

•

Objective:
The use of the Ida Bay Railway Depot as an accessible
place open to visitors is to be maintained and encouraged.
•
•

8.3

EL
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•
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ACCEPTABLE USE

SE

THE USE OF THE PLACE

POLICY 7:

R
E

A review of this CMP shall take place within ten years of its endorsement.
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POLICY 16:

•

•

MANAGING CHANGE TO THE PLACE
EXPERT OPINION

Objective:
the site.

Use the advice of experts in decisions about the future of

-R

HERITAGE ITEMS

Objective:
Conserve Heritage items to ensure their significance is
maintained into the future.

New buildings are restricted to areas that will not impact on
the heritage values of the Place or intrude on significant views
or setting. New buildings in the Redevelopment Zone are to be
restricted in scale to ensure that the prominence of the Central
Workshop Building is maintained.

•
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Extensions to the Central Workshop building is allowed only if
it supports the interpretation of the history of the place. New
structures in the Redevelopment Zone are to be restricted in scale
to ensure that the prominence of the Central Workshop Building is
maintained.

POLICY 19:

NEW OPENINGS IN HERITAGE BUILDINGS

Objective:
New openings in heritage buildings should not impact on
the ability of heritage buildings to demonstrate their significance.
•

•

POLICY

Landscape
• Railway alignment and turntable, excluding the loop.
• Railyard formed by the workshop buildings and loading wall

EXTENSIONS TO HERITAGE BUILDINGS

Objective:
Ensure that extensions to heritage buildings do not diminish
the heritage values of the place.
Refer to Development Guidelines Plans A and B on page 35

The following structures are identified as Heritage Items to be conserved, in
accordance with this CMP.
Buildings:
• Central workshop
• Sandbox shed
• Carpenters workshop
• Worker accommodation huts overlooking the rail line.
• Engine shed
• Crib Hut
• Worker accommodation huts forming the tourist station

NEW BUILDINGS

Objective:
New buildings planned for the place should be located
and be of a scale that will not dominate the site to the extent that the
original village cannot be appreciated.
Refer to Development Guidelines Plans A and B on page 35

POLICY 18:

Seek expert opinion from professionals engaged with their areas of
expertise when planning for works to the place.

POLICY 15:

POLICY 17:

•

POLICY 14:

•

Refer to illustrated policies on pages 37-39 that identify heritage fabric to
be conserved.

EL
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8.4

In any disturbance of the ground levels, excavation should be
monitored ‘to mitigate archaeological impacts and recover
information before it is lost…’, in accordance with THC Practice Note
No2, Managing Historical Archaeological Significance in the Works
Process.
Any unexpected archaeological features and/or deposits revealed
during excavation should be recorded and artefacts retained as
part of the collections policy for the place.

Objective:
The original and early fabric to heritage buildings should
be conserved to maintain their heritage value.

R
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Objective: Ensure that areas of archaeological potential are investigated for
artefacts and insitu deposits.

CONSERVATION OF BUILT HERITAGE FABRIC

-N

ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL

SE

POLICY 13:

New openings in walls should be avoided but are acceptable only
if it supports the visitor interpretation of the history of the place and
does not restrict the ability of the place to demonstrate its original
use.
New openings should be located so that disturbance of heritage
fabric is minimised.
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POLICY 23:

Refer to illustrated policies pages 37-39
• New interior walls should be avoided but are acceptable only if it
supports the visitor interpretation of the history of the place and does
not restrict the ability of the place to demonstrate its original use.
• Retain the wall and ceiling linings to those heritage buildings with
heritage fabric.
• Retain early fittings and fixtures to heritage buildings.
POLICY 21:

SETTING

•
•

Carparking associated with the site should be located to areas on
the periphery outside of conservation areas.
Carparking for equal access may be located where levels are
acceptable.

POLICY 24:

•

No infrastructure shall be attached to the walls or roofs of heritage
buildings.
Infrastructure additions including mechanical plant,
communication equipment and energy installations to external
walls and roofs of new buildings should be located discreet from
public view to avoid visual impact on significant buildings.

•

POLICY 25:

SIGNAGE

Objective:
of the place.

Ensure signage does not intrude into the prominent views

•
•

New signage should not be attached to the fabric of heritage
buildings.
Signage should be used for directional purposes to allow visitors to
navigate the site or for informing visitors of the use of the place.

-D

L

-R

Ensure all proposed building and landscape works are sited to retain the
setting to the place.
The following items are not significant elements in themselves but contribute
to the significance of the place. They should be retained or replaced as
identifiable elements associated with the operation and setting of the place.
• The workers accommodation row and view to and from the Quarry
manager’s house
• The view lines up and down the rail line
• View lines across the open grass area and low scrub to the western
Lune Sugarloaf.
• The relationship of the site to the Lune River Road
• Mature eucalypts across the site and clustered to the north and
south.
• Embankment cutting between lower rail line and buildings that
defines the level area of the depot.

INFRASTRUCTURE ADDITIONS

Objective:
Ensure that equipment attached to roofs do not visually
intrude into prominent views of the heritage buildings.

EL
EA

Objective:
Retain the setting to the place that contributes to an
understanding of the significance of the place.

Objective:
Ensure areas designated for the parking of cars does not
intrude into the setting of heritage b ildings or visually disturb their setting.

R
E

Objective:
The interiors of all heritage buildings should be maintained in
original and early condition and form.

CARPARKING

-N

CHANGES TO THE INTERIOR OF HERITAGE BUILDINGS

SE

POLICY 20:

POLICY 22: NEW STRUCTURES OTHER THAN BUILDINGS

POLICY

•
•

R
TI

Objective:
New structures planned for the place should be located
and be of a scale that they do not dominate the site.
Refer to Development Guidelines Plans A and B on page 35
New structures are restricted to areas that will not impact on the
heritage values of the Place or intrude on significant views or setting.
New structures are allowed only if it supports visitor circulation and
interpretation of the history of the place.
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•

HERITAGE FABRIC ILLUSTRATED POLICIES

•
•

•
•
•

-N

The plasterboard stud framed wall to
the former office should be removed,
and the primary frame to the workshop
retained intact. Its replacement should
allow for the viewing of the workshop
by visitors.

•

Remnant machinery and fittings
and fixtures are to remain in place
for cataloguing and interpretation.
Machinery installed in the tourist
period of operation not required for
the display of locomotives should be
removed.

•

Removal of the verandah will reveal
the original workshop front elevation.

•

Investigation of the floor structure is
required to determine the extent of
original flooring associated with the
entry door. Removal will require careful
patch repair of the cladding to ensure
weather tightness is achieved with like
materials and paint finish.

•

Removal of the café fitting, fixtures
and linings is recommended. retention
of exposed structure, windows and
doors is recommended, however,
should access new access be required
for visitors, the creation of new entry
openings is acceptable.

SE

•

EL
EA

•
•

Additions to existing buildings are to be removed.
Buildings are to retain all original fabric in good condition and fabric in
poor condition should be repaired. Missing fabric should be replaced.
Replacement of fabric should match existing fabric of original origin.
Galvanised sheet roofing, flashing, gutters and downpipes should be
used and replacement of PVC fittings considered.
Paint finished repaired with compatible oil based paints and timber
preservative stains selected to ensure they match the colour and tone
of the original vertical board.
Removal of rubbish from within structures should be undertaken
following an assessment of significance on moveable items.
Items related to the operation of the quarry railway are to remain on site
for cataloguing and storage or interpretation in accordance with the
Asset Management Plan.
All other material should be removed from the site.
Following removal and storage and before any demolition, an extant
recording of the place is to be undertaken in accordance with this CMP
Remnant fabric identified as significant is to be protected throughout
the redevelopment.

-R

•
•

R
E

GENERALLY

CENTRAL WORKSHOP

L

R
TI

Obs lete drainage should be removed
and gutters replaced with a traditional
pr file.

•

Replacement of poorly operating
wing doors with sliding doors should
follow photographs of original doors.

POLICY

•

Removal of the dilapidated lean to’
sheds will requ re careful patch repair
to the shed cladding Ensure weather
tightness is achiev
with like materials
and paint finish.

-D

•

The retention of early fabric in the leanto structures is recommended following
a detail survey
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STATION HUTS

CARPENTERS SHED

•

-R
L

SANDBOX

The rood plumbing should be
r placed and debris and rubbish
cleared from its perimeter to allow for
proper surface drainage.

•

Ensure the downpipe disperses roof
water away from building fabric.

R
TI

•

•

Roof drainage needs to be repaired
and surface drainage to the rear and
both sides to be well maintained.

•

The interior should be retained as a
single space.

•

Original doors and windows retained.
The main frontage door is not original
but the opening should be retained.

•

Removal of the entry porch structure
is recommended.

•

Replacement of the window frames
with timber frames that suit the
opening is recommended.

•

Replacement of the gutter and
downpipe in traditional profiles is
recommended.

•

Ensure roof drainage disperses clear
of the building.

•

The interior can be retained should
the ensuite bathroom be used.

SHOWER BUILDING
•

Removal of the entry deck structure is
recommended.

•

The interior should be retained as
a shower building and early fabric,
including stall doors and basins
retained in any refurbishment.

POLICY

The sandbox shed is directly related to
the original operation of the railway. Its
retention as a histor cal item is required
and all original a d early fittings,
including the stove top and burnt out
chimney are to be retained.

-D

•

Removal of the tourist era verandah
is recommended.

CRIB ROOM HUT

EL
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•

-N

•

SE

The original accommodation huts
are to be conserved
Removal of the verandah
extensions and interconnecting
structure is recommended
Removal of the three huts to their
original location adjacent to the
existing accommodation huts is
recommended
The conservation policy to the
accommodation huts should also
apply to these huts in their original
location

R
E

•
•
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RECREATION HUT

•

Replacement of roof flashing and
guttering and downpipes with new
galvanised fittings is recommended.
Retention of the original closed gutter
is required.
Ensure that roof drainage is dispersed
away from building fabric.

•

Remove rubbish from under floor
areas.

•

Ensure footing piers remain structurally
sound.

•

Retain all timber doors and windows
and internal linings.

•

Retain the interior as a single space.

•

Apron flashing to chimney.

•

Gutters should be replaced with
a common traditional profile in
galvanised finish and downpipes
replaced with circular downpipes in
galvanised finish.

•

Rainwater tanks should be corrugated
steel and galvanised finished.

•

replace timber window to match
existing.

•

Repair ceiling and wall linings with
materials and finish to match remnants
remaining.

•

Remove partition and investigate the
fireplace wall lining for repair.

•

Reduce ground level at the rear of
the building and install surface drain
to divert ground water away from
building fabric.

•

Remove rubbish from the site.

•

Remove rubbish and railway materials
clear of the building to ensure fabric is
not deteri rating.

ensure grass levels are kept to under
100mm above ground level.

•

Remove obsolete infrastructure and
make good to match the natural
ground surface.

R
TI

Remove ground levels to ensure low
timbers are not susceptible to decay.

•

No fencing is permitted within the
conservation zone.

•

Duck boarding can be retained if it
allows access across the site in wet
weather.

LANDSCAPE

POLICY

•

Ensure rainwater i dis ha ged clear of
building fab c.

-D

•

L

ENGINE SHED

Repair of the existing roof sheeting
should ensure sheets are adequately
fixed and ridge capping replaced to
suit the ridge length.

•

-R

EL
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•

•

R
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Removal of the non original porch
additions is recommended complete
with decking and footing structures.
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•

SE

ACCOMMODATION HUTS
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MAINTAINING THE PLACE

Objective:
A maintenance schedule for periodic inspection for
buildings and landscape should be developed to retain the heritage
significance of building fabric and setting to a high level of condition and
integrity.
•
•
•

Schedule inspections of the site at regular intervals and at times prior
to storm events
Designate a responsible person to monitor the inspections and
initiate action to address any identified issues
Identify deteriorated heritage fabric and prioritise remedial work to
these areas
RISING DAMP

Objective:
Prevent the ingress of moisture in building external walls that
may deteriorate heritage fabric.
•
•

Identify areas susceptible to rising damp
Monitor areas identified and ensure levels do not increase or result in
salt attack of the building fabric
Should levels increase and salt deposits are evident, investigate
to determine source and extent and seek advice on options for
rectification

-R

•

Ensure building perimeters are inspected as part of the maintenance
schedule

L

DRAINAGE

Objective:
Ensure roof of buildings drain rainwater to stormwater outlets
without the ingress of water

•
•

R
TI

•

Ensure roof drainage is periodically inspected as part of the
maintenance schedule
Inspect gutters and sumps and drains prior to storm events to ensure
debris does not cause overflowing
Following any evidence of failed roof drainage, inspect to determine
the adequacy of the existing capacity and design. Confirm the
condition and performance of all roof junctions and flashings.
In programs for roof drainage work, redesign roof drainage to ensure
the overflow of gutters and downpipes does not occur with the

PAINT

Objective:
Maintain paint finishes to exterior and interior surfaces to
ensure substrate material does not deteriorate. The finish on materials of
heritage significance should be compatible with their significance.
•
•
•
•

Maintain the paint finish to external buildings
Inves igate existing paint finishes to determine original paint finishes
Ensure new paint finishes are compatible with existing finishes
Maintain colour schemes to the exterior and interior of the buildings
that are compatible with their significance

POLICY 30:

TIMBER

Objective:
Ensure timber heritage fabric is maintained. Ensure timber
heritage fabric is repaired rather than replaced
•
•
•
•

Maintain paint finishes to painted timberwork exposed to
weathering
Deteriorated timber building elements should be repaired rather
than replaced as much as possible.
Ensure the repair retains as much original fabric as possible and
new materials match the existing in species, profile and detail.
Replace severely deteriorated timber with durable hardwood
species timber of the same thickness and profile

POLICY 31:

LANDSCAPE

Objective:
Ensure the landscape elements of the place are
maintained to provide a high quality setting to significant buildings
•
•
•

POLICY

-D

POLICY 28:

•

POLICY 29:

EL
EA

•
POLICY 27:

•

provision of failsafe outlets that discharge overflow rainwater clear
of buildings
Roof and plumbing replacement should match existing materials
and profile. Ensure metal compatibility throughout roof drainage
systems

R
E

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

-N

POLICY 26:

SE

8.5

Maintain mature existing trees in good health to extend their life.
Maintain clusters of mature trees to the north and south of the
site, and open areas cleared of trees that allow for views that
contribute to the setting of the place.
restrict any fencing or screening across the site that will create a
visual impact and disconnection between components of the
village and railyard complex.
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